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Introduction

Up to the recent detection of gravitational waves, light was the main messenger from the Universe. It

has brought us an incredible amount of information about celestial objects that are, for now, unreachable.

With the discovery that the electromagnetic spectrum is not restricted to the visible light, instrumentation

has continuously evolved to help astronomers observing the full spectrum. While the X-rays highlight the

violent and energetic reactions related to ionization, the infrared and radio-waves trace the cold Universe

(for low redshift). With light as the only probe, one can get the global picture of phenomena like physical

processes and chemical composition in a specific region of the sky. Building telescopes sensitive to any

wavelength (if possible), in the highest and driest places on Earth was therefore necessary to collect the

maximum amount of photons which can travel through the atmosphere. To observe wavelengths that are

absorbed by the atmosphere, telescopes fly onboard balloon, aircraft or spacecraft. Every small structure

in the sky is investigated by increasing the size of the telescope mirrors and when one single dish cannot

meet the spatial resolution required by science, several telescopes are used to artificially create one dish the

size of the maximal distance between telescopes. In addition of observing smaller details, it is also possible

to observe further in distance : astronomers are, indeed, able to travel in time and even more, to get back

to the first light of the history of the Universe.

When travelling towards the Earth, light brings a large number of precious data. The function of an

instrument is to grab the fraction of information relevant for astronomical purposes. In particular, besides

the different wavelength range, it may be useful to observe the intensity of a source as a function of time,

to study one or several specific lines of the spectrum (spectroscopy) or to probe the preferential direction

of the electric field of the wave (polarimetry). The two latter aspects are the ones which we are particularly

interested in in this thesis. As always, science drives the evolution of instrumentation (the reverse is also

true) and it turns out that the requirements are becoming more and more challenging. Indeed, the current

need is to have several light analyzing functionalities within the same instrument. This is, for instance,

related to the need for mapping the polarization of light or fine-structure lines in star-forming regions.

There are even some scientific targets where polarimetry, (low-resolution) spectroscopy, and imaging are

required, and preferably in one homogeneous observation. Here, we are, in particular, interested in having
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the polarimetric and the spectroscopic capabilities (in a first attempt, independently) brought to the level

of the detection array. The idea of having several instrumental functionalities in a very compact form, has

become possible only because of the progress in micro-technologies. In our developments, we are benefit-

ting from the expertise of CEA/LETI in the silicon microelectronics field. This fruitful collaboration has

resulted in the bolometers for the HERSCHEL/PACS photometer at the beginning of this century and will

make achievable the challenging polarimetric detectors for the SPICA/B-BOP instrument. The concept

of extending the instrumental capabilities by adding more functionalities within the bolometer array aims

at paving the way to detectors which could become the whole instrument. Assuming that multi-function

detectors could reach the same performance as current instruments (related to science requirements), one

would gain a lot in terms of simplicity, mass and volume budgets, cryogenics autonomy, ...

This thesis studies the possibility to implement the light analysis functions, namely polarimetry and spec-

troscopy, at the level of the bolometer array. At the beginning of this thesis, the original idea behind the

polarimetric pixels had already demonstrated its working principle. The work presented here consists in

the optimization of the design and in the characterization of certain performance parameters of the polari-

metric pixel. Concerning “on-chip” spectroscopy, I had the chance to select the object of my research since

this domain had been sparsely studied in our team. The objective was to develop a concept which will

introduce the spectroscopic capability within the pixel array and to experimentally validate this concept

with the manufacture of a prototype. In this thesis, the absorption of the detector has been a key notion

since the absorber plays the role of the transducer of the electromagnetic radiation. This is the reason why

bringing the light analysis functionalities to the pixel array had been only possible by modifying either the

design of the absorber or of the interferometric system the absorber is embedded in. Thus, the absorption

of the detector has been the figure of merit throughout this work.

This thesis starts from the astrophysical motivation to the experimental work including the development

of the theoretical concept.

Chapter 1 introduces some astrophysical and cosmological open questions that formulate the need for

combining several instrumental functions, namely polarimetric and spectroscopic imaging, within one ins-

trument.

The bolometer technology is described in chapter 2, from its invention in 1881 to the key milestones of bo-

lometer evolution and the development of other detectors in the sub-millimiter field. This chapter lays the

foundation for the next chapters, by also introducing the absorption process within the CEA bolometers.

It also describes the reasoning which has led to pixels intrinsically sensitive to polarization.

Chapter 3, as a continuation of chapter 2, describes how the scientific questions arisen after HERSCHEL

and PLANCK results, has driven the concept of the B-BOP instrument for the new SPICA mission. In
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this chapter, I depict in detail the detector design and present my model and its results. The last part is

dedicated to the new design of the pixels achieved by the B-BOP detector team.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the introduction of spectroscopy within the detector array. Chapter 4 is

focused on the theoretical development of the spectro-imaging detector. From a review of compact spec-

trometers, I picked one solution which seems to be the easiest to implement with an array while meeting

high-spectroscopy performance : the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI). We then decided to introduce multi-

layer silicon mirrors to improve the efficiency of the current state-of-the-art FPIs. The efficiency and the

limitations of the spectro-imaging system are also estimated in this chapter.

In chapter 5, I outline the different steps that make possible the experimental validation of the multi-layer

silicon FPI. First, I present the characterization and the assembling of these layers. The experimental

cryogenic set-up is then depicted and lastly, results of the measurements and their analysis are shown.

Note that in the rest of this thesis, I will no longer use the pronoun ‘I’, since this work, and especially

because it deals with experiments, has benefited from the contribution of several researchers and engineers.
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Chapter 1

Advancement of astronomical research

due to progress in instrumentation and

analytical methods
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This chapter is focused on the evolution of astronomical opportunities with progress in instrumentation

and methods. It aims at introducing three science topics that instrumentation presented in this thesis

could address. In the first part, we point out some milestones that have contributed to breakthroughs in

the way astronomers make observations. This historical review is clearly non-exhaustive and is oriented

towards what will be presented in this thesis. The second part of this chapter is dedicated to the three

specific science cases that remain unsolved and for which innovative instrumentation for spectroscopy and

polarization experiments could achieve progress. The very end introduces the next chapters which deal

more with instrumentation.

1.1 Introduction of instrumentation for astronomy

Astronomy occurs to be the oldest science since it was the first application of mathematics to an

empirical phenomenon, the motion of heavens. Because what happens in the sky was considered as the

manifestation of gods on Earth, it also impacted the human’s life in practice. In particular calendars have

been established thanks to the position of stars and planets (“wanderer” in Greek : at the time this included

the Moon and the Sun) within the year. Calendars have organized the civil life and agriculture, by informing

farmers about the seasons, for the start of planting, for example. The need for these calendars has justified

the invention of rudimentary tools (e.g. sundials) to very complex ones (e.g. astrolabes). Astronomy was

also a powerful tool for navigation. The Sun and the stars were indeed good orientation points during long

ship journey. Techniques and also instruments (especially on-board reliable chronometers) were developed.

Nowadays, stars and planets are no longer used for time measurements and navigation ; astronomy has

become exclusively a pure science, justified by the humans wish to understand their place within the

Universe.

The evolution of astronomy together with the progress in the field of instrumentation has to be extended

to that of physics. This is the reason why this part, which deals with the milestones of instruments for

astronomy is interspersed with key historical events in physics and optics. The first breakthrough which

marks the start of modern astronomical instrumentation corresponds to the invention of the refractive

telescope in 1609. Although there is some doubt about the identity of the actual inventor of this new

kind of instrument, Galileo was one of the first to use such an instrument for observations of the heavens

while anything so far had been achieved with the bare eye. Refractive telescopes have been progressively

improved over the years, but this kind of telescope presents a limitation due to the use of lenses. Indeed,

lenses introduce optical aberrations in addition to the mechanical limitations of having large lenses in a

telescope. Nevertheless, a solution was proposed to solve the aberration issues by increasing the focal length

and by introducing mirrors to fold the induced long focus. The reflective telescope, proposed by Newton,

in 1688, for astronomical purpose, overcame all the issues introduced by refractive telescopes. Shortly after

(1666), Newton with his famous prism experiment, revolutionized the physics field by understanding that
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white light is composed of a set of rainbow colors. Herschel went further, more than one century after (1800),

still with a prism that disperses the Sun light. When he used mercury-glass thermometers to measure the

radiation of several wavelengths, he noticed that, next to the outermost radiation of the visible spectrum,

heat was still produced by an invisible radiation : he discovered the infrared radiation. The illustration of

the Herschel experiment is shown in figure 1.1. Later, the ultraviolet (Ritter), radio waves (Hertz), X-rays

(Rontgen) and gamma-rays (Villard) were discovered.

In the meantime, the understanding of the nature of light drastically evolved. In the second half of the

Figure 1.1: The Herschel experiment : Sun light is dispersed by a prism and thermometers are in charge of measuring
the heat produced by each rainbow color (illustration by Vilmos Thernesz based on the original figure in Herschel
(1800)).

19th century, Maxwell understood the relationship between the electric and the magnetic fields, how they

influence each other to create and propagate an electromagnetic wave. He developed four equations that

unify the physics of electricity and magnetism and the properties of materials. From theses equations, he

also derived the result that the electromagnetic wave travels at the exact speed of light (first calculated by

Romer, in 1676) and concluded that the light was an electromagnetic wave. In astronomy, the dispersion

of light by optical elements such as gratings enabled Fraunhofer to measure the spectrum, i.e. the power

distribution as a function of wavelength, including the dark lines, of the Sun in 1835. Spectroscopy was

invented and appears quickly as a new way to investigate the sky, different from photography. Indeed,

it is a powerful tool to learn more about the nature or the evolution of distant astronomical objects,

simply by probing their composition. Lines, whether they are emitted or absorbed by the gas, correspond
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to unique chemical elements and molecules. Spectroscopy is also the means to observe their distance

through cosmological redshift, and their intrinsic motion, by measuring the Doppler effect. The study of

the black-body radiation was the next breakthrough in physics which has found applications in astronomy.

A black-body has a characteristic spectrum which only depends on its temperature. With Wien’s empirical

law, the temperature of a black-body can be derived from its maximal emission wavelength through Wien’s

law :

λmax × T = b (1.1)

where b ≈ 2898 µm.K is Wien’s displacement constant. Any body is not necessarily a black-body, but

it happens that most astronomical objects can be approximated as a black-body or by a gray-body (i.e.

a black body with a lower emissivity). A table of the corresponding frequency, wavelength, energy and

temperature for the whole radiation spectrum is presented in figure 1.2. It shows, in particular, that short

wavelengths are related to highly energetic events while it is the opposite for longer wavelengths. Then

X- and γ-rays are related to the hottest ionized regions while the radio emission traces the cold Universe

(assuming no redshift).

The 19th century has seen the start of the production of silver-on-glass mirrors for reflector telescopes. Since

Figure 1.2: Relationship between frequency f , wavelength λ, energy E and temperature T . The wavelength range
which this thesis is focused on, has a white background.

then, the size of the mirrors has been increasing and this is still relevant today : the future E-ELT primary

mirror will be 39-m in diameter. Nowadays the whole spectrum is exploited since it has been understood

that different parts of the spectrum provide various complementary information. For regions of the spectrum

which are not accessible from the ground, telescopes are sent onboard balloons, airplanes or spacecrafts. For

example, X-rays are completely inaccessible from the ground while the terrestrial atmosphere is perfectly
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transparent to radio waves. For far-infrared/sub-millimeter wavelengths (the range we are interested in in

this thesis), some windows exist from the ground but require telescopes in the driest and highest places on

Earth. The opacity of the atmosphere as a function of wavelength is illustrated in figure 1.3.

Depending on the astrophysical target, photometry, spectroscopy or polarimetry can be performed. Time-

Figure 1.3: Atmospheric opacity as a function of the wavelength. Credit NASA

dependent photometry has even made possible the tracking of the supernova evolution by measuring their

light curves. Moreover, while instrumentation progress has increased the quantity of collected data, the

introduction of new computational methods, such as Fourier Transform theory and the improvement of

computing resources have enabled astronomers to process a large amount of data. Another example is the

recent use of several radio-telescopes across the world to create one single virtual larger telescope, the Event

Horizon Telescope (The Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, 2019). Very long baseline interferometry

drastically improves the resolving power of individual antennae, so much that the equivalent resolving

power of the network is comparable to the one of a telescope with a diameter approximating the size of

the Earth.

Up to the recent detection of gravitational waves, light has been the main messenger from the Universe. This

thesis is focused on the far-infrared/sub-millimeter range, which can trace several kinds of astrophysical

sources. A few of them are presented in the next section. Note that the words “far-infrared” and “sub-

millimeter” refer to the wavelength range 50 µm - 1 mm. Kimmitt (1970) differentiates these words as

follows : “the use of ‘far-infrared’ or ‘sub-millimeter’ depends on whether the method is derived from

optical or microwave wavelengths”. However, in this thesis, techniques from both optical (especially in

spectroscopy) and radio (in polarization) fields are applied to CEA bolometers, thus we use both terms

indiscriminately.
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1.2 Scientific opportunities for future polarimetric and spectroscopic

imaging instruments

In this part, we aim at reporting some of the scientific applications that would require the combination

of different instrumental capabilities within one single instrument. Since the detectors that we use are

dedicated to sub-millimeter astronomy, we will first focus on astrophysical applications linked to the cold

Universe. The two following subsections are motivated by questions about the processes involved in star

formation within the Interstellar Medium (ISM). We first describe the requirement of using a polarimetric

imager to probe the magnetic field within the filaments in dense molecular clouds where stars may form.

The second subsection develops the idea that astronomers would need maps of reliable tracers (as the [CII]

cooling line) for a better understanding of the evolution of the gas and dust in the ISM. The last subsection

slightly differs from the first ones because we shift our discussion to longer wavelengths to discuss cosmology

and more precisely, polarization of the CMB that may require the collection of all the light information

(photometry, low-resolution spectroscopy and polarimetry) within one instrument.

1.2.1 The effects of magnetic fields in the process of star formation

“What drives the star-formation process ?” is still an open question in astrophysics. The HERSCHEL

Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al., 2010), launched in 2009, has delivered valuable data which have contri-

buted to enhance significantly our understanding of the evolution of the ISM and of star formation. One

of the main goals of the instruments onboard the far-infrared/sub-millimeter observatory was to map the

structure of the gas in molecular clouds. Although large scale filamentary structures were known to exist

in some interstellar clouds for a long time (Schneider and Elmegreen, 1979), the systematic nature of the

pattern was not expected. HERSCHEL has demonstrated the ubiquitousness of these filamentary struc-

tures in the ISM : interstellar clouds exhibit filaments on all scales as shown in figure 1.4 (André et al.,

2013). These filaments play a key role in the star formation process : they could be the seeds of prestellar

cores and ultimately of protostars, after the fragmentation of gas which leads to the formation of dense

cores through gravity.

Other important results in this field have been derived from observations with HERSCHEL : for

example, Arzoumanian et al. (2011) and Arzoumanian et al. (2018) found out that the filaments are

characterized by a specific width of 0.10 ±0.06 pc. Thus the ISM, which looks chaotic at first glance, is

actually well structured and constrained. The main process which drives the physics within the network of

filaments in the ISM is still not well understood and requires deeper examinations. Gravity and supersonic

turbulence are strongly involved in the process but the magnetic field may be the missing part of the puzzle

(Crutcher, 2012). Indeed results from the PLANCK mission have pointed out that magnetic field is very
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Figure 1.4: Column density map of a portion of the Polaris flare translucent cloud, derived from HERSCHEL data
where contrast of filaments has been enhanced : the backbone of the filament network is highlighted in blue (André
et al., 2013).

well organized : the field tends to be perpendicular to the high-density filaments but looks aligned with

the low-density filaments (see figure 1.5). This observation may suggest that the magnetic field shapes the

whole filamentary pattern by enhancing the accretion of matter in low-density filaments along field lines

(André et al., 2019). Studying the morphology of the magnetic field inside denser filaments may also help

to understand why the width is maintained constant whatever the filaments are.

Polarimetry is an indirect tool to observe the effects of magnetic field on the interstellar medium and

in fact, the light polarization measured in the Universe can have different physical origins (Hildebrand,

1988; Tielens, 2005). While the effects of irregularly shaped dust grains on starlight were already known

through the phenomena of extinction and reddening, Hall (1949) and Hiltner (1949) have first observed

another effect : the polarization of starlight by these grains. Indeed the magnetic field tends to align the

elongated grains perpendicular to the field lines since the spin axis of grains is the shortest one. As a
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Figure 1.5: Column density (colors) from Planck data toward the Taurus molecular cloud. The ‘drapery’ pattern
traces the magnetic field, orthogonal to to the thermal polarization (Planck Collaboration, 2016).

consequence grains absorb the unpolarized light of stars preferably in the direction of their alignment,

leading to polarization of light parallel to the magnetic field in the UV/visible wavelength range. The

induced polarization is often called “dichroic extinction” since it refers to selective attenuation of light in

the direction of the alignment of grains (Wood, 1997). Measuring the polarization of light coming from one

region of the sky gives access to the orientation of the magnetic field in this region. Another way to probe

the magnetic field is to observe the polarization of the thermal emission of the dust grains themselves after

they have absorbed the visible and UV radiations. This polarization also finds its origin in the fact that

the spin axis of grains is aligned with the field lines. Hence grains will preferably re-radiate energy in the

direction of their long axis, which is perpendicular to the field. Since the temperature of the molecular

cloud is about a few tens of Kelvins, the emitted radiation lies in the far-infrared wavelength range. Figure

1.6 illustrates the polarizations by dichroic extinction and by thermal emission which are in fact orthogonal

and which can be measured in different wavelength ranges. Because both polarizations originate from the

alignment of the grains, they strongly depend on the nature of these grains (i.e. composition, size and

shape).
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Figure 1.6: Polarization of starlight by dust grains, extracted from Weintraub et al. (2000).

Future imaging polarimetry in the submillimeter field aims at examining the thermal polarized emission

of dust in order to understand the role of magnetic fields in the evolution of filaments. SPICA (Roelfsema

et al., 2018), the European/Japanese telescope scheduled to be launched in 2032, will have an instrument

B-BOP dedicated to this purpose for example (see André et al. (2019) for an overview of the main science

drivers). B-BOP is an imaging polarimeter that can reach high sensitivity due to the cooling of the primary

mirror to 8 K and of the detectors down to 50 mK : the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) of the detectors is

∼ 1 aW/Hz1/2 (Rodriguez et al., 2018; Adami et al., 2018). This advantage will allow B-BOP to achieve

the same signal to noise in polarized maps (a few percent up to 20% of polarization is expected in some

interstellar regions) as the PACS photometer (Poglitsch et al., 2003b) of HERSCHEL for total power inten-

sity maps. The main innovation of the B-BOP detectors, compared to the PACS photometer bolometers, is

that they are intrinsically sensitive to polarization. They are comprehensively described in chapter 3. These

detectors allow a very compact instrument design by integrating one of the optical functions directly into

the device. The high spatial resolution with the SPICA telescope is also a strong argument in favor of the

imaging polarimeter : significantly better than PLANCK spatial resolution (20-30 times higher due to a

slightly larger primary mirror and a different sampling, although they cannot be compared directly because

they do not work at the same wavelength (a factor ∼ 8 in wavelength)), B-BOP will be able to resolve

the magnetic field inside dense filaments. This capability will enable astronomers to trace the morphology

of the field, especially within dense filamentary structures where astronomers suspect that the field could

change from perpendicular in the outer part to parallel in the inner part of the filaments. Instruments

as SPICA/B-BOP, with better performance than previous instruments, will certainly push forward the
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boundaries of our current knowledge of the evolutionary stages of filaments and of the formation of dense

cores.

1.2.2 The [CII] cooling line as tracer of the ISM

The interstellar medium, that fills the space between stars, is the source of 25% of the visible light

coming from a galaxy (Tielens, 2005). It is made of gas and dust (99% of the mass of the ISM is assigned

to the gas (Ward-Thompson and Whitworth, 2011)). It is one of the key players that regulates the star

formation of a galaxy. Indeed, the star formation rate of a galaxy is directly linked to the gas density

through the Schmidt-Kennicutt law (Schmidt, 1959; R.C. Kennicutt, 1998). Understanding this complex

medium will help to know more about the stars that are already formed but also to understand how the

future stars will form. The “metallic” (see below) ISM originates directly from stars because it results

from stellar winds, radiative emission or even supernovae (explosion of massive stars when they die or of

white dwarfs) ; and the future stars will feed and emerge from this rich environment. After the Big Bang,

the Universe was made of hydrogen and helium but it has evolved towards increasing complexity with the

birth and death of stars which have introduced “metals” (atoms heavier than hydrogen and helium). The

metallicity Z defines how metal-rich a galaxy is and precisely corresponds to the mass fraction of metals (as

C, O, N, Fe . . . ). Similarly, we can define X and Y as the mass fraction of hydrogen and helium respectively.

These definitions lead obviously to the equation X + Y + Z = 1 everywhere in the galaxy, although the

metallicity is not necessarily constant over the full scale of the galaxy. Moreover metals in a galaxy become

more abundant through the lifecycles of stars : stars produce heavy elements up to iron during their lives

through the stellar nucleosynthesis and they expel these elements to the ISM through stellar winds or at

the end of their lives when they explode, leading to an enrichment of the ISM. Observations provide insight

into the cycling of matter between stars and ISM. This study requires data over the full electromagnetic

spectrum to disentangle the different contributors to the radiation. For example the visible observations

highlight the stars but dust tends to absorb the stellar radiation and to re-radiate light in the infrared

(illustrated in figure 1.7). These processes lead to dark zones in the visible and to a bright continuum in

the infrared. Hence the observations of a galaxy at different wavelengths depict different physico-chemical

mechanisms.

Although the ISM generally takes the form of a diffuse warm gas, it also exists as dense and cold

molecular clouds in other places, which builds a perfect stellar nursery. The gas and dust of the ISM are

heated by stellar photons, X rays or cosmic rays through photo-ionization and photo-electric effects. As a

consequence, the ISM becomes stratified depending on the optical penetration depth of the radiation field
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Figure 1.7: Andromeda Galaxy (M31) in visible (Image credit : Robert Gendler) and infrared, at 250 µm
(ESA/Herschel/SPIRE) : the visible range picture highlights the bright stars of the galaxy while the infrared range
one shows the thermal radiation of cold dust due to absorption of the stellar radiation by dust grains.

through the cloud. Astronomers have chosen to describe this morphology as a function of the state of hydro-

gen : ionized, neutral atomic or molecular. The sketch in figure 1.8 illustrates this three-layers stratification.

The ionized phase corresponds to the environment surrounding stars where the UV radiation from the

stars ionizes the hydrogen atoms. In these so-called HII regions, a UV photon with energy greater than

13.6 eV hits an atom of hydrogen thus removing the electron which will collide and excite other electrons.

In this phase the hydrogen species is mostly represented by H+, the temperature can exceed 10 000 K and

densities can vary from 1 cm−3 in the diffuse regions to 105 cm−3 in the most compact regions (Chevance,

2016).

In the atomic phase, the hydrogen molecules have been dissociated (or not been yet formed) and the pho-

tons with energy greater than 13.6 eV have all been absorbed in the previous layer, thus the hydrogen atom

can no longer be ionized : the neutral atomic form of hydrogen dominates, the area is called HI region.

Nevertheless, the photo-ionization of atoms for which the ionization energy is less than 13.6 eV can still

happen in this region : the atomic phase consists of atoms (H, O, C) and ions (C+, Si+, S+). The dominant
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Figure 1.8: Sketch of the three structured phases of the ISM : HII region (ionized), Photodissociation region
(atomic) and molecular region. UV photons from stars travel the ISM and heat the gas and dust, the optical depth is
different for photons depending on their energy. Cooling lines that can be used as tracers for each layer are indicated
(Cormier, 2012).

heating in this medium comes from the photo-electric effect by UV radiation on dust grains : a photon will

eject an electron from the grain which will excite neutral atoms and other electrons of the gas, leading to

an increase of the temperature of the gas. Thus the ISM varies from 100 K in the cold neutral medium

(CNM) to 8000 K in the warm neutral medium (WNM) and the density is about 50 cm−3 in the CNM

while it can fall to 0.5 cm−3 in the WNM (Tielens, 2005). The transition region between the ionized region

and a molecular core, where star formation may happen, is called the Photodissociation Region or Photo-

dominated region (PDR). In this region, atoms such as carbon can still be ionized by far-UV radiation

(carbon ionization potential : 11.26 eV) and the molecules are photo-dissociated by the incident photons ;

it is the neutral atomic region surrounding molecular clouds (Hollenbach (1990) for more information).

In this stratified model, the molecular phase is the deepest phase into the cloud and it may be the birth-

place of stars : stars emerge from the gravitational collapse of these dense and cold molecular clouds. H2

is the dominant form of hydrogen in this region. Molecules of gas are more easily formed on the surface of

dust grains, which act as a catalyst, and then evaporated. The low temperature in this phase increases the

efficiency of molecule formation. Although H2 is the most abundant molecule, other molecules are present

such as CO, CS, HCN, O2 or H2O (Chevance, 2016). H2 is protected from UV radiations by its self-shielding

while the other molecules mostly rely on the dust to protect them from photo-dissociation. The molecular

phase being the deepest phase in the cloud, only a small amount of far-UV and X (through cosmic rays)

radiation reaches this zone and bypasses the shielding of molecules to heat the gas (by photo-electric effect

on the dust grains or by photo-dissociation of molecules). In these clouds, the temperature goes down to

10 K and the density can reach high values from 100 cm−3 up to 1 000 000 cm−3 in the dense cores. These

low temperatures will also enable star formation since the gravitation will overcome the gas pressure forces

(Jeans instability). In short, the cooling of the gas and the shielding of molecules create an environment
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suitable for a cradle of stars.

In this three-phase model, a photon from a star removes an electron from a dust grain or from a hy-

drogen atom of the gas. This electron collides other electrons and heats the gas. The energy transferred

by the electron to the gas can be radiate away by fine structure line emission. Spatial and spectral ob-

servations of the emission (continuum and fine structure lines) of the gas and dust helps to understand

the stages of the evolution of the ISM. Indeed, this emission fully depends on the chemical compositions,

on the temperature and on the density of the medium. On one hand, the study of the bright continuum

between 10 µm and 1 mm outlines the heating of dust ; on the other hand, the fine structure lines trace

the cooling of the gas.

Depending on the phase of the medium, there are species which are more suitable than others to use for

tracing the ISM cooling. For example, the [CII] 158 µm line, which corresponds to the electronic ground

state fine structure transition of C+, is often the brightest line, accounting for 0.1-1% of intensity in the far-

infrared regions (Stacey et al., 1991). The ionization of C0 occurs in HII regions but also in photo-dissociated

regions since the required energy (11.26 eV) is less than for hydrogen H0 (13.6 eV). Astronomers often

use the [NII] 122 µm and 205 µm lines as complementary data to disentangle the contributions from HII

and photodissociation regions to the observed [CII] line flux. However, the luminosity of the fine structure

lines strongly depends on the metallicity of the galaxy. Cormier et al. (2015) have shown that in dwarf

galaxies as in the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds where the metallicity is low (in comparison to the

Milky Way), the [OIII] 88 µm line is the brightest. The observation tools must therefore be adapted to the

galaxy. Regarding the molecular phase, because the direct detection of H2 is quite difficult, astronomers

track CO, the second most abundant molecule, which emits one line at 2.6 mm. Nevertheless, the C/CO

zone transition is quite different from the H/H2 transition since CO is still photo-dissociated in the outer

part of the molecular phase, while H2 is no longer photo-dissociated, due to its shelf-shielding : thus there

exists a “dark zone” which is invisible in CO line emission. This means that the emission of the CO mo-

lecule only traces a fraction of the molecular phase. With the C+ ion being present in this area and the

excitation still sufficient, the [CII] line can therefore be used to unveil this CO-dark molecular component.

In a more general way, the [CII] line can trace the ionized phase and a part of the neutral phase. So,

used in combination with other tracers (such as the [NII] line), its observations can help to disentangle the

different phases.

In a nutshell, the emission of the [CII] 158 µm line encompasses a large range of conditions of the ISM. It

is the reason why instruments like PACS and HIFI onboard the HERSCHEL observatory and FIFI-LS and

GREAT onboard SOFIA have chosen this probe ; future experiments as SPICA and Co-PILOT will also

observe the C+ cooling line. The large interferometer ALMA is also able to observe the redshifted 158 µm

line emitted from the early Universe, leading to a global picture of the evolution of the ISM throughout
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time. The Co-PILOT balloon experiment (C+ observations with PILOT), for instance, aims at mapping

the [CII] line over a wide field of view with a 2’ angular resolution. The main goal of this experiment would

be to resolve the boundary layers of molecular clouds in the Milky Way (and other galaxies of the Local

Group), as the COBE/FIRAS instrument did (Bennett et al., 1994) but with an angular resolution 200

times better. For this purpose, the instrument onboard the balloon-borne experiment will need to combine

arrays of detectors with a spectral capability. In this thesis, we propose a solution for a very compact

spectrometer which could be suitable for this kind of scientific target.

1.2.3 The B modes : the new frontier of Cosmic Microwave Background science

In this last subsection about specific science that can be studied with new compact instrumentation,

we want to broaden the discussion to open cosmological questions, since the technology choices taken in

this thesis are not restricted to sub-millimeter applications. In the following, we discuss the next challenge

in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) field : detecting B modes. As will be explained, B-modes

detection requires polarimetric imaging in several spectral bands.

In 1948, G. Gamow explained that the atomic species that we can observe in all directions of the universe

are the main result of the evolution of the primordial matter at the earliest stages of the expansion of

the Universe (Gamow, 1948). Following Gamow’s path, R. Alpher and R. Herman (Alpher and Herman,

1948) predicted that this expansion must have cooled down the early extremely hot-and-dense Universe

to a temperature of about 5 K. In 1965, A. Penzias and R. Wilson from the Bell Telephone Laboratories

in New Jersey accidentally measured an excess noise at a 3.5 K temperature coming from all over the sky

(Penzias and Wilson, 1965), that they interpret, with another scientific team from a Princeton laboratory,

as being the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), the leftover glow from the Big Bang. Shortly after the

Big Bang, the Universe was made of a white-hot soup where no light was able to escape. The photons from

the highly-ionized plasma (baryons, electrons and photons) were scattered by the electrons, and thus were

trapped in this soup, leading to an opaque Universe. As the Universe was expanding, the plasma became

cooler and protons and electrons combined to form the first atoms (mostly hydrogen) without being photo-

dissociated. Around 380,000 years after the Big Bang, the interaction rate between electrons and photons

decreased because of the lower electron density, allowing the photons to travel freely in the Universe. This

period is called the period of decoupling between light and matter. The mean free path of photons grew

towards reaching the Hubble’radius (i.e. the size of the observable Universe) : the Universe became trans-

parent to light. The CMB corresponds to the radiation of the last scattering surface : photons from the

CMB are remnants of the first electromagnetic waves and they saved the information about the spatial

distribution of matter 380,000 years after the Big Bang. At this time, the temperature of the Universe

was about 3000 K which corresponds to infrared wavelengths but with the expansion of the universe, the

temperature dropped down to about 3 K today, the radiation became less energetic and the wavelength has
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been stretched to the millimeter range. With the expansion of the Universe, the temperature of the CMB

will continue to drop and the wavelength associated to the radiation will be more and more redshifted.

Observing today this 3 K-radiation in all directions of the sky appears to be one of the strong evidences of

the Big Bang theory because this shows that there was a time where the Universe was in thermodynamic

equilibrium and every element of the plasma was at the same temperature. We now know that this CMB

radiation that we observe at a distance of 13.8 billion light years from us (z=1100), represents 95% of the

electromagnetic energy that we receive from the Universe, on a global scale.

The second milestone has been reached by the COBE satellite (1989-1993) which had three scientific ins-

truments onboard. Soon after launch, one of them, the FIRAS (Far-InfraRed Absolute Spectrophotometer)

instrument, measured the spectrum of the CMB and showed that it perfectly fits a blackbody spectrum (as

defined by M. Planck in 1901) with a temperature of 2.735±0.06K (Mather et al., 1990), which corresponds

to a wavelength peak at about 2 mm ; to date it is the best-known blackbody (figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: First spectrum fo the CMB from FIRAS observations, compared to a blackbody emission. Data with
1% error bar (Mather et al., 1990).

Later more advanced data processing has refined this value to 2.725±0.002 (Mather et al., 1999). Ano-

ther instrument, called DMR (Differential Microwave Radiometer), contributed also to the success of the

mission by mapping the deviations from the blackbody temperature : the tiny temperature variations are

called anisotropies of the CMB. After subtracting the galaxy background and the dipole effect (due to

motion of the Solar system), temperature fluctuations (∆T/T) have been estimated to the order of 10−5

from point to point on the sky (Smoot et al., 1992). This discovery has strongly supported the Big Bang

theory : the uniformity of the 2.72 K-radiation in all directions of the sky suggests that all the spatial points

in the Universe have a common origin but the anisotropies correspond to the early density variations that
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are the seeds of the large-scale structures in the Universe (clusters, galaxies and stars) that we see today.

The anisotropies of the CMB have also allowed to strongly constrain the six parameters that are needed

to fully describe the Universe within the Λ-CDM model (Λ Cold Dark Matter) by using the data from

the WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe) satellite (2001-2010) and then from the PLANCK

satellite (2009-2013) (Planck Collaboration, 2018) . The anisotropies measured by WMAP and PLANCK

are shown in figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Anisotropies of CMB at 2.72 K from WMAP and PLANCK satellites [NASA].

Nowadays CMB remains an active field with ongoing studies as cosmologists are facing a new promising

topic : the polarization of the CMB. Indeed, the polarization of the CMB is one of the missing pieces that will

increase our knowledge of the history of the Universe. Polarization is a different probe than temperature

to map the anisotropies ; in a perfectly uniform glow, the radiation would have been unpolarized. This

polarization comes from the Thomson scattering at the time of the last scattering period : an electron in

an anisotropic plasma sees different intensities depending on the hot and cold spots around it, it oscillates

in one preferential direction, producing a polarized wave. The degree of polarization of the CMB is about

10%. The anisotropies of the plasma at the origin of this polarization may be due to density fluctuations

(scalar fluctuations) and the polarization is called E-modes, or due to distortions of space by the primordial

gravitational waves (tensor fluctuations) and the polarization is called B-modes. The E and B modes can be
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differentiated by their properties of symmetry : E is even while B is an odd function (figure 1.11). Detecting

Figure 1.11: E and B modes.

the B-modes of the CMB at degree angular scales, will support the theory of the cosmic inflation that would

have happened shortly (∼ 10−32 s) after the Big Bang and that would have expanded the Universe with an

exponential rate, producing gravitational waves. If the E-modes have already been caught by the PLANCK

satellite, the B modes are still part of the challenges that cosmology would have to address. The B modes

are very difficult to observe because they are considerably faint : the B modes are expected to be more

than three orders of magnitude less prominent than the anisotropies of the CMB (see figure 1.12, left).

These numbers are the result of predictions but it could occur that these B-modes are much fainter. If

we want to push the limits of our knowledge of the history of the Universe, scientific instruments must be

always more sensitive. In 2014, the BICEP2 collaboration thought that they had mapped the B-modes of

the CMB, but the polarization that they observed was the result of the dust emission of our own galaxy

(Ade et al., 2015). To be able to identify such faint sources as B-modes, we need to remove all other

contributions to polarization : galactic foregrounds, synchrotron emission, E modes, B modes due to the

lensing of E-modes by large scale structures at relatively late time, etc . For this, we need to characterize

the emission level of each component and this can only be done by recording the polarization in several

spectral channels to discriminate each contribution to the polarization, this is what is presented in figure

1.12, right. The Japanese mission LITEBIRD, planned to be launched in 2027, is one of the candidates

competing for the discovery of B-modes. For this, the telescope will have 15 frequency bands from 40 to

400GHz onboard (Suzuki et al., 2018). In this thesis, we present detectors that are sensitive to far-infrared

polarization (chapter 3). The working principle of these detectors could be scaled to longer wavelengths for

CMB purpose. We could also take benefit from the spectrometric capacity developed in this thesis (chapters

4 and 5) to modify the intrinsic spectral selectivity of these detectors to adapt it to specific bands as it is

required for CMB missions (shown in figure 1.12, right).
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Figure 1.12: (Left) Simulated power spectra of anisotropies in intensity and polarization (Page et al., 2007; Piat,
2008) ; (right) Different contributions to polarization as a function of frequency. Planck channels are shown in grey
(Planck Collaboration, 2018).

1.3 Potential for simplification of future instruments

The current and future requirements of astrophysics and cosmology imply having ever more complex

instruments. The focal planes must be always larger, the detectors have to be more sensitive from one

mission to the next one, and so on. Here we are interested in combining different optical functions in the

same instrument, namely imaging, polarimetry and spectroscopy. This means that science targets such as

the ones presented above could be addressed. Keeping in mind these objectives, we want to extend the

instrument capabilities by adding more functionalities to the simple photometer. However, we decided to

do so at the level of the focal plane array. Therefore, we create pixels which are intrinsically sensitive to

polarization and we want to add the spectral capability to the detection array (i.e. in a very compact way).

In a longer-term, we could imagine to have all functionalities in the same pixels array. A spectro-imaging

polarimeter array could for example, be one of the ‘off the shelf’ technology that suits the CMB requi-

rements, providing a scaling of the detectors. In short, this thesis aims at investigating the possibility to

have several light analysis functions in the same compact device to simplify the overall instrument.

The benefits of compact instruments are quite straightforward : mass, volume, simplicity, ... These advan-

tages are also reinforced by the fact that our instruments work at very low temperature. As a consequence,

the total mass of the instrument to cool down must be as low as possible. Nevertheless, combining several

instrumental capabilities in a compact way may affect the performance of each individual function. In this
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thesis, in addition of presenting the current developments, we will discuss the impact on performance of

having these various light analyzing functionalities within the pixels or at least, in the focal plane.
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Chapter 2

Bolometers for far-infrared/

(sub)-millimeter observations
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The detection of a natural phenomenon can be usually understood as the conversion of a physical

quantity to an electric signal. The method for detecting electromagnetic radiation really depends on the

wavelength of the radiation. Moreover we have seen in chapter 1 that observations in various wavelengths

ranges bring complementary information of astrophysical sources. As a consequence, the choice of the de-

tector used must be adapted to the observation frequency range in order to get the best from measurements.

This thesis is focused on thermal detectors, i.e. bolometers, for far-infrared astronomy, since they are one of

the prime choices for detectors in this range (together with KIDs and photoconductors). Detectors based on

the same physical principle as bolometers are used for X-rays spectroscopy and are called “calorimeters”.

One difference exists however, bolometers for far-infrared detect the intensity of the incoming wave while

calorimeters can resolve the energy of individual X-ray photons. Concerning other wavelength domains,

although thermal detectors can in principle be used for the whole spectrum, photodiodes are favored for

far UV to near IR measurements. These detectors rely on the internal photoelectric effect : when a photon

strikes a semi-conductor material, provided the photon is energetic enough, the transferred energy allows

the creation of an electron-hole pair which raises the electrical conductivity of the material. Applying a

bias voltage to the detector allows one then to measure the change of current. In practice this kind of

detection can be used up to 100 µm since at longer wavelengths the incident radiation is no longer ener-

getic enough, compared to the bandgap of most semiconductor. It has to be noted that for the PACS and

FIFI-LS spectrometers onboard HERSCHEL and SOFIA respectively, Ge :Ga photoconductors have been

mechanically stressed to push forward the cut-off wavelength to 200 µm (Poglitsch et al. (2003a), Fischer

et al. (2018)). In the radio wave field, detectors use antennas to couple the wave to the detection system.

In this chapter, our goal is to present a brief overview of thermal detectors and to focus on highly-resistive

bolometers for far-infrared astronomy, since they are the historical devices and the current technology used

at CEA. However, more recent developments such as superconducting bolometers or kinetic inductance

detectors will also be presented. We will first try to provide a detailed picture of the invention of the

bolometer and then some general characteristics of the bolometer behavior. We will also present some key

technological milestones achieved in the field which have led to the current bolometers that we work on

at CEA. Lastly, we will come back to the evolution of bolometers at CEA, from PACS bolometers, which

have flown with the HERSCHEL space observatory, to the B-BOP technology of the future space mission

SPICA. The first section is an overview of the field which also appears in many other thesis (Buzzi (1999);

Reveret (2004); Billot (2007) in particular). The last section of this chapter is dedicated to the bolometers

that have been thought, designed and built at CEA, from a strong collaboration between DRF/IRFU/DAp

in Saclay and DRT/LETI in Grenoble.
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2.1 Bolometers : more than 100 years of research

Here we describe in a non-exhaustive way several key events of the bolometer history : from Langley’s

invention to the different milestones which have led to today’s bolometers. This section aims at introducing

the technology description of CEA silicon bolometers.

2.1.1 The invention of the first bolometer

The bolometer has been invented by an American astronomer, Samuel Pierpont Langley (1834-1906)

(see biography by Loettgers (2003) for more details). After trying to improve thermopiles 1 for decades

to measure the radiant heat from the infrared spectrum of the Sun, he concluded that the field needed a

new instrument, more reliable and more sensitive. In 1881, a paper published in Nature (Langley, 1881),

described the new concept of bolometer, or ‘actinic balance’ :

“Two strips of thin metal, virtually forming arms of a Wheatstone’s bridge, placed side by side in as nearly

as possible identical conditions as to environment, one only of them being exposed to radiation. Such radia-

tion would slightly warm the strip and therefore alter its electric resistance, and the amount of this change

would be indicated by the movement of the needle of the galvanometer placed in the middle circuit of the

“bridge” ”.

Then a bolometer converts radiation heating into variations of the electrical impedance and a galvanometer

records the change of current flowing through the bolometer. With this simple definition, the bolometer

becomes a universal detector that could work, in principle, in every frequency range. Figure 2.1 illustrates

the principle of the Langley’s experiment. The top figure shows the ebonite cylinder which contains a series

of diaphragms in front of the metallic strips which are located at the end of the tube. The bottom figure

sketches the Wheatstone bridge which allows one to measure the variation of the electrical resistance of

‘M’, caused by the incident radiation, via the imbalance of the bridge. The performance of the bolometer

was far better than any thermopile : the bolometer allowed Langley to measure changes in resistance that

correspond to heating of the metallic part of 10 µK ! Langley found the sensitive instrument he was looking

for and used this breakthrough invention to observe the solar spectrum. The details of the experiment

are explained in Langley (1900a,c,b) : Langley used a bolometer combined with optics including a prism

and called this whole set-up a “spectrobolometer”. In addition of its contribution to the knowledge of

water vapor absorption by earth’s atmosphere (Langley, 1902), the measurements made by Langley with

its spectrobolometer have announced early signs of the discovery of Planck’s law about black body emis-

sion. Indeed, in Langley (1881), he presented his recent results about the solar spectrum, demonstrating

that the heat maximum recorded on a bolograph (intensity as a function of the wavelength) was shifted

to shorter wavelengths despite his contemporaries’ thoughts. Further measurements of artificial radiations

proved that the heat maximum shifts to shorter wavelengths with increasing temperature. Beyond that,

1. based on thermocouples
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Figure 2.1: (Top) Ebonite cylinder with several diaphragms and Langley’s bolometer (metallic strips) ; (Bottom)
Wheatstone bridge which is used to measure the variations of the electrical reference M, exposed to light, with respect
to reference resistances (Langley, 1881).

Langley extended the scientific observations of the Sun to the infrared region and therefore paved the way

to a new research field of astronomy.

2.1.2 General description of bolometers

In this subsection, we describe the overall functioning of a contemporary bolometer. The working

principle of these detectors is similar to the one used for Langley’s device : the bolometer measures the

conversion of radiation to heat, it is a power detector. However, in Langley’s experiments the absorber

and thermometer were basically the same element while the functions are nowadays decoupled even if the

temperature is supposed to be homogeneous in the system. This has the clear advantage to enable the

optimization of both elements at the same time.

The bolometer can be basically described by three components : the absorber, the thermal sensor and the

heat sink shown in figure 2.2. When a photon hits the absorber, its energy is converted into heat. The

thermometer measures the changes in temperature through the changes in its resistance. Note that the

critical part (i.e. absorber and thermometer) is thermally isolated from the rest of the bolometer and that

finally, the energy is offloaded to the heat sink.
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Figure 2.2: Description of the different parts that form a bolometer. The incoming wave gets absorbed and converted
into heat by the absorber. Then the thermometer measures the temperature rise of the absorber. Note that the central
part is suspended and thus thermally isolated. A weak link enables the thermometer to offload the heat to the heat
sink. The thermal conductance Gth is a parameter to optimize since it accounts for the sensitivity and for the speed
of the whole bolometer (adapted from Billot (2007)).

Parameters to optimize

Depending on the application, several parameters can be optimized :

- The absorption of the radiation is a key parameter as it determines how much of the incident light is

converted into heat for detection. The optimization of the absorption of the bolometer is the central

concern of this thesis and will be largely investigated throughout the manuscript.

- The heat capacity Cth for a thermally isolated object is by definition the ratio of the absorbed

energy dE to the temperature rise dT : Cth = dE/dT . To have very sensitive bolometers, we need

absorbers and thermometers to react strongly (in terms of temperature rise) to a small amount of

energy. Therefore the heat capacity of the system must be minimized. One way for reducing the heat

capacity of the absorber is to reduce its mass m since the heat capacity Cth is proportional to m

through the equation : Cth = m.s, where s is the specific heat capacity of the material used. Another

way to minimize the heat capacity is to work at very low temperature : as suggested by Simon (1935),

the sensitivity of the bolometer could be improved by many orders of magnitude when working at low

temperature. Indeed, the specific heat capacity s depends, in theory, on the temperature as T 3 for
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crystals and as T for metals. In practice, the materials one uses have intermediate T law dependence.

As it will be explained later in this chapter (section 2.1.2), the low temperature also reduces the

different noise contribution within the system.

- The conductance Gth of the thermal link is important too. As we see in figure 2.2, the detection parts

are mechanically suspended by the thermal link which also ensures the thermometer to be thermally

isolated from the cold bath, in order to be sensitive to a even small amount of radiation. However, the

heat sink is necessary for the sensitive part to be cooled down to an equilibrium temperature T0, after

being heated. The thermal insulation of the absorber is characterized by the thermal conductance

Gth of the thermal link to heat sink. A priori, we would want to minimize Gth but this parameter is

also involved in the speed of the system through the thermal time constant τ = Cth
Gth

. The definition of

τ shows that : (1) under constant illumination, if the bolometer undergoes a high rise in temperature

(Cth small), then the system will be fast ; (2) if the thermal link allows fast offloading (Gth high), then

the system gets back quickly to the equilibrium. Therefore the value of the conductance corresponds

to a trade-off between sensitivity and speed.

- The coefficient α characterizes the electro-thermal behavior of the detector. Indeed bolometers mea-

sure the variations of the electrical resistance as a function of the temperature R(T ). The measure-

ment of the radiation through the change in resistance is relevant when the resistance depends only

on the temperature. A bolometer is very sensitive to incident power if it undergoes a strong change

in resistance as a response to a small perturbation in temperature. This is a characteristic that bolo-

meters using doped-semiconductors and superconductors achieve (see sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4). The

temperature coefficient α = 1
R
dR
dT , defines then the electrical sensitivity to thermal excitation of the

bolometer.

As a consequence, the bolometer physics is really complex since it refers to several scientific fields

as detection, optics, solid state physics, thermodynamics, cryogenics, electronics, and so on (Rodriguez

(2012)). In a nutshell, we want to have a very low heat capacity Cth, a pretty low thermal conductance

Gth (compromise with detector speed, depending on the applications) and a very sensitive thermal sensor

(large α(R(T ))).

General equations

The following gives a simple description of the bolometers behavior, it is mostly adapted from Richards

(1994). The equations account for the global heating of the bolometer through the incident power, the

Joule heating and the thermal bath. First we want to derive the general equation of bolometers. Assuming

there is an incident power Pν(t) that falls onto the bolometer, the system undergoes some changes in

temperature and this temperature evolves with the time constant being τ = Cth
Gth

. The incident power Pν(t)
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can be decomposed in two parts as following :

Pν(t) = P1 + P2e
iωt (2.1)

where P1 is a constant power which can represent the sky, for example, and the instrumental backgrounds,

and P2 is related to a fainter signal (which accounts for the faint astronomical signal), which oscillates with

time at a frequency ω (which can account for chopping in a lab experiment). From this, we can derive the

expression of Tb :

Tb = T1 + T2e
iωt (2.2)

The resistance of the thermometer evolves with temperature, depending on the nature of the thermometer :

if it is a semiconductor, heating the thermometer produces a decrease in resistance while it is the opposite for

a superconducting bolometer. The Joule heating corresponding to the power dissipated in the thermometer

due to the electrical current flowing in the resistor, is then a function of time that we call here PJ(t) and

which is equal to : R(T ) I2
bias with Ibias being the bias current in the case of a resistive thermometer. At

first order, PJ(t) can be approximate by :

PJ(t) = (R(T1) +

(
dR

dT

)
T1

T2e
iωt) I2

bias (2.3)

Moreover, the power offloaded through the thermal link to the heat sink :

Poffloaded(t) = Gth(Tb(t)− T0) (2.4)

with Gth being the average thermal conductance of the offloaded heat between T0 and Tb. Finally, the

variation of energy dE in the absorber is defined by dE = CthdT , which means the stored power at time t

in the system is :

Pstored(t) =
dE

dt
= Cth

dT

dt
(2.5)

The equation that summarizes the input and outputs power is :

Pstored(t) = Pν(t) + PJ(t)− Poffloaded(t) (2.6)

From this, we can derive the general equation of bolometers :

Cth
dT

dt
= Pν(t) + PJ(t)−Gth(Tb(t)− T0) (2.7)
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For semiconductor bolometers (α < 0) and thus constant bias current Ibias, the voltage responsivity S of

a bolometer is defined as the ratio of the change in voltage to the change in incident power : S = dV
dP . S

is equal to
V1

P1
here. From the equation of bolometer, we can derive the definition of S. First, we replace

each term of equation 2.7 by the corresponding expressions :

iωCthT2e
iωt +Gth(T1 − T0) + (Gth)dT2e

iωt = P1 + P2e
iωt + I2

bias R(T1) + I2
bias

(
dR

dT

)
T1

T2e
iωt (2.8)

with (Gth)d =
(
dP
dT

)
T1

being the dynamic thermal conductance at T1. We can therefore separate the time

independent terms (steady state) and the time varying terms :
P1 +R(T1)I2

bias = Gth(T1 − T0)

iωCth + (Gth)d =
P2

T2
+ I2

bias

(
dR

dT

)
T1

(2.9)

From the equation with time varying terms, we can derive the voltage responsivity of the bolometer :

S =
V1

P1
= Ibias

(
dR

dT

)
T1

T1

P1
=

Ibias

(
dR

dT

)
T1

(Gth)d − I2
bias

(
dR

dT

)
T1

+ iωCth

[V/W ] (2.10)

By setting the temperature coefficient α = 1
R

(
dR

dT

)
T1

and the effective thermal conductance which

accounts for the thermal feedback Ge = (Gth)d − I2
biasRα, we get :

S =
IbiasRα

Ge(1 + iωτe)
(2.11)

with τe = Cth
Ge

the electrical thermal time constant, which is shorter than the thermal time constant τ for a

semiconductor bolometer (α < 0) due to the electrothermal feedback. Indeed this latter reduces the change

in temperature. Once again, the value of Ge has to be a trade-off between the sensitivity and the speed of

the system.

Noise

In this part, the different sources of noise which a bolometer may be subject to are reviewed. First, any

noise contribution is expressed in Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), in W/
√

Hz, which corresponds to “the

power which must fall on the detector to raise the output by an amount equal to the root-mean-square

(RMS) noise” (Rohlfs and Wilson, 2004) in a one Hz bandwidth, this means that the NEP is the smallest

optical power that the bolometer can detect in this bandwidth. Each individual source of noise NEPi adds
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up to the total NEP of the detector following the equation :

NEP =

√∑
i

NEP2
i (2.12)

The photon noise

The photon noise is related to the quantum fluctuations of photons which fall onto the detector. Assuming

a black-body radiation, the square of the RMS fluctuations in the number of photons of this radiation at

frequency ν is (Rohlfs and Wilson, 2004) :

∆n2
RMS = n (1 + n) (2.13)

with n being the photon occupation number at frequency ν. For high frequency (visible, near-infrared),

the photon noise follows a Poisson distribution, meaning that the photons arrival times are independent

and we have : n << 1 and ∆n2
RMS ≈ n. The fluctuations are then proportional to

√
N with N the mean

number of photons received by the detector (Zmuidzinas, 2003), this is a quantum noise. In contrast,

for lower frequency (radiowave), the Bose-Einstein nature of photons must be taken into account with

n = (ehν/kT − 1)−1 (h the Planck constant, k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the

photon source). The term in brackets in equation 2.13 can be seen as a correction factor which stands for

the correlation of the arrival time of particles (Rieke, 2003). This means that because photons come by

groups, they may interfere and create a larger noise compared to the simple Poisson statistics (Lamarre,

1986). In this case : n >> 1, ∆n2
RMS ≈ n2 and the fluctuations of photons vary with N . The far-infrared/

sub-millimeter range is at the borders of these two regimes and for this reason, we keep the photon noise

as it is defined in equation 2.13. However, we can turn the RMS fluctuations in the number of photons to a

macroscopic quantity expressed in power, the NEP. For this, we must consider the density of states factor

(hν3/c2), the photon energy hν, the collecting area A and the acceptance solid angle Ω of the detector, an

extra factor of 2 which accounts for unpolarized radiation and for Nyquist sampling. Finally we have to

integrate the product of these quantities over the whole frequency spectrum :

NEPν =

∫ ∞
0

2hν

√
AΩ

λ2

1

ehν/kT − 1
(1 +

1

ehν/kT − 1
) dν (2.14)

To derive this formula, we have only considered a black body radiation, but in case of a grey body, n must

be multiplied by ε(ν) (< 1), the emissivity of the grey body. To be more rigorous, n should be also corrected

by factors η(ν) and t(ν) which stand for the quantum efficiency of the detector and the optical transmission

of the whole system, respectively. The photon noise is the fundamental limit of noise. It mostly depends
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on the emission from the telescope and from the atmosphere for ground-based telescopes, while for space

telescopes, the astronomical foregrounds (Zodiacal dust, Cosmic Infrared Background and the CMB) can

also limit the observations, in addition to the emission of the telescope. An ideal detector has all its intrinsic

noise sources reduced (using low temperature, for example) to be less than the photon noise. This is the

definition of a Background Limited Infrared Photodetector (BLIP). For HERSCHEL-type telescope, the

major thermal background came from the ‘hot’ primary mirror, while for the future SPICA observatory,

the thermal emission of the dish will be considerably reduced by cooling it down to 8 K. This is the main

reason why the detectors have been required to be that sensitive.

The Johnson noise

The Johnson noise is related to thermal fluctuations of electrons in a resistance R. The NEPJohnson is a

white noise, estimated to be :

NEPJohnson =

√
4kTR

S
(2.15)

with S the responsivity of the bolometer. In practice, R is the equivalent resistor which accounts for the

bolometer but also for the load resistor seen in parallel by the detector.

The phonon noise

The phonon noise is related to the fluctuations of the quantum vibrations inside the crystal when the stored

energy is dissipated through the thermal link to the heat sink.

NEPphonon =
√

4kT 2(Gth)d (2.16)

with T the effective temperature of the bolometer and (Gth)d =
(
dP
dT

)
T1

the dynamic thermal conductance

around T1. This thermal noise is frequency independent.

The Johnson noise and the phonon noise are both white noises related to the temperature of the system.

The use of low temperature is a strong requirement of the system in order to gain in sensitivity.

The 1/f noise

The 1/f noise stands for the fluctuations of the resistance due to the random position of impurities in the

doped material. This adds a noise for the low frequencies.

Other noise contributions are present in a bolometer : read-out noise, microphonic noise, temperature

fluctuations of the heat sink, electromagnetic perturbations, ...
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2.1.3 Evolution of the bolometer technology

Bolometers have slightly evolved since their invention by Langley up to the middle of the 20th century.

One of the first milestone of that century has been achieved by F. Low using, for the first time, semi-

conductors as the temperature sensor for the bolometer. Low’s bolometer was made of gallium-doped

single crystal germanium (Low, 1961), covered by black paint to improve the efficiency of the detection.

Because the thermal detectors were operated at low temperature (liquid helium - 2 K), sensitivities close

to the theoretical limit were measured with an NEP of 5 × 10−13 W/
√

Hz. In his paper, Low also shows

the potential of his bolometer if it was operated at even lower temperature : he predicted an NEP of the

order of 10−15 W/
√

Hz at 0.5 K. In addition, Low paves the way to far-infrared astronomy by installing

his bolometer in a cryostat with a 30-cm telescope inside a NASA Learjet aircraft.

New research on the doping of germanium has led to the development of neutron transmutation doped

(NTD) germanium sensors (Haller, 1994). The transmutation by neutrons in a nuclear plant ensures ho-

mogeneity of dopant species across the crystal. The doping elements are obtained by the neutron capture

transmutation of different isotopes naturally present in germanium. The electron donors and acceptors are

the two nearest elements of germanium : gallium and arsenic. NTD Ge thermistors have been widely used

since they benefit from a low heat capacity and from low noise.

For better performance, composite bolometers were used to optimize independently all the parameters of

the bolometer. The absorber has in particular been improved with the invention of the spider-web bo-

lometer (SWB) by JPL (Bock et al., 1995) to be combined with NTD Ge thermistor. First, the light is

concentrated by feedhorns located above the spider web and interactions with the absorber are multiplied

by an integrating cavity. The gold absorber covers a spider-web silicon nitride (Si3N4) structure, which

considerably reduces the heat capacity of the absorber by minimizing the mass, without modifying the

overall optical performance (one condition however : the holes of the spider web should be significantly

less than the wavelength). The bolometer is therefore much faster and is also less sensitive to cosmic ra-

diation because of the low cross-section of the absorber with particles. For this latter reason, the SWB

were particularly adapted for space applications and flew with the HERSCHEL/SPIRE and PLANCK/HFI

observatories (one bolometer of SPIRE is shown in figure 2.3). For these two instruments, the NEPdetector

were respectively 3× 10−17 W/
√

Hz at 300 mK and 1× 10−17 W/
√

Hz at 100 mK (Holland and Duncan,

2002). However, this technology has one drawback : each thermometer is deposited by hand and hence

makes impossible the manufacture of very large arrays with uniform performance.

The solution to this drawback might have been found some years earlier by Downey et al. (1984)

who conducted research on monolithic silicon bolometers. The absorber was created by an evaporated

film of bismuth on silicon while the sensor was phosphorus and boron - implanted silicon suspended by

silicon threads (figure 2.4). The entire detector was obtained by microelectronics techniques in a collective
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Figure 2.3: One spider web bolometer of HERSCHEL/SPIRE (JPL).

manner, which allowed the manufacturing of large arrays. This technique has been studied and improved by

Figure 2.4: Monolithic silicon bolometers (Downey et al., 1984).

many labs like the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) with its ‘pop-up detectors’ (Moseley et al., 2000)

installed in the SHARC and SHARC II instruments for the Caltech Sub-millimeter Observatory (CSO)

telescope. If SHARC used to have 24 pixels, SHARC II had 12 lines of 32 pixels enabled by the folding of
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the silicon membranes to 90◦ (Li et al., 1999) (see figure 2.5), which led to a filling factor of the focal plane

of more than 90% (Dowell et al., 2003). The optical efficiency was also improved by the introduction of a

λ/4 backshort, first introduced for CEA bolometers in this wavelength domain, to achieve more than 75%

absorption.

Figure 2.5: “Pop-up” bolometer array principle (Rieke, 2003).

The monolithic silicon bolometers have inspired many groups of the worldwide bolometer community. In

particular, CEA has started developing these large focal plane arrays at the very end of the 20th century.

Before describing in detail the evolution of bolometers at CEA for about 25 years, we introduce other,

more or less recent, emerging technologies.

2.1.4 Other detectors in the sub-millimeter field

Here we present the most commonly used sub-Kelvin cryogenic detectors for far-infrared/sub-millimeter

applications. They can be split into two families : thermal and non-thermal detectors.

Thermal detectors

Thermal detectors gather resistive bolometers (semiconductors), but also superconducting Transition Edge

Sensors (TES) and metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMC).

High-resistivity bolometers have already been partially introduced since they are the historical bolometers.

Their characteristic features will be more deeply explained throughout the presentation of CEA silicon bo-

lometers in section 2.2. However, we may add one piece of information for the coming comparison with TES

devices about the electro-thermal feedback. Indeed, semiconductor bolometers (α < 0) are current-biased
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and an electro-thermal feedback guarantees a pretty stable total power (PJ + Pν). Indeed the increase in

temperature due to radiation is converted to a decrease in resistance. The Joule power decreases therefore

with R(T )I2
bias while Pν increases. The negative electro-thermal feedback tends to speed up the cooling of

the bolometer to the thermal equilibrium, this is why we had τe < τ in section 2.1.2.

A TES device is another kind of sensitive thermometers. It relies on the use of a superconducting material

around its critical temperature Tc. The transition in resistivity between the normal and the superconducting

states is very sharp (see figure 2.6, (a)), which means that a small amount of energy hitting the detector

will lead to a large change in resistance. The temperature coefficient α =
1

R

dR

dT
takes therefore values

between 50 and 2000 K−1 (Holland and Duncan, 2002), it is 10 to 50 times more than for semiconductors.

TES have considerably low resistance (much less than 1 Ω) compared to resistive thermometer (∼ MΩ

to GΩ). One other difference to semiconductor is that TES (α > 0) are voltage-biased and the change

Figure 2.6: (a) Resistance as a function of the temperature for a TES device, Tc corresponds to the transition
temperature of the superconducting material where the slope is very steep on the normal-superconducting transition ;
(b) TES is voltage biased and the change in current is read out by a SQUID amplifier (illustration in Reveret (2004).

in current is read out by the use of a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) amplifier as

presented in figure 2.6, (b). When energy is deposited in the absorber, the bolometer warms up and the

resistance increases (α > 0). Because the electric bias power is defined by PJ = Vbias/R
2, this means that

the rise of Pν leads to a fall of PJ and powers compensate each other to have around the same total power.

This strong electro-thermal feedback (ETF) enables the TES to stay in the transition regime and as in the

semiconductor case, but much more drastically, to reduce the time constant. However, any excessive power

can make the TES inoperative if this latter leaves the working transition regime. TES have quickly shown

performance comparable to those of semiconductors. As an example, Lee et al. (1998) used a titanium-film

superconducting bolometers for their composite voltage-biased superconducting bolometer with a strong

negative ETF. The measured response time went from 2.6 s to 13 ms (200 times faster) due to the ETF
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and a NEPdetector of 5× 10−17 W/
√

Hz at 375 mK was achieved. Nowadays, TES performance is close to

10−19 W/
√

Hz (Roelfsema et al., 2018).

The last technology of thermal detectors that we can quote is the metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMC)

principle, however they will not be explained in details since they are not represented in the sub-millimeter

field, but more widely in the X-ray field, especially for high-resolution spectroscopy (Fleischmann et al.,

2004). Here we only aim at giving a short overview of the working principle. MMC use a metallic absorber

in contact with a paramagnetic temperature sensor to which a small magnetic field is applied. When the X-

ray particle hits the absorber, this leads to a rise in temperature of the calorimeter and also to a decrease in

magnetization of the sensor, since the magnetic properties of materials strongly depend on temperature. The

change of magnetization of the paramagnetic sensor is read out by a SQUID magnetometer. A schematic

representation of the MMC principle is proposed in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a Metallic Magnetic Calorimeter (MMC) (Bandler, 2010).

Non-thermal detectors

One of the most commonly used non-thermal detectors in the sub-millimeter/millimeter community is the

Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID). These detectors have been invented more recently, in

2003, by a team of Caltech and of JPL (Day et al., 2003). They first appear from the need to have large

arrays for the observations of the CMB, without the need for complex multiplexing systems. MKIDs rely

on the measurement of the variation of the kinetic inductance of a LC resonant circuit due to radiation.

For this, a superconducting thin film is used at a working temperature T << Tc : a photon with energy

high enough can break Cooper pairs and creates excess quasiparticles. Since the complex impedance Z

(inductance L and resistance R) depends on the quasiparticle density, the resonance is shifted in frequency
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upon incoming radiations, modifying the amplitude and the phase of the signal. The working principle of

detection is best illustrated in figure 2.8. By coupling an array of many resonators with different resonance

frequencies to a common transmission line, it is possible to perform a simple frequency multiplexing, which

enables the production of large arrays (frequency multiplexing of 150 on NIKA2 (Désert et al., 2016)).

Contrary to resistive and superconducting bolometers, KIDs do not measure the temperature changes but

rather the quasiparticles density in the superconducting element.

Figure 2.8: Detection principle of Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID). (a) Photons with energy greater
than 2∆ (binding energy of the superconducting thin-film) beak Cooper pairs and create quasiparticles. (b) Microwave
equivalent resonant circuit (parallel LC circuit) : incoming radiation increases the quasiparticles density and therefore
increases the inductance L and adds a series resistance R. (c) Any raise in L and R moves the resonance to lower
frequency, the resonance is also broader and shallower. The amplitude of the signal is then modified and so (d) the
phase (Day et al., 2003).

2.2 Bolometers at CEA

We describe here the evolution of silicon bolometers, thought and made at CEA, from the involvement

in the HERSCHEL/PACS photometer to the imaging polarimeter SPICA/B-BOP.

2.2.1 The PACS bolometers

At the origin of CEA bolometers are the spider-web developed at JPL in the early 1990’s. The break-

through with these new devices was the manufacture of sub-millimeter and millimeter wave individual
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detectors by micromachining techniques on silicon or silicon nitride membranes. JPL achieved, at the time,

the most sensitive detectors, used them for the BOOMERANG long flight balloon experiment, and their

detectors were selected for the HFI instrument on PLANCK, and SPIRE on HERSCHEL.

As seen in section 2.1.3, the basic spider-web bolometer functions were made by :

- a feedhorn and an integrating cavity to collect light,

- a Si3N4 micro machined web, to insulate the detector from the cold sink at 100 mK (PLANCK/HFI)

or 300 mK (HERSCHEL/SPIRE),

- a thin metallic (gold) layer, adapted to vacuum impedance and deposited on the silicon nitride

structure to absorb the far-infrared radiation,

- an NTD germanium thermistor to measure the temperature rise with light absorption.

In 1995, Patrick Agnèse, at CEA/LETI, suggested to make use of silicon micromachining techniques de-

veloped for MEMS, to produce all-silicon bolometer arrays of high complexity, combining in the detector

assembly, an interface to a cold readout circuit. He adapted the four functions depicted above to the geo-

metry of the new detectors and found a way to read them out and multiplex them to save wires when

multiplying the number of pixels.

The light absorption

Maxwell’s equations show that the absorption of a single thin metal sheet in one way is, in theory,

limited to 50% when the metal electric resistivity is adapted to half the impedance of free space (Hadley

and Dennison, 1947). However, this limit can be overcome by the use of electromagnetic ‘tricks’. For instance

in the spider web design, integrating spheres and Winston cones (Winston, 1970) act as light collector.

The aperture of the metallic feedhorns constrains the incident angles of the wave. Once inside the Winston

cone, the wave reaches the integrating sphere and undergoes several reflections on the surface of the sphere

that multiply chances for the wave to be absorbed, resulting in a efficiency rate greater than 50%. Many

instruments have used these light traps to increase the absorption of the detector : we can mention the

focal plane of PLANCK/HFI with the use of JPL’s SWB, which the focal plane is shown in figure 2.9.

However, Winston cones are sometimes abandoned since an earlier concept which has been updated by

CEA (among other labs) has demonstrated its efficiency. For this technology, the absorption efficiency is

ensured using the principle of resonant absorption established by Gabriel Lippmann at the beginning of the

20th century. Indeed the resonant absorption takes advantage of the reflection on a mirror. The tangential

electric field vanishes at the surface of a mirror since the reflective wave is in phase opposition with the

incident wave. This produces (E and B) standing waves above the mirror. As it is illustrated in figure 2.10,

(left), the E field has a node at the mirror level, at (2k + 1)λ/2 with k an integer while the standing B
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Figure 2.9: Planck focal plane. The different sizes of the feedhorns correspond to different frequency ranges (857,
545, 353, 217, 143, 100, 70, 44 and 30 GHz) : the aperture of the horn must be adapted to the wavelength to prevent
diffraction of the incoming wave (ESA)

field is exactly π
4 -shifted compared to the standing E field . This means that at a distance (2k + 1)λ/4

above the mirror, there is an electrical field anti-node and magnetic field node. As a consequence, all the

electromagnetic wave energy is there present in the electric field and can be dissipated if an impedance-

matched absorber is located at this position (Hadley and Dennison, 1947; Fante and McCormack, 1988).

This situation is illustrated in figure 2.10, (right). The spectral response of the bolometer is thus given

by the size of the quarter-wave cavity. Such an architecture produces planar focal planes, similar to the

ones of the visible/near-infrared range. Removing feedhorns has therefore enabled a move towards more

compact and lighter arrays. The advantage of having no feedhorn is also to have more flexibility in optics

but it should be mentioned that these open pixels are subject to more stray light.

The system [absorber/cavity/mirror] can be seen as a two-beam interferometer (direct and reflected

waves) comparable to a Michelson Interferometer. The resulting effect is a rather smooth and wide absorp-

tion bandwidth. At the absorber level, the incident light and the reflected light are delayed in distance by

2dλ0/4. This leads to a finesse of 2 which is not very selective in wavelength (see figure 2.11, right). Most

of the current detectors now use this quarter wave cavity, even when a horn or a micro-lens is used to

concentrate the incoming light. With this setup, the absorption efficiency can be very high, above 90%, for

a wide range of wavelength. The resulting efficiency of CEA-type detectors can be observed in figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: (Left) Resulting electric and magnetic fields after reflection on a mirror. (Right) Several incoming
phase-shifted wave with wavelength λ : all have an electric node at the surface of the mirror. The maxima of the
electric fields occur at a distance λ/4 : positioning a vacuum impedance-matched metallic film at this location enables
one to absorb 100% of light (Martignac, 1998).

Figure 2.11: (Left) The CEA detector optical scheme. Here the indium bumps set the cavity resonance between
absorber and backshort reflector ; (Right) Measured absorption when 25 µm bumps are used. (CEA).

The suspended structure

On the CEA Herschel bolometers, the suspended and insulated structure is a 5 µm thick silicon grid

covering 72% of the pixel pitch surface. Four legs of 5×5 µm2- section and 700 µm-length insulate the

suspended part from a frame of 16 × 16 pixels at 300 mK, as shown in figure 2.12. The pixel pitch is

750 µm in both directions. In order to reduce the heat capacity, the suspended part of the bolometer is a

thin grid whose holes are much smaller than the wavelength, and appear to the wave as a homogeneous
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structure of lower refractive index. Moreover the frame is thermally connected to the cold sink, the readout

circuit, by indium bumps of ∼ 20 µm-height. The readout circuit includes, at its surface, the structured

reflector. For the grid material, silicon is preferred to nitride because the crystalline structure has a heat

capacity which decreases as T 3, when cooling to sub-kelvin temperature. For comparison, silicon nitride

decreases as T , due to its amorphous structure.

Figure 2.12: (Left) Photograph of one pixel within the array : the frame with the horizontal reference thermometers
and the suspended grid structure with 5 µm thick legs carrying the vertical bolometer thermometer. (Right) Pho-
tograph of a part of one pixel observed from the top, which shows the suspended structure made of etched silicon.
This picture also provides a direct view of the 20 µm-height indium bumps (CEA).

The absorber

The wave absorption is realized by metallic structures matched to the vacuum impedance. As the

suspended structure is a silicon grid, the absorbers are square loops deposited around the holes of the

grid. This geometry was preferred to other possible patterns (grid, crosses,. . . ) since a wider absorption

plateau with wavelength was predicted by numerical simulations (see figure 2.12). In this configuration, the

interaction between absorbing elements on a pixel is dominated by capacitive effects. The absorbers are

the largest metallic sub-units on the suspended structure, and the ones with the largest contribution to the

global heat capacity. For PACS detectors, superconductive alloys (TiN, WN and TaN), far from Tc, were

investigated to reduce the heat capacity. The TiN alloy (Tc = 4.2 K) was selected. Although the titanium

nitride is a superconducting material, absorption is still possible if the incident wave is energetic enough

to break Cooper pairs (BCS theory, Hadley (1957)). This occurs for wavelength λ < λc with λc =
hc

3.5 kTc
.

For TiN, λc = 1.8 mm, thus in our frequency range, TiN acts as an absorber. In this thesis, the refractive

index of TiN is calculated from (Hilsum, 1954) :

nT iN =

√
1

2ρT iN ε0ω
(1− i) (2.17)
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with ρT iN = 2.4 × 10−6 Ω.m the resistivity of TiN, ω = 2πf the angular frequency and ε0 = 8.8 ×

10−12 A.s/(V.m) the dielectric permittivity of vacuum. By tuning the thickness of the material (and the

overall geometry of the absorber), we can match the impedance of the absorber to the one of free space

(377 Ω) in order to optimize the absorption. However, this is not always suitable, as it will be concluded

from calculations in chapter 3.

Finally the quarter-wave cavity is defined by the metal absorbing layer (matched to the impedance of va-

cuum on the silicon suspended structure) and the low impedance reflector on top of the readout circuit. The

indium bumps between the two layers ensure at the same time the size of the cavity, the electrical connec-

tion between the thermal sensors and the readout circuit and also the thermal link between bolometers

and the cold sink (to the 300 mK cryocooler).

The thermometer

For the thermometer, high impedance (a few GΩ) silicon Phosphorus-doped, Boron-compensated ther-

mal sensors were developed and are still used today. The advantage of using silicon compared to germanium

is the possibility to have a full collective process using current doping implantation techniques on silicon

wafers. Silicon has also a low heat capacity at low temperature which results in a small thermal time

constant. Since at very low temperature (< 1 K) single doped semiconductor such as germanium or si-

licon are perfect resistors, the conduction is obtained by doubly doping the semiconductor, as far as the

doping densities are unbalanced. The resulting physical phenomenon is called the variable range hopping

conduction. It has been introduced by Mott and refined by Efros and Shklovskii in presence of a Coulomb

gap around the Fermi level. In the most usual case, the electrons jump by tunnel effect, between donors

occupied states and empty states at some variable distance. The amount of empty states is linked to the

quantity of acceptors in the material. The compensation factor K = Na
Nd

, where Na and Nd are the acceptors

and donators density, stands for the mismatch in impurities. The temperature-dependence resistance of

doped silicon is described in (Efros and Shklovskii, 1975) :

R = R0 exp(

√
T0

T
) (2.18)

where R0 and T0 are proper to a thermometer which means that both depend on the doping and on the

compensation. This means that the electrical properties of a thermometer can be tuned by adjustments of

the doping and especially of the compensation. The weak points of this technique are : (1) a very delicate

doping density precision to achieve, rather far from usual micro-electronics requirements and (2) the need

to homogenize these dopants in the bulk of the sensor material to mainly avoid systematic deviations from

the usual resistance laws and unwanted noise.

The four main functions which define the PACS bolometers have been summarized here. One of the final

PACS photometer arrays is shown in figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Photograph of a Herschel/PACS photometer module with 16×18 pixels at the 300 mK thermal stage,
connected to the readout circuit (in blue) by indium bumps. We can see details of the gold bondings between the
readout integrated circuit and the ribbon cable to the 2 K stage. The two blind pixel rows are under the metalized
silicon strip on the bonding side (CEA).

2.2.2 From PACS bolometers to B-BOP bolometers

The PACS photometer has been one of the most used instrument of HERSCHEL, and gave the first

image (M51 galaxy) only few hours after recycling the cryocooler. This showed 30 days after the launch,

the extraordinary capabilities of the space observatory. The focal plane assembly of 2560 pixels has been,

for years, the largest bolometer array in operation. Nevertheless, there was room for improvement : the

HERSCHEL development schedule was so tight, that no feedback was possible after experimental tests of

the actual detectors.

One improvement is, regarding the new scientific objectives, to achieve a better sensitivity of at least two

orders of magnitude (NEP from ∼ 10−16 W/
√

Hz to ∼ 10−18 W/
√

Hz). This is essentially obtained by

decreasing the operational temperature. Indeed a reduction of the operating temperature from 300 to 50

mK should be enough to improve sensitivity by a factor of 200, as soon as the thermal sensors are adapted

to this temperature in terms of electrical resistance. A better response can also be obtained by geometrical

modification of the detectors, i.e. by improving the thermal resistance of the bolometers. For this, one can

increase the length of the silicon beam or reduce its section. In any case, the heat capacity must also be

reduced in order to prevent any degradation of the detector time constant.

The evolution of the CEA bolometers has followed three milestones.

The first one was to replace the silicon grid by a silicon serpentine structure that absorbs the sub-millimeter

radiation. The CEA group made such structures on a 1.5 µm- thick silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, with

a thermal sensor at the center. Although the temperature is not uniform across the pixel, it should be
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maximal at the structure center where the sensor lies (see figure 2.14). The thermal resistance is enhanced

by the long and thin strip (shown in green in the picture), and the heat capacity concentrated at the

thermal sensor island level. In this scheme, the light absorption is made by dipoles in the two orthogonal

directions 2.14.

Figure 2.14: The serpentine detectors made in 2011 : a long silicon strip (shown here in green) with indentations
mimic the silicon grid. Dipoles, deposited on the indentations and on the serpentine are responsible for absorption
in the two orthogonal directions. Note that the thermometer is still at the pixel center (CEA).

The second milestone in the detector evolution has been to rethink the conventional thermometer

function. Up to this time, the temperature used to vary along the strip and was measured in a single

position, at the pixel center. In addition, the Joule power dissipation of the detector bias is concentrated

there, and not where the optical power is transformed from electromagnetic energy into heat. Whereas if

the temperature sensor (variable resistance) is now distributed along the silicon beam, the electric power

will be dissipated everywhere along the beam, and preferentially where the resistance is high : the contact

points with the heat sink at both ends. For the next detector iteration, shown in figure 2.15, the support

structure carrying the absorbers is also the thermal sensor, cooled by the nails at both ends of the pixel.

For this detector, the fabrication process occurs for the first time in our development, “above IC” (IC for

Integrated Circuit). This means that the different layers of our detector are grown on a wafer layer by
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layer, using material depositions (SiO, metal) and etching.

Figure 2.15: The strip structure : here the thermal sensor is distributed all along the silicon path with absorbers of
the same type as in figure 2.14. Here the cavity above the backshort is filled with Silicon Oxide to reduce the physical
height of the cavity, keeping the same resonance (CEA).

Finally, the last key advance, which enabled CEA bolometers to be competitive for a SPICA-type

mission, was to introduce new instrumental functionalities at the detector level. In 2014, CEA had the

opportunity to build dual-polarization sensitive bolometers, with the two orthogonal directions having the

same optical/thermal properties. This marked a turning point since Planck’s PSB used to have two grids for

each polarization separated by 60 µm, introducing a small spectral difference that can be seen as a leakage

when measuring polarization unbalance, at a very low level, as it is usually done in space observations.

The CEA solution for this detection is a in-pixel double network of absorbing dipoles located as usual

at λ/4 over a reflective layer. Since the working principle of these bolometers is fully described in chapter

3, we will not go into details but it has to be mentioned here that the two networks are in the same plane.

Figure 2.16 on the left illustrates one of these pixels ; on the right hand side of the same figure is the

polarization-sensitive bolometers for millimeter applications.

Figure 2.16: (Left) A polarization sensitive pixel for the sub-millimeter range : the silicon spirals are the absorbers
support as well as the distributed thermal sensor.(Right) A polarization sensitive pixel for the millimeter range :
here, there are no spirals because the size of the pixel is close to the wavelength resulting in absorbing dipoles of half
of the size of the pixel pitch (CEA).
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2.2.3 Perspectives

In this chapter, we have discussed the bolometer technology, in general terms. However, in the rest of

this thesis, we focus on the light absorption of detectors, for polarimetry (in chapter 3) or for spectroscopy

(chapters 4 and 5) purposes.

The bolometer is a power detector : the efficiency of this kind of detector is expressed through the ratio of

absorbed power to incident power. Therefore the absorption is a very critical part since it is the first step

of the detection phenomenon and constrains the rest of the measurement. To optimize the absorption, we

have investigated what are the parameters that can be tuned. The material, the shape and the dimensions

of the absorbers are obviously critical, but the layout of the whole bolometer can also affect the efficiency

of the detector. These parameters will be fully tested in the remaining chapters.
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Chapter 3

Optimization of the spectral absorption

of polarimetric bolometers for

SPICA/B-BOP instrument
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As described in chapter 1, there are several ways to investigate the Universe. Polarization measurements

are one of these tools as they enable one to probe the magnetic field through observations of its effects on

matter. In particular, elongated dust grains of the ISM exposed to the magnetic field of the medium tend

to align perpendicular to the direction of the B field. The UV/visible unpolarized light from background

stars gets polarized by the aligned dust grains medium while the grains, once heated, emit polarized far-

infrared light in the direction parallel to the grains orientation. The latter is the scientific target of recent

far-infrared polarimeter observatories. By probing the polarization of light (always as a projection on the

sky), the structure of the magnetic field in the ISM can be deduced to better understand how it shapes

the medium.

3.1 Introduction to linear polarization

So far only linear polarization is expected to carry valuable information on the magnetic field behavior

in the ISM. The degree of polarization is foreseen to be of the order of a few percent for the brightest

sources, up to 15-20% in some regions. In this section, we provide the necessary background for the unders-

tanding of this chapter. We here present the formalism of polarization and describe how linear polarization

can be measured. This section has been largely inspired by the book written by Collet (2005).

3.1.1 Definition of Stokes parameters

In this preliminary part, we introduce the Stokes parameters, which are commonly adopted to describe

any polarized state of light. For an electromagnetic plane wave travelling in the z-direction (towards us,

for example), we can write the two electric field components as being : Ex(z, t) = E0x cos(ωt− kz + δx)

Ey(z, t) = E0y cos(ωt− kz + δy)
(3.1)

with E0x and E0y the maximum amplitudes of the x and y components respectively, ω = 2πf the angular

frequency, k = 2π
λ the wave number and δx and δy the phases of the x and y components respectively. We

set δ = δy − δx, the phase difference of the two orthogonal components.

From the first definitions, we can identify degenerate polarization states which correspond to specific states

of the electric field obtained for different combinations of amplitudes and phases. The degenerate polari-

zation states are schematized in figure 3.1. We have linearly horizontally/vertically polarized (LHP/LVP)

light if either E0y or E0x is equal to 0. When E0x = E0y and δ = 0 [π], the light is linearly ± 45◦ po-

larized (L+45P/L-45P). Finally, for E0x = E0y and δ = π/2 [π], we have right/left circularly polarized

light (RCP/LCP). Note that the RCP and LCP light stand for rotation clockwise and counter clockwise
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rotations respectively when propagating towards the observer. These specific polarization states simplify

any polarization calculation and above all, they lay the foundation of any polarization measurement when

defining scientific instruments.

Figure 3.1: Degenerate Polarization States : linearly horizontal/vertical polarized (LHP/LVP), linearly ± 45◦

polarized (L+45P/L-45P), right/left circularly polarized light (RCP/LCP) (Collet, 2005).

For simplicity, equations 3.1, can be turned into complex notation : Ex = E0x exp(iδx)

Ey = E0y exp(iδy)
(3.2)

We can now define the Stokes parameters in complex notation :


S0 = ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y

S1 = ExE
∗
x − EyE

∗
y

S2 = ExE
∗
y + EyE

∗
x

S3 = i (ExE
∗
y − EyE

∗
x)

(3.3)

where * refers to the complex conjugate. We use the definitions of equations 3.2 to compute the Stokes
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parameters :

S =


S0

S1

S2

S3

 =


E2

0x + E2
0y

E2
0x − E2

0y

2 E0x E0y cos(δ)

2 E0x E0y sin(δ)

 (3.4)

In the following, because it is the commonly used formalism, the Stokes components S0, S1, S2 and S3

will be named I, Q, U and V respectively. The Stokes vector can be easily derived for each degenerative

polarization state :

SLHP = I0


1

1

0

0

 ; SLV P = I0


1

−1

0

0

 ; SL+45P = I0


1

0

1

0

 ;

SL−45P = I0


1

0

−1

0

 ; SRCP = I0


1

0

0

1

 ; SLCP = I0


1

0

0

−1

 .

These derivations indicate the meaning of each Stokes parameter :

- I is the total intensity of the electric field,

- Q is the preponderance of LHP light over LVP light,

- U is the preponderance of L+45P light over L-45P light,

- V is the preponderance of RCP light over LCP light.

Stokes parameters are very convenient because they can describe any polarization, but also any unpolarized

state. Partially polarized light S can be represented by :

S =


I

Q

U

V

 = (1− P)


I

0

0

0

+ P


I

Q

U

V

 (3.5)

where P corresponds to the degree of polarization (0 ≤ P ≤ 1) : P =1 for completely polarized light

while P = 0 for unpolarized light. The degree of polarization of light can be computed from the Stokes

parameters by the equation :

P =
Ipol
Itot

=

√
Q2 + U2 + V 2

I
(3.6)
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3.1.2 Classical measurements of any polarized state

Any polarized state can be measured with two optical components : a retarder and a polarizer. The

principle of this measurement is shown in figure 3.2. The retarder phase shifts the incident beam described

Figure 3.2: Principle of measurement of the Stokes parameters

by Ex, Ey : it advances Ex by φ/2 and retards Ey by -φ/2 : E′x = Ex exp(i φ/2)

E′y = Ey exp(−i φ/2)
(3.7)

The polarizer only transmits one direction of the polarization, depending on the axis of the polarizer

(described by the projection angle θ). The resulting electric field is :

E′′ = Ex exp(i φ/2) cos(θ) + Ey exp(−i φ/2) sin(θ) (3.8)

The intensity I measured by the detector is therefore :

I = E′′.E′′∗

=
1

2
[[ExE

∗
x − EyE∗y ] cos(2θ) + [ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y ]

+ [(ExE
∗
y + EyE

∗
x) cos(φ) + i(ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x) sin(φ)] sin(2θ)]

=
1

2
[I +Q cos(2θ) + (U cos(φ) + V sin(φ)) sin(2θ)] (3.9)

The derivation of the four Stokes parameters from measurements is achieved for different combinations of

θ and φ :

- I(θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦) = 1
2 (I +Q)

- I(θ = 90◦, φ = 0◦) = 1
2 (I −Q)

- I(θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦) = 1
2 (I + U)

- I(θ = 45◦, φ = 90◦) = 1
2 (I + V )
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I, Q, U and V can be therefore obtained from the four following measurements : (θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦),

(θ = 90◦, φ = 0◦), (θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦) and (θ = 45◦, φ = 90◦). However, in this chapter, we only discuss

measurements of the linear polarization, which can be achieved by the three measurements : (θ = 0◦, φ =

0◦), (θ = 90◦, φ = 0◦) and (θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦).

3.2 A first step towards on-chip polarimetry

Conventional polarization measurements

As a typical example of an experiment which observes polarization in astronomical sources at sub-

millimeter wavelengths, we can cite the PILOT balloon-borne experiment (Bernard, 2005). With three

flights (2015, 2017 and 2019), PILOT has completed almost 50 hours of scientific observations of some

regions in the Galactic plane and of the diffuse ISM. With a better accuracy and higher angular resolution,

the balloon has complemented Planck observations at shorter wavelengths (λ =240 µm). PILOT polari-

zation measurements are achieved by use of a rotating half-wave plate and a fixed polarizer/analyzer in

front of the detector. The 45◦ tilt of the polarizer allows the detection of the transmitted and reflected

polarization components with two separate focal plane arrays. A sketch of the optics is presented in figure

3.3. By rotation of the half-wave plate, the polarization can be phase-shifted and then split again by the

analyzer in two orthogonal directions. In principle, the information of the linear polarization (i.e. the I, Q,

U Stokes parameters), is retrieved with at least two angular positions of the half-wave plate. The optics

design for polarization follows a classical design ; nevertheless less bulky solutions have been brought to

experiments. One can mention the Archeops balloon-borne experiment (Benoit et al., 2004) and its three

Ortho Mode Transducers (OMTs). Each OMT is made of a polarizer at 45◦ which sends the two orthogonal

polarizations on two distinct detector pixels, in a more compact fashion than traditional optics (figure 3.4).

The polarization axis of the three OMTs is rotated by 60◦ with respect to each other. By scanning these

three doubled sensors, the information about linear polarization can be retrieved while minimizing errors

since pixels of one OMT observe the same beam on the sky.

First polarization-sensitive bolometers

To push further the concept of compact bolometers for polarization measurements, investigations have

been conducted in order to get rid of the polarizer. Indeed, any error of misalignment of the reflection and

the transmission focal planes of PILOT-type instruments may introduce systematic measurement errors of

the polarized field. For this reason, but among all for simplicity, several labs have progressively developed

on-chip polarimeters. The polarization-sensitive bolometers (PSBs) have been first introduced by Jones

et al. (2002), from Caltech and JPL. They originate from the “spider-web” bolometer (SWB) technology

developed at JPL in the 1990s (Bock et al., 1995) by photolithographic techniques. For the first time,
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Figure 3.3: Principle of polarization measurement on the PILOT balloon (adapted from Engel et al. (2009))

Figure 3.4: Measurement of polarization on the Archeops balloon-borne experiment. (Left) Scheme of an Ortho
Mode Transducer : light enters the feedhorn, passes through a beam splitter and the two orthogonal linear polariza-
tions are transmitted or reflected to a bolometer ; (Right) Orientation of the polarization for the three OMTs, the
arrow corresponds to the scan direction (Benoit et al., 2004)

the membrane absorber is made of a thin metallic mesh, which leads to (1) a smaller heat capacity of

the bolometer and (2) a bolometer transparent to cosmic rays. From this development, PSBs have been

derived, with the spider-web absorber being replaced by a rectangular grid (see figure 3.5, left). One

bolometer has two free standing lossy grids separated by 60 µm both thermally and electrically isolated,
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each grid being metallized in one single direction (either horizontally or vertically). For one particular grid,

only the electric field component which is parallel to the direction of the metallization deposits energy in

the grid ; the orthogonal component does not interact with the grid. Because the two grids are part of

the same bolometer and receive the signal of the same filters and feed structure, systematic effects are

therefore minimized. With one PSB pair, it is possible to measure the first two Stokes parameters (I, Q) by

the sum and the difference of the signals of one detector ; the value of the third one (U) can be derived by

having one other PSB pair rotated by 45◦ with respect to the first. A sketch of the Planck/HFI bolometer

focal plane, which uses this technology, is shown in figure 3.5 (Right) where we can see, in addition to

the spider-web bolometers, how the PSBs and especially their different polarization axes are configured.

One should mention, however, that the cross-polarization of such designed PSBs has been estimated to

be of the order of several percent : one grid is not perfectly insensitive to the polarization perpendicular

to the direction it was designed for (Lamarre et al., 2010). This adds another constraint on the absorber

impedance : while it was only adapted to the overall geometry of the bolometer (corrugated feedhorn and

quarter-wave cavity) to maximize absorption in the SWB case, the PSB absorber impedance had also to

minimize cross-polarization (Holmes et al., 2008).

Figure 3.5: (Left) One PSB for Planck/HFI : two rectangular grids separated by 60 µm (indistinguishable on the
picture), each one being metallized in an orthogonal direction, to measure the I and Q Stokes parameters. The two
thermometers of the two grids are shown by the arrows (PLANCK collaboration) ; (Right) Planck/HFI focal plane :
20 spider-web bolometers at five frequencies and 16 PSB pairs at four frequencies (Rosset et al., 2010)

Slot-antenna bolometers

For the sake of homogeneity in the bolometer response, JPL carried out further investigations on PSBs

and finally proposed a design with only one level of absorbers (and no longer two grids) arranged in a
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planar antenna-coupled bolometers configuration (Bock, 2008). A planar antenna consists of a network of

dipole sub-antennas, as depicted in figure 3.6. In this configuration, there are two independent networks of

sub-antennas, one for the vertical polarization and one for the horizontal polarization. Slot-antennas of the

same network are combined coherently and are connected to a TES bolometer. Because the sub-antennas

are in phase, the beam pattern can be controlled before the energy gets dissipated in the TES bolometer.

The acceptance solid angle of each pixel is then determined by the array geometry and for this reason,

feedhorns are no longer needed. Note that the dipole network is also embedded in a quarter-wave cavity to

improve the efficiency of the absorption. As the whole pixel is obtained by photolithography, this makes

possible the production of large arrays. The scheme can also be tuned to different wavelength bands simply

by scaling the antenna. For the measurement of Stokes parameters, the sum and the difference of the two

signals of each planar antenna provide I and Q. By having the two polarization measurements in one plane,

issues related to positioning of one grid with respect to the other (in comparison to Planck PSBs design)

are reduced. Finally, manufacturing bolometers collectively enables one to produce detectors homogeneous

with regard to spectral and thermal responses. In Bock (2008), the cross-polarization is measured to be

3%.

CEA’s new bolometers for the SPICA/B-BOP instrument, which this chapter is focused on, have been

inspired by the JPL planar antenna-coupled bolometers.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of a planar antenna : two interleaved networks of sub-antennas (blue and red) which are each
sensitive to one direction of polarization. Each network is connected to a TES bolometer (not shown here) (Bock,
2008).
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Other example of emerging designs in the KIDs and TESs field

Before moving on to the CEA polarization sensitive bolometers, we still want to mention recent deve-

lopments in the KID and TES field to introduce the polarization measurement within the pixel.

As an example of newly designed KIDs, the lumped-element kinetic inductance detectors (LEKIDs, Doyle

et al. (2008)) have made possible the single polarization measurement within one pixel because the wave is

directly absorbed by a meandered inductor which is polarization sensitive by geometry (McCarrick et al.,

2014). The concept has been extended to dual polarization (McCarrick et al., 2016, 2017). Like in the single

polarization case, the inductors act as the absorbers ; however the two orthogonal polarization are detected

by using two orthogonal resonators in one pixel : one has the shape of a hairpin while the other looks like

two hairpins to avoid any crossover (figure 3.7). Despite a design asymmetry, the geometry is optimized in

order for the two orthogonal antennae to have the same spectral response.

Figure 3.7: Sketch of a dual polarization LEKID pixel : each pixel has two orthogonal inductors sensitive to
orthogonal polarizations (McCarrick et al., 2017)

Researches in the TESs field have resulted in the design of a new pixel : a multi-chroic dual polarized

sinuous antenna (Suzuki et al. (2012), for example). The pattern of the antenna, presented in figure 3.8,

enables broadband absorption in the millimetre-wave range. The signal, after antenna-coupling, is trans-

mitted to on-chip filter banks where distinct TES bolometers can therefore disentangle the two orthogonal

polarizations and the frequency bands. In both cases (LEKID and sinuous antenna TES), with pixels axis

which differ by 45◦, it is possible to recover the three first Stokes parameters.
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of a multi-chroic dual polarized sinuous antenna TES bolometer. The sinuous antenna is
shown in dark green on the right of the figure while the black rectangular on the left is the TES bolometer (from
Suzuki et al. (2012))

3.3 The SPICA/B-BOP polarimetric imager instrument

In this section, we aim at describing the SPICA mission, its scientific objectives and instruments,

especially the polarimetric imager B-BOP, which CEA is in charge of.

3.3.1 The SPICA mission : scientific objectives and instruments

The SPace Infrared telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics, SPICA mission (Roelfsema et al., 2018)

is a joint space project of Japan and Europe which is expected to be launched in the early 2030s (satellite

design in figure 3.9 (left)). This mission has been pre-selected as one of the M5 candidates of ESA (European

Space Agency). Phase A study will last up to the final selection at the end of 2021.

This space infrared observatory follows the path of the ISO and HERSCHEL satellites by exploring the

Universe in the 12-350 µm wavelength range and thus will extend the study of the origin and early-evolution

of planets, stars and galaxies. By observing in the far-infrared/ sub-millimetre range, we can have access to

the cold dust, where galaxies, stars and planets are formed and grow. To reach these challenging scientific

goals, sensitivities of the observations need to be considerably improved in comparison to the last space

observatory HERSCHEL. This is achieved by pushing the technological limits of the telescope. The major

advance is the cooling down of the 2.5-meter primary mirror to below 8 K (80 K for HERSCHEL). So far,

it was not possible to have such a large and cold mirror. The progress on this technical aspect and the use

of ultra-sensitive detectors will lead to the collection of data with unprecedented sensitivities (2 orders of

magnitude compared to HERSCHEL). To optimally exploit this progress for science, SPICA will have three

instruments on board : SMI, SAFARI and B-BOP. Figure 3.9 (right) shows how the unvignetted field of

view in the focal plane is shared by the three instruments, nevertheless note that this configuration might

change during the coming months. The SPICA Mid-infrared Instrument (SMI) is a spectrometer/camera
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Figure 3.9: (Left) The SPace Infrared telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics SPICA (JAXA) ; (Right) This
scheme shows how the three instruments of SPICA (SMI, SAFARI and B-BOP) share the unvignetted field of view at
the level of the pick-off mirror. The exact arrangement might still change during the coming months. (JAXA/SPICA
team)

which observes in the 12-36 µm range. The spectrometer can reach a large range of resolving powers (from

50 to 28,000) in three modes where the imaging capability decreases with spectral resolution. The SPICA

Far-IR Spectrometer (SAFARI) works in the 34-230 µm range at different spectral resolutions : from 300

in the low resolution mode to 2000-11,000 in the high resolution mode. More details will be given on these

two spectrometers, in chapter 4. The B-BOP polarimetric imager is described more precisely, in the next

section.

3.3.2 B-BOP : a polarimetric imager

The design of the B-BOP instrument, previously called POL (Rodriguez et al., 2018), has been driven

by the need to map the magnetic field (through polarization) inside Galactic filamentary structures. The

specificity of this instrument is to use detectors which are intrinsically sensitive to polarization. Due to the

large focal plane and to the polarizing detectors, B-BOP will combine both imaging and polarimetric capa-

bilities. To achieve science objectives, it will be possible to observe simultaneously filaments, for example,

in three different wavelength ranges centred around 70 µm (initially 100 µm), 200 µm and 350 µm. The

three focal planes are presented in figure 3.10 on the left. To take full advantage of the low temperature of

the primary mirror at 8 K, the detectors will be cooled down to 50 mK with a dedicated hybrid adiaba-

tic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR)/helium sorption cooler to achieve a sensitivity (NEP) better than

3× 10−18 W/
√

Hz . The different cooling stages follow a Russian doll configuration down to 50 mK, this is
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presented on the right hand side of figure 3.10. The design of the B-BOP detectors enables the implementa-

tion of a very compact imaging polarimeter by getting rid of the conventional analyzer/polarizer. This also

eliminates any systematic effect due to misalignment between separate focal planes for each polarization.

In addition, because astronomers only look after linear polarization of light, three different measurements

((θ = 0◦, φ = 0◦), (θ = 90◦, φ = 0◦) and (θ = 45◦, φ = 0◦)) should be sufficient and we should in principle,

get rid of the retarder. However, in practice, an achromatic half-wave plate could be necessary to disen-

tangle the scene polarization from the instrumental self-polarization. A partially polarized rotating source

is also considered for this calibration.

Figure 3.10: (Left) B-BOP focal plane with its three bands : 70 µm (initially 100 µm), 200 µm and 350 µm ; (Right)
the Russian doll focal plane array structure : 50 mK stage (light blue), 300 mK stage (dark blue) and 1.7 K stage
(green). The 50 mK and 300 mK stages are suspended by Kevlar wires (B-BOP team)

The B-BOP detectors are directly part of the legacy of the HERSCHEL/PACS instrument and of the

bolometer technology initiated at CEA/LETI. These bolometers use structured absorbers, with integrated

thermometers, suspended above a quarter-wave cavity made of silicon oxide (11 µm) and vacuum (2

µm). For B-BOP needs in polarization, “each pixel consists of two orthogonal arrays of dipole antennas

supported by four interlaced spirals, which fill all the pixel surfaces” (CEA patent), as described by Adami

et al. (2019). Thermometers are essentially made of silicon unbalanced doping with phosphorus (P) and

boron (B) to increase the conductivity at very low temperature (Adami et al., 2018). Figure 3.11 shows

a photograph of one pixel (same pixel in the left and right figures) of the first array produced to test

the mechanical feasibility of the suspended spirals for the working principle of the B-BOP detectors. On

the left figure, we can see the four silicon spirals : the two red and the two blue ones meet in the central
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nail respectively. Branches with the same color are sensitive to the same polarization direction. Titanium

nitride (Aliane et al., 2018) is deposited on top of silicon beams, which are in the same plane as the silicon

backbone, to form the orthogonal dipole antennae. Green dipoles are supported by the blue arms while the

yellow dipoles are supported by the red arms. In this way, spirals of the same color carry the signal of one

single polarization direction and the two others carry the signal of the other one : the two polarizations are

thermally decoupled from each other. It must be emphasize that in contrast to JPL slot antennas which

work as a phased array, the energy absorbed by the unconnected dipoles is locally dissipated in each dipole

and the heat conducted to the thermometer so there is no significant directivity of the whole pixel.

Figure 3.11: Photographs of one single pixel : (Left) blue and red spirals are two different thermometers, each one
of them carries one polarization signal ; (Right) green and yellow antenna absorbers are dipoles in two orthogonal
directions.

3.4 Optimizing the design of the detectors in the three channels of the

B-BOP instrument

This section aims at optimizing the design of the B-BOP detectors through electromagnetic simulations.

This work has been published in the Journal of Low Temperature Physics (Bounissou et al., 2018) and

it is the reason why the following is broadly inspired by this paper. Since the 100 µm pixel has been

simulated firstly and will still be the proof-of-concept of the manufacturing for the ESA phase A study, its

electromagnetic model is presented here in the first part. However, for scientific reasons, the first shortest

wavelength band has been recently shifted to 70 µm and the same analysis could easily be applied to this

case. The second part is an adaptation of the work presented in Reveret et al. (2010) to the 200 µm and 350

µm focal planes. In this chapter, we only focus on the electromagnetic behavior of the pixels by optimizing

the spectral response of the polarizing pixels in each band. This study is a preliminary work that initiates

the spectroscopy developed in the chapters 4 and 5. This chapter ends with perspectives concerning the

evolution of the now called Stokes pixels.
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3.4.1 Optimizing the physical parameters of the detectors

3D electromagnetic simulations using the electromagnetic wave module of the COMSOL Multiphysics

software have been performed to predict the electromagnetic response of the detectors designed for the

B-BOP instrument. In these calculations, the chosen criterion is the optical absorption as a function of the

wavelength over the three different spectral bands of B-BOP. Only calculations for the 100 µm band are

developed here.

Silicon bolometers as they are currently thought at CEA, involve two resonances. The vertical resonance

is related to the quarter-wave cavity while the horizontal resonance is determined by the structured shape

of the absorbers (antennas). The quarter wave cavity is defined by the stack of layers shown in the cross-

section depicted in figure 3.12 (left). This is a schematic view of what we observe in figure 3.11. Due to the

large computer resources required in 3D simulations of a full pixel, we have chosen to focus on one unit

cell of the pixel, defined by four (half-) dipoles (as presented in figure 3.12 (right)), assuming a periodical

pattern and thus an infinite pixel.

Figure 3.12: Left : Stack of the different layers defining the λ/4 cavity (thicknesses : Si : 1.5 µm, vacuum cavity : 2
µm, SiO2 cavity : 11 µm). Right : The unit cell with four (half-) TiN absorbers, pattern seen from above the detector.
The yellow and green dipoles correspond to the antennas (same color) of the figure 3.11, right.

Several parameters concerning the dimensions of the dipoles can be optimized : the length, the thickness

and the width (thus the impedance) and the distance between two horizontal (/vertical) dipoles in a line.

For this optimization, we send an electromagnetic wave polarized in one direction (one of the two axis

directions defined by the dipoles) and compute the amount of energy effectively absorbed by the dipoles

which should be 100% sensitive to the polarized radiation. In this part, we have chosen to present results

for the dipoles optimization about the length and the impedance for the 100 µm band.

In figure 3.13 (top) the optical absorption as a function of the wavelength is presented for different lengths

of dipoles. The quarter wave cavity as described in 3.12 (left) is adapted for the 100 µm band and we get

the best absorption for a length of dipoles equal to 40 µm. Further simulations for the determination of
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the optimal length have led to ∼ 35 µm which corresponds to ∼ λ/3. For clarity of the figure, we only

present here results of simulations obtained for a length of dipoles varying in steps of ten microns. It must

be emphasized that an optimal length of ∼ λ/3 is quite different from the optimal length in the case of a

single antenna (∼ λ/2), which means that a dipole embedded in an antenna network can only be optimized

as part of the overall system.

The optimization of the impedance as a parameter of the dipoles is shown in figure 3.13 (Bottom). Hadley

and Dennison (1947), Fante and McCormack (1988) have demonstrated that a screen located a quarter

wavelength above a reflector will absorb 100% of incoming light if and only if the surface impedance matches

the free space impedance (Z0 = 377 Ω). Moreover, when a more complex absorber (network of antennas)

is embedded in a quarter wave cavity of SiO2 and vacuum (figure 3.12, left), the optimized impedance is

quite different. Figure 3.13 (bottom) shows that we should decrease the impedance by a factor of 2 (and

thus multiply the thickness of the absorbers by a factor of 2) in order to be almost 100% efficient over the

whole bandwidth. The main reason for this shift of optimum surface impedance is the Si/vacuum/SiO2

cavity, but the resonance is also reinforced by the network of antennas designed for the 100 µm band.

Similar simulations use the distance between two horizontal (/vertical) dipoles in a line as a parameter :

the dipoles need to be as close as possible. In practice, the minimum distance between these dipoles will

be tailored to the technological feasibility of the process.

3.4.2 Minimizing the cross-polarization

In the previous part, we have shown how the length and the impedance of the dipoles could be optimized.

Optical simulations can also predict performances for the detector as a function of the width of dipoles : a

priori the wider the dipoles, the more efficient the detectors. However, because increasing the width of the

dipoles induces cross-polarization, we need to find a trade-off between cross-polarization and techonological

feasibility. For this purpose, we simulate an incoming wave linearly polarized in one of the two directions

of the unit cell, presented in figure 3.12 (right) and calculate the power dissipated by Joule heating in the

parallel and orthogonal sets of dipoles separately. The cross-polarization is then defined as the ratio between

the absorption of the orthogonal dipoles, that should not be sensitive to the incoming wave, over the total

absorption of the unit cell (exactly :10*log10(this ratio) in dB). Figure 3.14 shows the cross-polarization

in a logarithmic scale over the 100 µm band for different width w of dipoles. We choose w = 2 µm as the

optimal width. This dimension is techonologically achievable and should meet the scientific requirement

(we remind that we want to be able to observe a few percent of polarization) : 1/1000 of cross-polarization

is expected for this value.

In this section, we have shown several results obtained by electromagnetic simulations. First, the quarter
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Figure 3.13: Top : Optimization of the length of the dipoles for the 100 µm band : optimal length is around λ/3
when matching the free space impedance Z0. Bottom : Optimization of the impedance of the absorbers for the 100 µm
band : when matching an impedance Z0/2, the absorption is optimized (almost 100%) over the bandwidth (dipoles
length equal to 35 µm) because we have a multilayer cavity.

wave cavity as initially designed, is adapted to the 100 µm band and dipoles with a length of ∼ 35 µm (λ/3)

are needed. We have chosen a spacing between two horizontal (/vertical) dipoles, facing each other, of 8

µm, which leads to a unit cell dimension of 43 µm. This choice has been driven by geometric specifications.

Indeed, the silicon spiral (4 µm- width) for one polarization can pass between two dipoles (facing each

other) of the other polarization and we have left a distance of 2 µm on each side of the silicon arm. As a

consequence of this design, the cross-polarization is found negligible for a dipole width of 2 µm regarding
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Figure 3.14: Computed cross-polarization in dB over the 100 µm band for different width of dipoles. The cross-
polarization is less than 1/1000 for w = 2 µm.

the scientific requirements. To compute the thickness t of TiN that we need to deposit, we must take into

account the filling factor of each dipole and so, this calculation leads to : t = ρT iN ∗ l/(Z ∗ dl), where ρT iN

is the resistivity of TiN (= 2.4 x 10−6 Ω.m) and l, Z and w are respectively the length, the impedance (=

Z0/2) and the width of the dipoles : thus, we need 220 nm of TiN for each dipole. This design will ensure

a high absorption efficiency (> 95%) over a large bandwidth (80-115 µm).

3.4.3 Adapting the 200 µm- and the 350 µm-channels from the 100 µm- detectors

The previous study needs to be reiterated for the 200 µm and 350 µm detectors. However, the backshort

distance is fixed because it is not possible to have taller nails than those in the 100 µm design (risky

technology), so we have to adapt the 100 µm bolometer to the 200 and 350 µm with another solution.

Reveret et al. (2010) has successfully adapted the detector to longer wavelengths by adding a silicon layer

in front of the bolometer with an airgap in between. This result will be explained in more details in chapter

4. With a software which optimized the airgap (AG) between the detector and the silicon layer and the

thickness of this Si layer (AR), we find efficient absorption with AG = 10 µm and AR = 4 µm and AG =

10 µm and AR = 13 µm for the 200 µm and 350 µm respectively (see figure 3.15). Note that in each case

the design of the antennae dipoles has been adapted to the wavelength band.

This solution has been initially chosen since it is a simple way to shift the optimal wavelength band.

However, since this PhD work, CEA/DAp in collaboration with CEA/LETI have investigated a more
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Figure 3.15: Left : Optical absorption for the 200 µm with AG = 10 µm ; AR = 4 µm. Right : Optical absorption
for the 350 µm with AG = 10 µm ; AR = 13 µm.

complex solution which relies on the development of high impedance surfaces (HIS) to replace the backshort

mirror. HIS use periodic structured patterns to reflect the wave in a frequency band, without a phase shift

of 180◦. In contrast to perfect electric conductors used so far as the backshort mirror, HIS then do not

need to be distant from the absorber by a quarter-wave cavity but rather to be close to the absorber. This

solution, by optimizing the HISs, would modify the working spectral band.

3.5 Perspectives

The study, presented here, has been conducted at the beginning of this PhD project has paved the way

to more complex analysis which has piloted the manufacturing of the detectors at CEA/LETI.

3.5.1 New design of the focal plane

The design of the CEA polarization sensitive bolometer is slightly different from the first prototype

pixels of figure 3.11. The computations to optimize the pixel design have enabled the emergence of a new

pixel definition. Since the size of one pixel is fixed to ∼ 750 µm, which is a constraint from the technology

side, we had to find a way to fill an area of ∼ 750 µm × 750 µm with a grid of ∼ 35 µm length dipoles.

This condition has led to the ‘centipede’ design presented in figure 3.16 produced by the B-BOP team,

which has shown to be the best compromise considering the optical efficiency but also the detector speed

and the mechanical stability.

CEA has then further advanced the development of pixels for the detection of partial linear polarization.

The choice has been made to take full advantage of the strategy of sampling of the telescope point spread

function. Indeed, because two orthogonal (0◦ and 90◦) probes of the polarization are not sufficient to de-
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Figure 3.16: Design of one CEA polarization sensitive bolometer for the initial 100 µm band of the SPICA/B-BOP
instrument : antennae dipoles(left) are supported by thermometer spirals (right). Green and black dipoles gather the
information on the horizontal polarization direction, red and blue ones on the vertical direction. Silicon spirals are
distributed in a ‘centipede’ configuration to limit the effects on the detector speed while filling the whole area with
dipoles. The black spiral supports the black dipoles and so on. (Design by A. Poglitsch)

termine the direction of the E-field (there is an angle ambiguity), the B-BOP detector team has introduced

pixels based on the same design but with dipoles rotated by 45◦ which give access to the 45◦ and 135◦

directions. Note that although the 135◦ dipoles do not bring more information since only three measu-

rements are necessary, these dipoles will bring redundant data to strengthen the results from the other

dipoles. These pixels, named Stokes pixels, are illustrated in figure 3.17. Having several of these Stokes

pixels in the Airy disk enables one to have simultaneous measurements of the intensity (I) and of the linear

polarization (Q and U) of the same spatial element on the sky, as depicted on the bottom panel of figure

3.17. To measure the circular polarization, a quarter-wave plate would be required, but since this is not

part of the scientific expectations, the circular polarization will appear as unpolarized light.

3.5.2 Deriving the Stokes parameters from the detectors signal

In this part, we derive the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U from the signal of the four dipole directions

d1, d2, d3 and d4 in one pixel. The goal is to use the Stokes parameters to get back to the total intensity

of the signal Itot (which is equal to I), to the polarized intensity Ipol (and thus the degree of polarization

P) and finally to θ the angle of polarization compared to the 0◦-axis of the Stokes pixels.

From equation 3.9, we know that the intensity measured by a polarizer is :

I =
1

2
[I +Q cos(2θ) + U sin(2θ)] (3.10)
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Figure 3.17: (Top) Stokes pixels : (Left) 0◦ and 90◦ and (Right) 45◦ and 135◦ orientations pixels. (Bottom) yellow
circle : Airy disk (first dark ring of the difrraction pattern) which covers both kinds of Stokes pixels (Design by O.
Adami)

Note that here we only deal with linear polarization. We can therefore compute the intensity signal received

by the four Stokes pixels :


d1 = 1

2 [I +Q cos(2θ) + U sin(2θ)]

d2 = 1
2 [I +Q cos(2(θ + π

4 )) + U sin(2(θ + π
4 ))] = 1

2 [I −Q sin(2θ) + U cos(2θ)]

d3 = 1
2 [I +Q cos(2(θ + π

2 )) + U sin(2(θ + π
2 ))] = 1

2 [I −Q cos(2θ)− U sin(2θ)]

d4 = 1
2 [I +Q cos(2(θ + 3π

4 )) + U sin(2(θ + 3π
4 ))] = 1

2 [I +Q sin(2θ)− U cos(2θ)]

(3.11)
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I is obtained easily with
d1 + d2 + d3 + d4

2
, but the three parameters I, Q, and U can all be derived

by matrix calculations. If we set :

D =


d1

d2

d3

d4

 ; A =
1

2


1 cos(2θ) sin(2θ)

1 −sin(2θ) cos(2θ)

1 −cos(2θ) −sin(2θ)

1 sin(2θ) −cos(2θ)

 ; S =


I

Q

U

 (3.12)

A is called the Mueller matrix, it represents the polarizing elements. From equations 3.11, we have

therefore :

D = A S ⇐⇒ S = (At A)−1 At D (3.13)

with At the transpose matrix of A. The derivation of Q and U is straightforward and the polarized intensity

Ipol and the degree of polarization P can be computed. Finally the angle of polarization θ with respect

to the 0◦-axis of the Stokes pixels is obtained by the argument of Q and U which are both related to the

linear polarization through θ = 1
2 arctan (UQ). We remind that Q is the preponderance of LHP light over

LVP light and U is the preponderance of L+45P light over L-45P light. These definitions give the figure

3.18.

Up to now, we did not take into account noise measurements. This can be achieved by adding a vector

N =


n1

n2

n3

n4

 to D by writing D = A S +N .
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Figure 3.18: Values of the angle of polarization θ as a function of values of Stokes Q and U .
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Development of a compact spectroscopic
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The two following chapters are dedicated to the development of a compact spectrometric imager. This

instrument could be named a “spectro-bolometer” after Langley’s instrument but, unlike the inventor of

bolometers who performed spectroscopy using a single bolometer, we here tried to combine the spectroscopy

and imaging capabilities into a all in one compact device. In this chapter, we present the theoretical deve-

lopment of the spectro-imager that we have decided to build at CEA. The experimental implementation

of this instrument is addressed in chapter 5. We first recapitulate the state of the art of the technologies

used for spectrometers in the far-infrared and then highlight the current trend to compact instruments in

many fields. From this, we describe the spectrometer that we have chosen to use in combination with the

bolometer array within a compact device : a Fabry-Perot interferometer. We state the performance that

we would expect from such a spectrometer and study the behavior of the coupled device.

4.1 State of the art of spectroscopy for far-infrared/sub-millimeter as-

tronomy and new developments towards compact spectrometers

In this section, we first review the most common spectrometer types for far-infrared astronomical ap-

plications (and in many other fields). We also present the different existing scanning modes which are

sometimes required to derive the spatial and the spectral information. We then provide some of the reasons

which motivate the development of compact instruments, especially in space astronomy. Lastly, we non-

exhaustively review progresses made towards compact spectroscopy and spectro-imaging since the aim of

this section is to provide the background of our research.

4.1.1 Spectrometers for far-infrared/sub-millimeter instruments

In 1666, Isaac Newton showed, that, unlike what his contemporaries thought, the white light is not

colored by the prism, but is in fact dispersed by it. The material which forms the prism fully determines

the refraction of colors, i.e. how they are separated. His famous experiment, with two prisms, was the

demonstration that white light was composed of many colors and that colors were not a property of

materials but a property of the light itself. More than a century after, Herschel also used a prism for the

discovery of the infrared radiation. Nowadays, prisms are not frequently used for instruments in space

(but the future SPICA/SMI instrument will use one for the low resolution mode (Roelfsema et al., 2018))

since their performance have been exceeded by other techniques, but their historical contribution laid the

foundation of spectroscopy. Table 4.1 (Swinyard and Wild, 2013) lists the technologies developed for mid-

and far-infrared spectroscopy, their performances and their involvements in some of the past instruments.
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Figure 4.1: Review of spectrometers of mid-and far-infrared spectroscopy in astronomy and their contributions to
past instruments (Swinyard and Wild, 2013).

We will therefore focus on these instruments, namely gratings, Fourier Transform Spectrometers (FTS),

Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPI) and heterodyne spectrometers, that came after prisms and which are

more common nowadays for studying light decomposition. These types of instruments, which are all based

on interference of light, are still involved in current and future experiments in astronomy. In the following,

for each kind of technology, efforts were made to provide additional details (resolving power, spectral bands,

imaging,...) in relation to a recent space instrument whose working principle was based on the respective

technology. It could be also mentioned that the spectrometers quoted by Swinyard and Wild (2013) are

not an exhaustive list : for instance, filter banks find applications in astronomy and they are of particular

interest for new developments of on-chip spectrometers. In this section, we only discuss spectrometers such

as gratings, FTS, FPI and heterodyne. Filter banks, for instance, will be illustrated later in this chapter

with some examples of on-chip applications.

Before explaining the particularities of each kind of technique used in spectrometry, we may need to recap

some crucial definitions to quantify the performances of spectrometers.

First, the instrumental profile of spectrometers describes the response of the instrument to monochromatic

radiation. Since spectroscopy aims at providing the contribution to intensity of each wavelength, the instru-

mental profile of a spectrometer should be perfectly known before any use (achieved by calibration of the

system). The performance of a spectrometer is mainly described by its ability to discriminate wavelengths.

The resolution limit corresponds to the minimal full width half maximum (FWHM) δλ (in wavelength),

δσ (in wavenumber) or δν (in frequency) that an instrument can isolate. From this, we can define the

resolving power R of an instrument, which is the ratio of the spectral parameter to the resolution limit,
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namely λ/δλ, σ/δσ or ν/δν (Bouchareine, 1994). Note that the resolving power R will be written in cursive

letter throughout this thesis while the reflectivity of any surface will be referred to by R. One can also

define the finesse of an instrument, which describes the resolving power of the spectrometer in first order

and one has : R = kF , with k the order number. Finally, the Free Spectral Range (FSR) (noted ∆λ, ∆σ or

∆ν) of a spectrometer corresponds to the wavelength range where the collection of the spectral information

can be unambiguously achieved.

Diffraction gratings

A grating is an optical component that has slits arranged in a periodic pattern. Each slit diffracts light

and the waves interfere constructively in different directions depending on the wavelength. The result is

similar to the dispersion of light by a prism, but it originates in fact from interferences of the different

waves coming from all individual slits. The number of lines on the grating N is a fundamental parameter

of the spectrometer since it also corresponds to the number of waves that interfere (related to the finesse

F of the spectrometer). We note d the spacing between two slits or grating constant. If L is the total

length of the grating, then L = Nd. The grating constant d is also involved in the formula which links the

diffraction angle i2k corresponding to the direction of constructive interferences, to the incident angle i1 of

the radiation λ (Bouchareine, 1994) :

d (sin i1 + sin i2k) = kλ (4.1)

where k is the order number. This equation implies that for a single wavelength, the energy is shared

between several orders, leading to a weaker signal for one specific order. It also predicts that orders may

overlap and thus mix several wavelengths of different orders. The order number determines the free spectral

range ∆λ = λ/k, which means that ∆λ is small for high values of k. The use of high orders gratings requires

a strong filtering to avoid any confusion in the signal, although in any case, filtering is a necessary step.

Regarding performance, the resolving power of a grating corresponds to the product of the finesse F by

the order number k which can be derived to be :

R = kF =
L (sin i1 + sin i2k)

λ
(4.2)

according to equation 4.1. The resolving power depends therefore on the wavelength, on the incident and

the diffraction angles, but also on the length of the grating. The last point suggests that the longer the

grating, the higher R : however building long gratings is not straightforward and represents a mechanical

challenge. Indeed, to reach the theoretical resolving power, the precision of the surface of the grating has to

be better than λ/4 over the whole area. This constraint does not only concern the surface quality but also
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the position of the grooves on the grating. Although the technical requirements are demanding, gratings are

frequently used for spectrometers in the far-infrared field. Among all kinds, blazed gratings are the most

common : the grooves look like reflecting staircases and they have the considerable advantage of concen-

trating light in one specific diffracted order for a limited band of the spectrum. The right angles of the

blazed gratings allow one to work with high incidence, leading to high resolution according to equation 4.2.

The HERSCHEL/PACS spectrometer (Poglitsch et al., 2003b) used three orders of a diffraction grating in

three spectral bands : the first order covered the 105-210 µm band, the second the 72-105 µm band and the

third the 55-72 µm band. The 30-cm grating allowed the instrument to reach high spectral resolving power

R ∼ 1000-4000 depending on the order and on the wavelength. Moreover, because the imaging capacity is

not immediate with a diffraction grating, the PACS spectrometer used an integral field unit (IFU) which

added the imaging capability at the cost of a more complex optics. The IFU included an image slicer to

re-arrange the 5x5 pixels image of the sky in order to provide a 1x25 pixels row input for the grating. Thus,

because the energy is dispersed over the spectral channels, the photon noise experienced by each individual

detector corresponds to a smaller fraction of energy compared to multiplexing spectrometers, for example.

Fourier Transform Spectrometers

“About ten years ago, when large digital computers became widely available, an old spectroscopic method

was revived. [...] many problems are now being done which previously were considered possible only in

theory.” (Hochheimer and Bradley, 1969)

While the invention of the first Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) dates back to 1891 by Michelson

(with considerable progresses achieved by Rubens in 1910, see Connes et al. (1988)), their expansion is

recent and started with the recent progress of computers. FTS are another kind of interferometers. Here

we only discuss about one type of FTS, the Michelson Interferometer, and use the term ‘FTS’ to refer to

the Michelson. Figure 4.2 explains the working principle of spectrometers based on Fourier Transform (FT)

analysis. In contrast to the grating where N waves interfere, depending on the number of grooves, FTS

relies on two wave-interference. Indeed, the beam at the entrance of the FTS is divided into two by a beam

splitter, the transmitted part and the reflected part are both reflected on mirrors (one is fixed, the other

is movable) and then reflected and transmitted respectively by the beam splitter. At the output of the

FTS, the two waves interfere and the sensor detects the resulting intensity for particular positions of the

movable mirror. Interferograms are obtained by moving this mirror while the other mirror is fixed. In doing

so, the optical path difference (OPD) is altered for each position of the movable mirror and the detector

can measure the resulting interference fringes. The spectral information is coded into the interferogram

since each data point of the measurement is a linear combination of different wavelengths. Applying Fourier

Transform to the interferogram enables one to derive the spectrum. It can be the spectrum of the radiating
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source used to illuminate the FTS or the transmission spectrum of a sample to test, assuming the reference

(source) is known.

Figure 4.2: Working principle of Fourier Transform Spectrometers (FTS) : a source of radiation illuminates the
FTS ; the beam-splitter splits the incident beam into two beams ; the transmitted and the reflected beams are both
reflected on mirrors (fixed mirror and movable mirror on the sketch) ; finally, the beams recombine after reflection
or transmission, respectively, by the beam-splitter. The outcoming wave passes through the sample to test and the
resulting interferogram is detected and recorded in the computer. By applying a Fourier Transform (FT) to the
interferogram, we can derive the spectrum of the source through the sample. The transmission can be calculated by
measuring the spectrum of the source without sample and by computing the ratio of the spectra of the sample to
the reference (Ojeda and Dittrich, 2012).

Interferograms obtained with FTS are well understood and can be mathematically explained by the

Fourier Transform theory. The interferogram I as a function of the OPD δ for a monochromatic radiation

λ is calculated to be (Kimmitt, 1970) :

I(δ) = A0(λ) [1 + cos(
2πδ

λ
)] (4.3)

where A0(λ) is the total light intensity that illuminates the FTS. If the spectrum of the source through

the sample is perfectly monochromatic, the interferences pattern consists in a simple cosine. In most of

the cases, interferences are more complex and the interferogram can be represented by the sum (or more

precisely the integral) of the contributions from all wavelengths :

I(δ) =

∫ ∞
0

A0(λ) [1 + cos(
2πδ

λ
)]dλ (4.4)

I(δ) = I0 + I1(δ) (4.5)
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The interferogram is then the sum of a constant offset I0 and of a modulated part I1(δ) which contains

the spectral information. In practice, δ is not infinite and is limited to Dmax/2 where Dmax is the maximal

travelling distance. The limit of resolution is therefore δσ =
1

2Dmax
, since 2Dmax corresponds to the

maximal travel (in OPD) of the FTS. The resolving power is R =
2Dmax

λ
. These equations will be used in

chapter 5 in more details, as we only aim here at giving a brief overview of the system.

Equation 4.4 shows that FTS does not act as a dispersive element like gratings. Indeed spectrometers

that are used as monochromators measure the spectrum in a spectral width δλ and can potentially scan

the spectrum to derive the spectral information on a wider band. However, interferometers such as FTS

multiplex wavelengths : the spectrum is not obtained directly from measurements but requires to apply

a Fourier Transform. The fact that wavelengths are multiplexed can present an advantage in measuring

time efficiency which is known as the Fellgett advantage (Fellgett, 1958) : if the noise of the measurement

is limited by the detector noise, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is improved for FTS in comparison to

monochromators. When the photon noise limits the measurements, the FTS does not improve the SNR

since the noise applies to each wavelength, is mixed through the FTS and will pollute each spectral element

after Fourier Transform. In particular, if only parts of the full spectrum are of interest, the combination of

a background-limited detector and a monochromator gain an advantage over the FTS.

Nowadays, FTS are very common onboard instruments. For example, the HERSCHEL/SPIRE spectrometer

(Griffin et al., 2010) used an FTS, in a Mach-Zehnder configuration which slightly differs from the Michelson

configuration (gain in signal) but the working principle is similar. This FTS enabled one to cover two

overlapping bands in two focal planes : 194-313 µm and 303-671 µm. In general, FTS are more suitable

than monochromators for broad band spectroscopy (depending on detector characteristics) and they deal

with considerably more light (∼ half of the light for a Michelson). The resolving power R for SPIRE was

about 1300 at short wavelengths and about 370 at long wavelength. As already mentioned, improving the

spectral resolution of an FTS requires to increase the maximal travelling distance, which implies to have

a bulkier instrument. In addition, imaging is possible with an FTS, assuming each optical component is

large enough to receive all the collimated directions corresponding to the different positions on the sky.

Fabry-Perot Interferometers

Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPI) are also often used in far-infrared astronomy. Etalons are a specific

type of FPI : they are a slab made of one transparent material with parallel reflective surfaces. The ‘real’

spectrometer uses two parallel mirrors separated by a transparent cavity which can be tuned. In both cases,

there is a cavity defined by the thickness d and by the refractive index n of the material of this cavity, as

well as two reflective surfaces, characterized by an amplitude coefficient of reflection r 6 1 (and then a

power reflection coefficient R = r2 6 1), surrounding the cavity. The mirrors are optimized to be reflectors

with R ≈ 1 and with minimum losses in the material. When a polychromatic radiation enters in the cavity,
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the waves undergo multiple reflections and most of them are reflected back, but for one specific wavelength

(and its harmonics), all partial waves from any number of reflections arrive at the second mirror in phase

and are transmitted. Wavelengths λ, for which this condition is fulfilled, are related to d by the equation :

d =
kλ

2n cos θ
(4.6)

where k is a positive integer which accounts for the number of half-wavelengths of the standing wave

between mirrors and θ the incident angle of the incident radiation with respect to the normal. In other

words, wavelengths which are adapted to the resonance of the cavity are transmitted through constructive

interferences while other wavelengths are not through destructive interferences. To obtain a full spectrum

(in a narrow-band), the size of the cavity d has to be adjusted in order to tune the resonant wavelength.

Although the etalon has been invented by C. Fabry and A. Perot in 1897 (see Fabry and Perot (1901)),

the interferences resulting from an infinite number of waves were already described by J. B. Airy in 1835.

The transmitted energy T through the FPI is (Hernandez, 1986) :

T =
1

1 +
4R

(1−R)2
sin2(∆φ/2)

(4.7)

where ∆φ = 2π
λ δ corresponds to the phase shift and δ = 2nd cos θ is the optical path difference between

two successive reflected beams inside the cavity (see appendix A).

For FPI, unlike gratings and FTS (where the number of waves N that interfere is limited), interference

occurs, in theory, of an infinite number of reflected waves. In practice, this number is limited, especially

by the reflectivity of mirrors, by their surface quality and by their misalignment errors. The transmission

plot looks like a Dirac comb : there is an Airy function for every λk = 2dn cos θ/k (equation 4.6), with k a

positive integer. The sharpness of the fundamental (k = 1) peak is defined by the finesse F (related to the

mean number of waves N that interfere at the output of the FP). F is also linked to the free spectral range

∆λ (here the spectral distance between two transmitted peaks) and the limit of resolution δλ through the

equation :

F =
∆λ

δλ
(4.8)

The resolving power of a peak is R = kF , with k being again, the order of the resonant wavelength inside

the cavity (for the fundamental k = 1 and for any harmonics k > 1). In the case where F is not limited

by the parallelism or by the quality of mirrors, it mostly depends on the reflectivity of mirrors R and the

reflective finesse can be expressed as (Hernandez, 1986) :

FR ≈
π
√
R

(1−R)
(4.9)
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This formula is only valid for high R. High resolution FPI are really efficient for narrow-band spectroscopy

but are rather unsuitable for broad-band spectroscopy like for spectral energy density (SED) (except for

low-finesse FPI).

High R spectroscopy with FPI requires the use of filters to remove the unwanted harmonics which are

transmitted through the interferometer. Some instruments used diffraction gratings to sort the orders of

the FPI. For example, the Long-Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS) (Clegg et al., 1996) that was one of the

four instruments onboard the ISO satellite and operated over the 45-180 µm band used the combination

of Fabry-Perot and grating. For the medium resolution (∼ 200), only the grating was used but higher

resolving powers (∼ 104) were possible by the insertion of a Fabry-Perot Interferometer into the collimated

beam. Although the LWS did not benefit from the intrinsic imaging capability of the FPI, these multi-

waves interferometers are really suitable for imaging extended sources dominated by narrow emission lines,

especially if they are positioned in a collimated beam. As for the FTS, they should be large enough to cover

all the directions of the collimated beam that come from different positions on the sky. However, because

the FPI are very compact, this considerably limits the volume of the instruments.

Heterodyne spectrometers

Heterodyne spectrometers are fundamentally different from optical spectrometers based on interference

and direct photon detection. They originate from radio detection technology. In heterodyne spectroscopy,

a local oscillator (LO) produces a stable monochromatic signal with a frequency fLO close to the frequency

fS of the observed signal. The two frequencies are then optically combined in a non-linear device, called a

mixer, which results in a new signal at frequencies 2fS , 2fLO, fS − fLO and fS + fLO (Swinyard and Wild,

2013). The highest frequencies are filtered out and the lowest frequency is kept for processing. fS − fLO,

called the intermediate frequency (IF), is then amplified to be detected by an electronic spectrometer.

This way, the heterodyne spectrometer has shifted the frequency range of the observation in a range where

amplifiers are optimized, without any loss of the spectral or phase information. This operation is necessary

since no amplifiers work at those high-frequencies f . The heterodyne process is sketched in figure4.3.

Heterodyne spectroscopy enables one to reach extremely high resolution. The Heterodyne Instrument

for the Far-Infrared (HIFI) (Graauw et al., 2010) on HERSCHEL was working between 157 µm and 625

µm (480-1910 GHz) at a resolution R of ∼ 105 − 107 (corresponding to a velocity resolution of 0.03 - 3

km/s). Imaging with heterodyne spectrometers can be limited, especially onboard a space telescope, since

they require large volume and high electrical power. However, some recent instruments have combined

high resolution spectroscopy with small detection arrays (7 pixels per sub-array in the SOFIA/upGREAT
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Figure 4.3: Principle of heterodyne spectrometers : the astronomical signal fS interferes with a signal fLO (close to
fS) from the local oscillator of the instrument. The resulting signal fS − fLO is amplified and sent to the electronic
spectrometer (Swinyard and Wild, 2013).

instrument, see Risacher et al. (2018)).

Imaging capability for conventional instruments

As explained before, not all of the four kinds of instruments presented are inherently compatible with

a 2d-imaging capability. For example, gratings require the addition of an image slicer to instantaneously

measure the spectrum of all spatial pixels of a 2d array. Spectro-imaging instruments aim at deriving a 3D

data cube with two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension, in other words, the spectrum of each

spatial pixel of an image is derived. However, in astronomy, some solutions exist to counter the lack of

spatial information of some spectrometers. Indeed, any instrument can get the spatial information on the

sky by performing a spatial scanning (Sellar and Boreman, 2005). For spectrometers which only enable one

point in the field-of-view (FOV), the image can be scanned in a whiskbroom-scanning mode (see figure 4.4

for the schematic view of all modes). This can be a direct solution for any conventional spectrometer. For

instruments which accept a slit aperture in their focal plane, one of the two spatial dimensions is obtained

by the definition of the instrument. The other dimension is derived by scanning the sky in a pushbroom

mode. This mode is very appropriate for gratings so that they disperse a 1-dimension slit image in the

perpendicular direction of the diffraction. The framing mode consists in having the 2-dimension spatial

information but also the spectral information in one instrument (Ferrec, 2010). This can be achieved

for example, by dichroics which discriminate the spectral information and send each colored image on a

different array. In practice, performing spectroscopy with dichroics would require many arrays, thus one

should not expect high resolution or wide band. Another application is to have a filters array combined

with a micro-lens array in front of the detector in order to get the same image in each sub-array but at a

different color. Nevertheless, this is only possible for very large arrays and while in the near-infrared field,

one can reach a high number of pixels in one array, this is not true for thermal bolometers. The example
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of the image slicer combined with the grating is an alternative to the micro-lens array. The filter bank

(including Fabry-Perot filter) is also a solution which works in the framing mode. Finally, the last mode

called windowing mode, is similar to the framing mode, but still requires a spatial scanning since the 3D

datacube is not fully derived from the instrument. For instance, wedge filters provide different spectral

responses in one direction of the 2d-array and have to scan the sky in this direction.

This short overview summarizes the different modes to scan the sky for imaging spectroscopy. If these

Figure 4.4: Scanning modes for imaging-spectrometers (extracted from Sellar and Boreman (2005)).

methods are commonly used in astronomy, they may be adaptable to other applications, too. For example,

the pushbroom or the windowing modes can also work for cameras in aerial imaging or on conveyor belts

for airport safety. Although there are some solutions to compensate for the lack of intrinsic imaging of

the instrument, adding this capability to the spectrometer presents several advantages. Among those, the

first one is to have several pixels observing the same spectral feature in the case of an extended source.

This allows one indeed, to disentangle the contribution of individual pixels response to the observation. In

addition, having a 2d-array working in the windowing mode makes it possible to build a full survey of a

particular region with redundant observations of the same sky pixels from one shot to the other for the

sake of overlapping.

From the traditional spectrometers presented above, only heterodyne spectrometers do not look perfectly

suitable for imaging since each individual spatial pixel is already very power consuming. Gratings can

produce the spectra of a sliced image, FTS can image to a certain extent while it is straightforward with

filter banks and FPI.

4.1.2 Towards compact spectro-imaging instruments

Similarly to what was invented for polarimetry, we want to achieve spectroscopy at the level of the

bolometer array (without degrading the imaging part). We aim at integrating the spectrometer close to

the chip and almost performing what is known as ‘on-chip spectroscopy’.

Limitations for any telescope applications

In this part, we focus on the context of experimental applications for space, balloon or airborne teles-

copes, even if the arguments in favor of compact instruments are also true for a ground-based telescope.
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We briefly discuss all kinds of advantages that compact instrumentation benefits from.

Compact instruments help to reduce the allocated volume on-board telescopes, which is already limited.

The mass, which is related to the volume is, in general, also minimized when integrating the spectrometer

into the focal plane. This has a direct impact on the cryogenic part since a compact system might require

less time and less energy to be cooled down. As another consequence, having less mass also reduces the

parasitic heat load through the mechanical suspension. Moreover, one of the main advantage is to have

a simpler system than conventional optics : if the spectrometer is already combined to the detector, the

instrument acts like one monolithic system. By doing so, it is no longer needed to test each individual

subsystem (spectrometer and detector) and finally the whole system, but rather only the detection module

(providing the latter is an already proven technology). The induced benefit is to assemble together with the

spectrometer the detector at manufacturing time. Lastly, we should mention that compact instruments is

a strong requirement for applications such as the safety field (monitoring) for example, where the camera

must be portable.

A priori, some spectrometers such as gratings and FTS are bulkier than others. However, efforts have been

made to make these instruments more compact. For instance, FTS arms can be folded to save space in a

cryostat, as it will be done with the SPICA/SAFARI FTS (Roelfsema et al., 2018). But the research goes

further in the field of compact spectrometers(-imaging) as presented in the next part.

Towards on-chip spectrometers

Here we present some compact spectrometers/spectro-imaging detectors. We do not aim at listing all

the emerging technologies, but rather to show with a few examples, for each kind of conventional spectro-

meter, how it is possible to minimize the dimensions of a conventionally instrument.

Several laboratories have used gratings above the detector to add the spectral capability to the detector

(pushbroom mode). As an illustration, we can cite the Delft University of Technology 1 which has introdu-

ced a concept of planar double-grating spectrometer made from lithography, mounted on the surface of a

CCD sensor (dimensions of the system : 3 x 3 x 11 mm) for the visible range (Grabarnik et al., 2007). The

two gratings are facing each other, enabling the dispersion of a non-collimated beam by the two consecutive

gratings and finally the detection of the light coming from the initial entrance slit. A curved mirror between

the two gratings focuses the light on the detector. The dimensions of the system can be estimated in figure

4.5, where the schematic ray tracing is also depicted. The resolution has been measured to be 3 nm within

300 nm bandwidth and the throughput, as a compromise with the spectral resolution, is about 9%.

Fourier Transform Spectrometers have also benefited from intensive research to reduce the dimensions of

the overall system without degrading the performance too much. ONERA 2 has developed an on-chip static

1. Delft, Netherlands
2. Office national d’études et de recherches aérospatiales, Palaiseau, France
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Figure 4.5: Planar double-grating spectrometer principle (Grabarnik et al., 2007).

Fourier Transform Spectrometer, called µ-SPOC (initial concept depicted in Rommeluere et al. (2008)).

Conventional static FTS have one main advantage which is the stability of the instrument in comparison

to other FTS with moving optical parts, but in addition, µ-SPOC is very compact. The spectrometer is

directly integrated into the detector by etching a wedge into the CdZnTe substrate instead of the traditional

uniform substrate thinning (see figure 4.6). A Fizeau interferometer is formed by the two reflective surfaces

of the wedge generating the OPD modulation. The low refractive index of the CdZnTe (n ≈ 2.70) allows

an approximation of the wedge by a two-wave interferometer (i.e. a static FTS). µ-SPOC can be used in

a windowing mode to derive the full 3D datacube. The on-chip spectrometer resolution is limited by the

maximal height of the wedge which determines the maximal OPD.

Figure 4.6: Stationary Fourier-transform spectrometer obtained by etching the CdZnTe substrate in a wedged
shape (Rommeluere et al., 2008).
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In a totally different way of spectroscopy based on Fourier transform, IPAG 3 first introduced the concept

of Stationary-Wave integrated Fourier-Transform Spectrometry (SWIFTS) (Le Coarer et al., 2007). The

idea of this new kind of spectrometer has been inspired by Lippmann colored photography (Lippmann,

1891, 1894) and is based on the intensity detection of a standing wave. For this, two experiments using a

waveguide can be set up : in the Lippmann configuration, the standing wave is created by reflection of light

on a mirror, while in the Gabor configuration (counter propagative mode), the light is divided upstream of

the spectrometer and a standing wave is produced inside the waveguide by interferences between the two

opposite streams. The evanescent field of the standing wave is then sampled and diffused by gold nanowires

deposited along the waveguide, enabling to probe only a small fraction of light (without disturbing the

stationary wave). The scattered light is finally detected by a CCD. While the Gabor SWIFTS gives a

Fourier interferogram, the Lippmann SWIFTS derives a Lippmann interferogram, similar to conventional

Fourier interferograms, but with a dark fringe at the zero path difference (on the mirror). The resolution

is only limited by the length of the waveguide, which is the reason why this technology can reach high

resolving power (R = 40,000 in the visible range). Lastly, the SWIFTS spectrometer can perform imaging

by using a set of parallel waveguides glued on a detector array (Le Coarer et al., 2010).

Figure 4.7: Stationary-Wave integrated Fourier-Transform Spectrometry (SWIFTS) principle. (a) the Lippmann
configuration : the standing wave is obtained by the reflection of the forward propagating wave onto a mirror ; (b) the
Gabor configuration : the wave is split in two beams which are introduced at each end of the waveguide and interfere
to form a standing wave ; (c) gold nanowires sample and diffuse a small fraction of the energy (the evanescent field)
(Le Coarer et al., 2007).

3. Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble, Grenoble, France
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Illustrations of hyperspectral cameras which use Fabry-Perot interferometry can be given. As one

example, IMEC 4 has experimented with this solution through different filter arrangements. For one of

them (figure 4.8), the idea was to go beyond the Bayer filter imaging (Bayer, 1976), which already mimics

the human eye behavior. Instead of having three colored filters (red, blue and green), the IMEC hyperspec-

tral sensor is sampled by 4x4 filter cells, where the sixteen filters are Fabry-Perot monochromators with

various cavity sizes (Geelen et al., 2014). The spatial sampling follows the Nyquist criterion at the level

of the cell in such a way that every pixel of the cell observes the same spot on the sky but at a different

wavelength. This configuration does not require any scanning to obtain the 3D data cube. However, the

spectral bandwidth is limited by the number of filters used in one cell. IMEC proposed two other solutions

Figure 4.8: IMEC hyperspectral sensor based on CMOS imager (Geelen et al., 2014).

that need scanning or other optics but with larger bandwidths (Lambrechts et al., 2014). One of the other

arrangements looks very similar to µ-SPOC since a staircase-like structure is used : each row of pixels

observes a different wavelength related to the height of the stair (i.e. thickness of the FP cavity). Here the

windowing mode is also required to achieve spectral and spatial measurements of a scene, but this techno-

logy could be favored if, for example, the instrument flies over the scene to observe. The other arrangement

presented by IMEC does not need scanning but uses an optical duplicator such as a micro-lens array. It

consists in subdividing the detector array into 32 squares of 256 x 256 pixels with each sub-array having a

different filter. The use of a microlens array upstream of the hyperspectral camera allows one to image the

scene in 32 spectral bands.

Eventually, we cite two instruments in the field of sub-millimetre astronomy which plan to perform

4. Institut de microélectronique et composants, Louvain, Belgium
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on-chip spectroscopy from ground-based telescopes : SuperSpec (Hailey-Dunsheath et al., 2015) from Cal-

tech 5 and DESHIMA (Endo et al., 2012) from the Delft University of Technology. While an engineering

demonstration at the Large Millimetre Telescope (Mexico) is scheduled in the fall of 2019 for SuperSpec,

Deshima has already been set up on ASTE (Chile) at the end of 2017. These two instruments are based

on microwave technology : lithography enables one to have superconducting filter banks coupled with large

arrays of KIDs on a single chip. The working principle is explained in figure 4.9. The wave is absorbed by

a wideband antenna, which is coupled to a lens to improve the efficiency of the system. The signal is trans-

mitted through a superconductive microstrip line (without being dissipated) and reaches the narrow-band

resonators. Each resonator is adapted to a slightly different frequency from channel to channel. Finally,

the wave is dissipated in the microwave kinetic inductor detectors. Similarly to a grating, superconducting

microresonators can disperse light from a wideband source over filter banks (DESHIMA : 332-377 GHz (49

channels) in 2017 and 220-440 GHz (347 channels) planned for 2020), but in a very more compact way.

With this emerging technology, resolving powers of R ∼ 500 are achieved. Concerning the imaging capa-

bility, the first DESHIMA instrument hosts 5 spatial pixels. Nevertheless, the next generation (MOSAIC)

should have 25 pixels which correspond more or less to the current limit of the array size (due to the size

of one spatial pixel, see figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Sketch describing the working principle of DESHIMA : superconducting filter banks coupled with large
arrays of KIDs (adapted from Akira Endo presentation at LTD18 workshop).

5. California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA
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4.2 Compact spectroscopic imager using Fabry-Perot Interferometer

(FPI)

The first section of this chapter has provided an initial overview of all the technologies available which

might be relevant to consider if we want to add the spectral selectivity to the bolometer array. In this second

part, we explain why we selected the Fabry-Perot interferometer as the solution for a compact spectroscopic

imager. Then, we identify one issue that affects the efficiency of the conventional spectrometer so far and

propose a solution to counter this. We also try to improve the performance, namely the resolving power,

of the chosen spectrometer. Finally, we present the expected performance of the coupled spectro-imaging

system. This thesis aims at paving the way for developments toward compact spectro-imaging devices based

on CEA type bolometers.

4.2.1 Adding the spectral selectivity to the detector

Here we justify the choice that we made to select the Fabry-Perot Interferometer as the best candidate

to be combined with the detector array to form a whole instrument. We also provide more details about

FPI which might help for the experimental work.

The choice of the spectrometer

Among all the ‘on-chip’/compact solutions that have been already investigated for different applications,

many were not usable in our study. For example, the filterbanks of DESHIMA and SuperSpec spectrome-

ters are not compatible with the CEA technology since they only suit radio type developments as in the

case of KIDs. We can neither choose a technological solution that will require a large amount of pixels

like the solution which uses microlenses array (Lambrechts et al., 2014) because our detectors do not have

a sufficient number of pixels. As the imaging capability has always been a priority in CEA instruments

(HERSCHEL/PACS and future SPICA/B-BOP) for science purpose, we discard the solutions which do

not enable imaging or enable only a slit image. Solutions like FTS or Fabry-Perot seem to be the easiest

interferometers to implement with the bolometer array. For instance, tuning the quarter-wave cavity of the

bolometer with a mechanism such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) would have changed the op-

tical path difference of the so-built two-wave-interferometer, in a way similar to Michelson interferometers.

Nevertheless, this solution has not been selected for two reasons. The first one is that the modulation of

the quarter-wave cavity would have been limited to of order one millimetre, which considerably reduces the

achievable resolving power. The second one is that modifying the internal geometry of a detector requiring

more than one hundred manufacturing steps is not achievable within a three year PhD project. For these

reasons, we then decided to focus our research on solutions which add interferometers (FTS or FPI) above

the detector array, in a similar fashion to µ-SPOC.
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One solution, deeply investigated in our group, was proposed first in Reveret et al. (2010). In this paper,

authors showed that adding a silicon layer above the detector allowed them to build a slightly more com-

plex system where constructive interferences are experienced by wavelengths out of the spectral working

range of the bolometer. This modification allowed them, in particular, to build from a detector array in

the HERSCHEL/PACS range (∼ 200 µm) a new system suitable for observations at higher wavelengths

(in the 450 µm atmospheric window). For our PhD project, we could have then used this principle to build

a staircase made of silicon, where each stair, combined with the detector, optimizes a more or less narrow

spectral band. In doing so, each row of the array would have been sensitive to a specific band and by

scanning the scene in the windowing frame, we could derive the spectral information for each pixel of the

scene. To achieve this, the exact thickness needed for each stair can be derived from calculations based on

Maxwell equations and thin film theory.

For higher resolution spectroscopy and for being able to address a larger range of applications, we have

chosen a solution which is not far from this solution : the Fabry-Perot interferometry. Indeed, if we think

of the silicon layer as an etalon, the FP mirrors are made of the interfaces vacuum/silicon with a low

reflectivity coefficient (around 70% for a quarter-wave silicon layer, see later in this part). In order to

have a device tunable and not static, we decided to introduce a cavity (in our case, a vacuum cavity)

between two dielectric mirrors. By tuning this cavity it is therefore possible to scan the spectrum but also

to scan the range of resolutions. This allows us to target several scientific applications with one kind of

instrument : low- but also high-resolution spectroscopy. We have also refined the mirror design in order to

reach higher reflectivity (and thus higher finesse/resolution) with low-loss materials. As explained before,

FPI are very efficient for narrow-band spectroscopy (individual lines), in particular with background-noise

limited detectors. Finally, we take full benefit of the FP advantage to be easily compatible with imaging

capability of the detector array.

Properties of the Fabry-Perot interferometer

In this part, we complete section 4.1.1 and aim at giving more details on the Fabry-Perot interferometry

in order to lay the foundations for the definition of the system and for the requirements of the experimental

set-up.

The Fabry-Perot is a multi-wave interferometer which only transmits wavelengths that are defined by

λk′ =
2nd

k
cos θ (equation 4.6), where n is the refractive index of the cavity, d is the cavity spacing, θ is the

angle of incidence and k is the order. The comb of the transmitted wavelengths for a plane wave, is given

by the Airy function :

T =
1

1 +
4R

(1−R)2
sin2(∆φ/2)

(4.7)
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where ∆φ =
4π

λ
nd cos θ is the phase shift. The derivation of the Airy function from the calculation of the

multiple reflections inside the cavity is demonstrated in appendix A. Figure 4.10 displays the transmission

of the FP for different values of the reflectivity R. It is shown that the width of the peak depends on the

reflectivity : high reflectivity mirrors lead to sharp transmission peak.

For an extended source, bright rings are observed when the condition ∆φ/2 = pπ is fulfilled, with p the

Figure 4.10: Transmission of the Fabry-Perot Interferometer as a function of the optical path difference in radians
for different values of the reflectivity R, the transmission of a multi-wave interferometer is given by the Airy function.

ring number. To be able to observe the fringes pattern, the collimated beam that comes out from the etalon

needs to be focused on a screen by the mean of a convergent lens (we note f ′ the focal length). The radius

r of each individual ring can be therefore calculated as r ≈ f ′θ ≈ f ′ ×
√

2(1− pλ

2nd
). The concentric rings

that Charles Fabry and Alfred Perot obtained for the green mercury line are shown in figure 4.11.

From equation 4.7, we can also derive the expression for the reflective finesse :

FR =
π
√
R

(1−R)
(4.10)

However, this parameter only takes into account the reflectivity of the mirrors. Another parameter that, in

fact, tends to broaden the transmission peaks needs to be estimated for mirrors requirements : the flatness

finesse FF which stands for the errors of flatness of the mirrors surface but also of parallelism of the two
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Figure 4.11: Interference rings obtained by C. Fabry and A. Perot with their ‘new form of interferometer’ observing
a green mercury line (Fabry and Perot, 1901).

mirrors. One can also think of the reflective finesse FR as the parameter that defines the integral under the

curve of one transmission peak. The flatness finesse FF describes how the total integral is distributed : the

transmission peak will be high and sharp for ideal mirrors ; whereas the transmission peak will be lower

and broader if the mirrors do not meet the flatness specifications since the contribution of wavelengths to

the resonance will be different. For the case where mirrors quality limits the resolving power of the FP,

there is one consequence, depending whether the observed line is resolved with the FPI. If the line is wider

than the degraded FP profile, then we loose resolving power, while if the line is not resolved, light is lost

because only a part of the FP profile is tuned to that narrow line. Moreover the integral conservation is

verified (for wide line), up to a certain degradation of the mirrors flatness : if this latter is too important,

scattering or walk-off may occur within the system leading to losses in the etalon. The two finesses FR and

FF are related to the total finesse F by the equation :

1

F2
=

1

F2
R

+
1

F2
F

(4.11)

In practice, any defect that degrades the performance of the FPI can be represented by a finesse term and

added to this expression. There are additional defects which are not quantified here like the walk-off, the

diffraction and the aperture effects, these parameters are described in Parshley et al. (2014). In addition
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to describing the final FP profile (not only the reflectivity of mirrors), F also stands for the averaged

number of round trips made by the light between the plates (Brooker, 2003) and the quantity 2nd cos θ F

is therefore the effective longest OPD which can still interfere. Having the total finesse only limited by the

reflectivity of the mirrors brings constraints on the quality of the mirrors and the setting in parallelism.

To be far from limitations of the finesse by flatness errors, the deviation of the plate from a perfect plane

∆d, should fulfill the condition : ∆d << λ/(2F) (Bacon and Monnet, 2017). Moreover, the total finesse

F gives access to the minimal spectral width that can be resolved by the FP, or instrumental width, δλ

though the equation :

δλ = ∆λ/F (4.12)

with ∆λ being the free spectral range (FSR), the distance that separates two consecutive orders k and

k+ 1 and is equal to ∆λ =
2nd cos θ

k(k + 1)
, according to equation 4.6. From this last equation, we learn that the

FSR is inversely related to the order of the FPI. The finesse F is a constant for each etalon, it is the figure

of merit of a FP. It should not be confused with the resolving power R which varies and tends to increase

when scanning the higher orders. R is related to F by the equation :

R = k ×F (4.13)

with k the order of the etalon. Equation 4.12 also shows that, for a given etalon finesse, ∆λ and δλ vary in

the same direction. This means that the use of high resolving power (δλ small) limits the FSR (∆λ small).

As a consequence, when a very high resolution is not needed, it might be helpful to work at smaller orders

to have a large stopband which avoids the need for sharp filters.

In equation 4.7, one parameter has not been taken into account : the absorption of mirrors. Indeed, if

the material which the mirrors are made of, exhibits even a weak absorption, the total absorption of the

FP may not be negligible due to the F round trips inside the cavity. Adding the relation A = 1−(R+T ) to

the demonstration of appendix A allows one to quantify the effect of absorption by computing the maximal

transmission Tmax (for ∆φ/2 = pπ) (Button, 1982) :

Tmax =
T 2

(A+ T )2
= (1 +

A

T
)−2 (4.14)

For example, assuming an etalon reaches a reflective finesse of ∼ 40 without being limited by the flatness of

the mirrors (i.e. F ∼ FR), the reflectivity of mirrors needs to be greater than 0.92 (one of the two solutions

of the quadratic equation in R derived from the definition of FR as a function of R, equation 4.10). Then

if the absorption A by a single-pass is equal to 0.01, the transmission of one mirror is T = 0.07 which

leads to a maximal transmission of the etalon Tmax = 0.76 according to the equation 4.14. A seemingly

low value of the mirrors’ absorption per single pass can therefore lead to very high absorption of the etalon
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due to the many bounces inside the cavity. When building an etalon made from metallic mirrors, there is

a trade-off to do between finesse and absorption : indeed, the higher the reflectivity, the greater the finesse

but also the stronger the absorption.

4.2.2 Conventional Fabry-Perot Interferometry in the sub-millimeter range

We now describe some far-infrared/sub-millimeter instruments that perform spectroscopy with Fabry-

Perot Interferometers to probe fine structure lines of the ISM. All of them use free-standing metal mesh

mirrors which have been invented in the sixties. We therefore give more technical details about this type

of mirrors.

Examples of instruments using FPIs

Fabry-Perot interferometers are a kind of spectrometers which are really common in far-infrared ins-

trumentation, especially for the probing of fine structure lines that trace the gas and dust in the different

phases of the ISM. Here one gives examples of instruments that use FPI : FIFI (Poglitsch et al., 1991) and

KWIC (Stacey et al., 1993) onboard the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), FORCAST (Parshley et al.,

2014) and the future HIRMES (Douthit et al., 2018) onboard the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared

Astronomy (SOFIA), SPIFI (Bradford et al., 2002) for the ground-based telescope James Clerk Maxwell

Telescope (JCMT) on Mauna Kea in Hawaii and LWS (Clegg et al., 1996) onboard the ISO satellite, laun-

ched in 1995. The FPI technology has been chosen for all kinds of telescopes.

For almost all these instruments, several FPIs are used in series. In general, a High-Order FPI (HOFPI)

gives the high resolution of the instrument, a Mid-Order FPI (MOFPI) sorts orders of the HOFPI and a

Low-Order FPI (LOFPI) those of the MOFPI. Finally a bandpass filter can be used to sort the orders of

the LOFPI. One may mention that for the ISO/LWS instrument and for the SOFIA/HIRMES instrument,

the FPIs are used in combination with a grating to sort the order of the high-resolution spectrometers.

In instruments where FPIs are used in series, the different FPIs are located at different position of the

optical train and they can be therefore cooled down to different temperatures. Moreover, due to their higher

resolutions, the HOFPI and the MOFPI are used in a collimated beam. However, the LOFPI can be used

near the focus for saving room, since it has a low resolving power and thus a short pathlength. In papers

mentioned earlier, several advantages of FP spectroscopy are reminded. Instruments that use FPIs benefit

from the intrinsic 2-dimensional mapping capability of the spectrometer. It is then possible to convert an

imager into a spectro-imaging facility. The wide range of spectral resolutions that a FPI can cover is also

a strong advantage of this kind of spectrometer : instruments like the SOFIA/HIRMES have resolution

R which varies from 600 to 100,000. Finally, as noticed by Bradford et al. (2002), FPIs are very compact

compared to gratings : a high resolution of 10,000 at 370 µm requires a cryogenic pathlength of about 1.8
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m (∼ λR/2) at that particular wavelength for the grating but only a few centimeters for the FPI due to

the many round trips inside the cavity.

An example of the transmission of the JCMT/SPIFI instrument is given in figure 4.12. The figure shows

on the same plot the transmission of the two FPIs (HOFPI and LOFPI) and of the bandpass filter made

by Cardiff University. It illustrates how the filters complement each other : the HOFPI is the filter that

defines the high resolution of the whole instrument, the LOFPI is in charge of suppressing the unwanted

orders of the LOFPI and the bandpass filter finally sorts out the orders of the LOFPI. These filters in series

allow the instrument to reach a very high resolution of R = 6000 with three compact optical elements.

The main resulting drawback is the low transmission which goes down to 0.41 after passing through the

HOFPI (THOFPI = 0.70), the LOFPI (TLOFPI = 0.75) and the bandpass filter (TBP = 0.78). The drop in

transmission is due to the absorption of the reflective surfaces of the FPI, that are in fact metallic meshes

(metallic meshes are also used for the filters). The single mesh absorption A (in the paper noted a) ∼ 0.01

can be responsible for the low total transmission of the FPI, as described in the previous section.

Figure 4.12: Transmission of JCMT/SPIFI optical components. The spectral profiles of the HOFPI (R = 6000),
LOFPI and bandpass filter are plotted (each offset and plotted at 1/4 vertical scale). The bold line is the product
of the three filters. Transmission at 370 µm : THOFPI = 0.70, TLOFPI = 0.75 and TBP = 0.78 which result in a
total transmission of T = 0.41 (losses in the window, mirrors or thermal IR filters are not included) (Bradford et al.,
2002).
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Figure 4.13 outlines how the etalon transmission varies inversely with the etalon finesse for different

absorption per pass A.

Figure 4.13: Computed etalon transmission as a function of the etalon finesse for different single mesh absorption
A (in the plot noted a) in a metallic FPI . Transmission and finesse vary inversely due to the absorption of the
individual meshes. This effect depends on the value of a (Douthit et al., 2018).

Since R = k × F , the resolving power can be increased by two means. The first one is to have an

already high value of the finesse F , but as seen before, a high finesse leads to a low maximum transmission.

This is why the finesse is kept “small” ( < 60) in conventional FP interferometry and that one then prefers

to increase the order of the FPI. However, higher orders induce narrower free spectral ranges, this therefore

requires strong filtering and for this reason several FPIs are used in series. In the ISO/LWS instrument

that used a grating to sort the order of the FPI, the finesse had been intentionally increased to F = 100

to reach R = 10, 000 (i.e order k = 100) in order to enable the grating to spectrally resolve the orders of

the FPI (Davis et al., 1995). This had a strong consequence : the peak transmission dropped down to 25%

(for R = 0.98 and A = 0.01 in equation 4.14).

FPI based on metallic mesh mirrors

“This effect [transmission within narrow lines] is the more pronounced as the reflecting power f be-

comes more nearly equal to unity ; now the reflecting power of silvered glass increases with the thickness of

the silver film, and approaches that of the compact metal, which is about 0.90 ; but at the same time the
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quantity of light absorbed by the silver film increases. If this absorption did not exist, the intensity I0 of

the maxima would be always equal to that of the incident light ; the existence of the absorption limits the

thickness of the silver films that can be employed, and this thickness must depend upon the intensity of the

light at command.” (Perot and Fabry, 1899)

The issue that Charles Fabry and Alfred Perot had to face with their etalon is similar to what the

far-infrared FP interferometry needs to deal with nowadays. So far the FPIs are all made of free-standing

metal meshes. Initially the grids were formed by electro-deposition of nickel, but they are now built by UV

photolithography (Ade et al., 2006). They were first introduced by R. Ulrich, K. F. Renk, and L. Genzel

who reported two structures that can be used as filters (Ulrich, 1967). The first mesh is made of a metallic

grid while the other (its complementary) is made of squares of metal : both are shown in figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: The inductive and the capacitive two-dimensional grids (Ulrich, 1967).

Because it is possible to make the analogy with the theory of equivalent circuits, the metallic grid is

referred to as the ‘inductive grid’ and its complementary as the ‘capacitive grid’. They are both part of

what is called the Frequency-Selective Surface (FSS) that subsumes filters whose optical properties depend

on the geometry of the meshes. In the following, one only details the theory related to the inductive grids

since far-infrared FPI instruments rely on this technology. The first consideration is that the grid constant

g (see figure 4.14) must be smaller than the wavelength λ to work in the non-diffraction regime. In short,

the inductive grids transmit short wavelengths and reflect long wavelengths and therefore act as a high-

pass filter in transmission. The reflection of the so-built filter is commonly used to form the mirrors of the

Fabry-Perot interferometer. In Ulrich (1967), Ulrich et al. (1963) and Sakai and Genzel (1983), the authors

estimate the theoretical reflection coefficient of these metal-mesh mirrors and quantify the absorption A

of the inductive grid due to ohmic losses. As it can be seen in the following equations, both coefficients
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depend on the mesh parameters : 
R = 1− (

2g

λ
ln

g

2πa
)2

A =
g

πa
R (

4πε0c

λσ
)1/2

where g and a are the grid constant and the radius of the circular wires of the inductive grid respectively,

c is the speed of light, ε0 the permittivity of free space, λ the wavelength and σ is the conductivity of the

material. However, these parameters are also involved in the maximal peak transmission Tmax :

Tmax ≈ 1− λ3/2

6ag(ln(
g

2πa
))2(

4πε0c

σ
)1/2

(4.15)

4.2.3 Optimizing the spectral finesse of the FPI

In the frame of this thesis, we evaluated first the capabilities of a spectrometer associated with detectors

in the scheme proposed by (Reveret et al., 2010) for wavelength adaptation. The idea was to have a single

dielectric layer in front of each detector (or in front of each pixel row, like in a staircase configuration).

However, the finesse, and thus the performance, of such a dispositive is very limited, as already descri-

bed. To increase the spectroscopic skill of this scheme, we decided to start at CEA the development of

“real” Fabry-Perot interferometers in order to add the spectroscopic selectivity to the detector. Whereas

the far-infrared state-of-the-art FPIs are all made of metallic meshes, we explored the possibilities of using

dielectric materials to make the reflective surfaces of the FPI. This approach has been already widely

developed in other domains of spectroscopy (e.g. visible, UV). The main reason for this is to avoid any

ohmic losses which are introduced by metallic mirrors. In having such mirrors, we could have potentially

higher transmission and thus a more efficient spectrometer to couple to the detector. In this part, we only

deal with the spectrometer, the study of the spectro-imaging device will come later in this chapter. Here,

we first present parallel developments of FPIs using dielectrics, in other laboratories. We also introduce

the material from which our interferometer is made of, namely high-resistivity float zone silicon. Then, the

mathematical model which has been used to improve the performance of the system is explained in detail.

Finally, we show the technological solutions which have been considered during this thesis.

FP developments in other labs

A short overview of the current developments in other sub-millimeter laboratories indicates that FP

spectroscopy, although the physics is more than 100 years-old, keeps being challenging. Many researches are
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indeed, dedicated to the improvement of FPIs. For example, we can mention a group at Cornell University 6

(Cothard et al., 2018) which has worked on the combination of inductive and capacitive meshes to obtain a

uniform reflectance and thus a uniform finesse over a wide bandwidth (800 µm - 1.5 mm). In addition, they

demonstrated the potential of using anti-reflection coated silicon substrate to support the meshes without

reflecting a large amount of light. In parallel, they “explore the use of superconducting meshes instead of

the traditional gold meshes”. Since the low transmission of FPs based on metallic meshes originates from

ohmic losses in the metal, using superconducting material as mirrors would counter this issue. Indeed, below

the critical temperature, the ‘electrons’ of the superconductors can move freely without collisions, leading

to no absorption. However, this solution could be limited to the millimeter domain because Cooper pairs

in a superconductor have generally a low binding energy in comparison to the gap required for λ ∼ 150µm

which is about 8 meV (i.e. Tc ∼ 56 K). Another example of research in the FP field is given by the work

of the University of Lethbridge 7 in collaboration with SRON 8 (Naylor et al., 2017). They have designed a

monolithic pendulum scanning mechanism which can change the angle of incidence of a fixed etalon. This

system makes possible the scanning of the spectrum by tuning the angle of incidence of the collimated

beam. The ‘walk-off’ effect that FPs usually suffer originating from the oblique incidence, is reduced by

having the conventional inductive meshes mounted on a highly resistive silicon substrate (high refractive

index in the Snell’s law). This system simplifies the actuation and the metrology required by traditional

scanning FP.

In parallel of these developments, one notices a new trend to build optics made with silicon, like lenses and

anti-reflective coatings, based on structured silicon (Caltech or Cardiff University 9 to name a few).

High Resistivity Float Zone silicon for cryogenic FPI

Our development at CEA is based on the use of dielectric mirrors to replace the metallic meshes

systematically used so far. We have chosen to work with silicon, and more specifically with high resistivity

float zone (HRFZ) silicon in order to reduce the losses in the material. The float zone method allows the

silicon to reach high-purity and thus high-resistivity (for more details see Nakajima and Usami (2009)).

For our experiment, we will use silicon with resistivity greater than 1 kΩ.cm.

Dai et al. (2004) present measurements with a terahertz time-domain spectrometer (TDS) performed on

HRFZ silicon with a resistivity greater than 10 kΩ.cm. They firstly show that the index of refraction nSi

is almost perfectly constant and equal to 3.4175 ± 0.0001 over the 0.5 - 4.5 THz band (67 - 600 µm).

From the TDS measurements at room temperature, they also define an upper limit to the intrinsic power

absorption coefficient α of the HRFZ silicon : α is less than 0.01 cm−1 in the frequency band 0.2 -1 THz

6. Ithaca, NY, USA
7. Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
8. Netherlands Institute for Space Research, Groningen, Netherlands
9. Wales, UK
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(300 µm - 1.5 mm) and less than 0.025 cm−1 in the frequency band 1-2 THz (150 µm - 300 µm). The use

of low temperature, which cannot be avoided in the far-infrared field, might also increase the resistivity

of the material and thus further reduce the losses. Pracht et al. (2012) derived from measurements the

conductivity of doped silicon over a large frequency band (2-25 cm−1). The results are shown in figure

4.15 : the real conductivity σ1 which is responsible for the power dissipation in the material, first increases

around 150 K (because of the density and mobility of carriers) but then dies off under 80 K (because the

density is getting lower at low temperature). This effect should then be reinforced at very low temperature

(∼ 4 K) with HRFZ silicon in the focal plane. By using highly resistive silicon (> 1 kΩ.cm) for the cryogenic

FPI, we expect the peak transmission to be considerably improved with respect to the state-of-the-art FPI,

because of no absorption (or at least very small absorption).

Figure 4.15: Real part σ1 of conductivity with respect to frequency and temperature for silicon (extracted from
Pracht et al. (2012)).

Modeling with thin film theory

Before describing the different technological solutions that we have investigated for the development

of the all-silicon spectrometer, we first introduce the mathematics used for the modelling. The different

layers of the spectrometer have been simulated with a model based on thin film theory. It relies on the

computation of propagative fields within a stack of layers. Calculations are derived for the particular case

of a plane wave. Here we only give a summary of equations used for derivation of the transmission of the
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FPI (for more details see Macleod (2010)). In thin film theory, each layer j is defined by its thickness dj

and by its refractive index nj as shown in figure 4.16. The transmitted amplitude a+
j and the reflective

Figure 4.16: Definition of the wave amplitudes propagating inside a thin-film stack. Each layer j is represented by
its thickness dj and its refractive index nj . a

+
j is defined as the transmitted wave amplitude of the layer j while a−j

is the reflected wave amplitude of the same layer. The layer optical thicknesses are assumed to be much smaller than
the coherence length of the incident beam.

amplitude a−j can then be calculated for each layer j as a function of the surrounding layers and of the

Fresnel coefficients. Moreover, knowing that the tangential components of the total electric field Ej and

of the total magnetic field Hj are proportional to (a+
j + a−j ) and nj (a+

j + a−j ) respectively, we get the

following equation : a+
0 + a−0

n0 (a+
0 − a

−
0 )

 =

p∏
j=1

 cos δj
i
nj

sin δj

inj sin δj cos δj

 a+
p + a−p

np (a+
p − a−p )

 (4.16)

with δj =
2πnjdj
λ

at normal incidence and n0 and np the refractive indexes of vacuum and of the substrate

respectively. Assuming a−p = 0 (i.e. the illumination only comes from the left side) in figure 4.16, the

equation 4.16 becomes : a+
0 + a−0

n0 (a+
0 + a−0 )

 =

p∏
j=1

 cos δj
i
nj

sin δj

inj sin δj cos δj

 1

np

 .a+
p =

 B

C

 .a+
p (4.17)
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By computing theB and C components, one can therefore define the amplitude reflection r and transmission

factor t by : 
r =

a−0
a+0

=
n0.B − C
n0.B + C

t =
a+p
a+0

=
2.n0

n0.B + C

(4.18)

From the amplitude coefficients, one can derive the intensity factors R and T of a stack of layers :
R = r.r∗ = (

n0.B − C
n0.B + C

).(
n0.B − C
n0.B + C

)∗

T =
Re(np)

n0
t.t∗ =

4.n0.Re(np)

(n0.B + C).(n0.B + C)∗

(4.19)

From a simple matrix calculation, the thin film formalism allows one to derive the transmission and

reflection coefficients of a potentially complex structure.

Improving the reflectivity of mirrors

In the frame of this thesis, we decided to develop dielectric mirrors for FP spectroscopy. As the

CEA/LETI which we work closely with, is very used to work with silicon, and for the promising pro-

perties of silicon, we investigated the feasibility of mirrors made of silicon. One of the advantage of silicon

in optics is its high refractive index (nSi = 3.41), we can get the reflection coefficient of silicon for a

semi-infinite plane (only valid for this case), following the Fresnel formula :

RSi = (
nSi − 1

nSi + 1
)2 = 30 (4.20)

However, for example, for silicon mirrors with a quarter-wave thickness (explained later in this part),

separated by a half-wave cavity, the mirrors reflectivity is ∼ 70%. It should be mentioned that for low

values of R, the relationship 4.10 which links the reflectivity of mirrors and the finesse no longer applies.

One way to improve the reflectivity of the mirrors and thus the finesse, is to choose dielectrics with

higher refractive index like germanium (nGe = 4), but the range of reflectivities becomes very limited :

the reflectivity of a germanium quarter-wave layer is about 78% at λ = 160 µm. Instead of this, we have

preferred to design Bragg mirrors based on silicon. Bragg mirrors are made of a stack of multiple layers

of dielectrics and can, in fact, reach very high reflectivity (Koshida, 2008). The working principle relies on

the multiple reflections on the different interfaces that produce constructive interferences assuming each

layer of the overall system follows a specific layout. Indeed, the stack must be composed of several layers

of a high refractive index material (H) interleaved with layers of a low refractive index material (L). Each

layer must have a quarter-wavelength optical thickness : t = λ/4n. The reflections within the stack are
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shown in figure 4.17. From Maxwell’s equations, one learns that a wave which travels from (H) to (L) does

not experience any round-trip phase shift at the interface but is π-shifted when traveling from (L) to (H).

Moreover since each layer is λ/4n-thick, the phase shift through each layer is π/2. These two effects lead

to constructive interferences for the proper wavelength λ and a consequence is that the more layers there

are, the more reflective the system is.

The system of mirrors made of the alternative of (H) and (L) can be represented by the following notation :

Figure 4.17: Principle of Bragg mirrors : several high refractive index material (H) layers interleaved with layers of
low refractive index material (L). Each layer is λ/4n-thick, so the wave is delayed by π

2 in it for the specific wavelength
λ. The multiple reflections within the layers result in constructive interferences that allow the whole stack to reach
high reflectivity. Note that the wave experiences a phase shift at the interface when travelling from (L) to (H) (in
red on the sketch).

n0/HLH...HLH/n0 (4.21)

which can also be noted :

n0/(HL)NH/n0 (4.22)
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where N is the number of times (HL) is repeated within the stack. Therefore, from equation 4.17, one can

derive the vector :  B

C

 =

2N+1∏
j=1

 0 i
nj

i nj 0

 1

n0

 =

 i
n0

nH
(
nL
nH

)N

i nH n0(
nH
nL

)N

 (4.23)

The reflectivity coefficient is given for the specific wavelength λ by the equation :

R = (
1−

n2
H

n0
(
nH
nL

)2N

1 +
n2
H

n0
(
nH
nL

)2N

)2 (4.24)

We can present some significant results derived from the previous analysis . In figure 4.18, the reflectivity

of several mirrors (HLH) (N=1) for nH= 3.41 and for different values of nL at λ = 160 µm are plotted.

The results are compared with a single λ/4- thick layer of silicon and germanium : Bragg mirrors conside-

rably improve the reflectivity over single layers. From this, one can conclude that the reflectivity and the

bandwidth increase with the index ratio nH/nL.

Figure 4.18: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for different values of nL in a (HLH) Bragg mirror for λ =
160 µm. (H) is silicon (nH = 3.41). The reflectivity and the bandwidth increase with the index ratio nH/nL. The
reflectivities of a single λ/4-thick layer of silicon and germanium are also plotted for comparison.

Figure 4.19 shows the effect of the multiplicity N of layers (HL) on the reflectivity. As expected, the

reflectivity increases with N , while the bandwidth becomes narrower but sharper.
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Figure 4.19: Reflectivity as a function of wavelength for different values of N in a (HL)NH Bragg mirror for λ
= 160 µm. (H) is silicon (nH = 3.41) and (L) has been chosen to be a material with nL = 2.0 (to highlight the
improvement in reflectivity with increasing N). The reflectivity increases with N but becomes also sharper with N .

One should finally mention that odd numbers of quarter-wave layers provide the same phase shift, which

means that Bragg mirrors layers can be (2p + 1)λ/(4n)-thick. To give an order of magnitude, for silicon

at 160 µm, Bragg layers are 12 µm-thick at first order, 35 µm-thick at second order, 59 µm-thick at third

order, and so forth.

Definition of the stack for the FPI

The final definition of the stack of the etalon has been the result of discussions with CEA/LETI. We

planned to build a FPI with the following structure : (HLH)/ D /(HLH), where one mirror corresponds

to the (HLH) stack and D is the cavity of the etalon. We chose this three-layers mirror layout for the

first prototype to prove that Bragg mirrors are meaningful for our application. Furthermore, limiting the

reflectivity of mirrors allows one to get a “reasonable” etalon finesse since a higher finesse, in the case of

a more complex stack, could be difficult to measure. It is also important to note that Bragg mirrors for

far-infrared spectrometer are nowadays achievable only because the manufacturing of these very thin layers

(< 100 µm) is possible by etching silicon wafers with sufficient accuracy.

We have firstly oriented the calculations of Bragg mirrors towards λ = 160 µm, but the studied wavelength

range has slightly evolved with the different technological solutions under study.
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Solution based on micro-structured silicon

This part is presented in appendix B. It is not shown in detail in this chapter since micro-structured silicon

mirrors have not been used for the final prototype. However, we want to emphasize that structuration of

silicon can lead to a material with an effective refractive index intermediary between silicon and air re-

fractive indices. This is the reason why we investigated first micro-structured silicon as the low-refractive

index material. As it will be explained later in this chapter, this promising solution could have other direct

applications.

Solution based on vacuum quarter-wave gap

In order to quickly have a simple prototype which completes a proof of concept, we decided to keep the

layout (HLH)/D/(HLH) assuming that we can replace the micro-structured silicon layers by simple airgaps

(to be more accurate, vacuum gaps). The idea is then to have spacers between silicon sheets with all layers

adjusted to an optical thickness of a quarter-wavelength. While we initially aimed to build a spectro imager

for the 160 µm wavelength, we chose to move the resonance of our demonstrator to 320 µm to facilitate the

manufacture of the layers, since for Bragg mirrors the thickness of layers is proportional to the targeted

wavelength. Hence, we had to grind down the silicon sheets for mirrors and spacers only to twice the

thickness of what would be needed for 160 µm which seemed less of a risk and challenge for the mechanical

grinding process, when the thickness of layers should be of order less than 100 µm. For the spacers, we

opted for rings also made from silicon to avoid any issues with differential thermal expansion during the

cool-down to 4 K. The final optical design was therefore : (H/L/H)/2L/(H/L/H), (H) being the full silicon

sheets and (L) being vacuum, defined by the silicon rings. The overall stack is depicted in figure 4.20.

Concerning the thicknesses, we picked tSi = 71 µm for the silicon sheets, tvac = 80 µm for the silicon

spacers and the FP cavity (2L) is therefore D = 160 µm. While tvac = 80 µm corresponds to the conventional

quarter-wave thickness required by the Bragg mirror theory, the thickness tSi = 71 µm results from fulfilling

the quarter-wave condition in third order (only the odd orders produce effective mirrors). This solution

was selected to reduce the risks of breaking the sheets in grinding and assembly, for the first prototype.

The impact of the change in thickness is quantified in figure 4.21 which compares the reflectivity of a stack

(HLH) for tSi= λ/4 and tSi = 3λ/4. The principal effect is a reduction of the bandwidth by a factor 3.

Assuming we are able to manufacture such thin layers, we might have an etalon equally efficient over almost

400 µm around λ = 320 µm. The technological details of the manufacturing are provided in chapter 5 ;

here, we only present the general design and the computed results.

The resulting transmission of FPI based on mirrors with tSi = 3λ/4 has been computed in figure

4.22 for different cavity size DFP . In the calculation, we assumed that the silicon is a lossless material,

but this strong hypothesis should still be experimentally verified. Based on this assumption, the maximal

transmission of the FP reaches 100% efficiency over the whole bandwidth. As expected, the finesse is
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Figure 4.20: FPI design based on Bragg mirrors for λ = 320 µm. Each mirror follows a (HLH) configuration where
(H) is full silicon while (L) is vacuum. For λ = 320 µm, we picked the following thicknesses : tSi = 71 µm for the
full sheets and tvac = 80 µm for the silicon rings. The mirrors are separated by a half-wave cavity (160 µm) which is
made of two quarter-wave silicon rings. Venting holes have been drilled in the full sheets to prevent any deformation
or damage from differential pressure during pumping or venting, when used in its dedicated cryostat.

the highest for the wavelength λ which the mirrors are made for, and gets gradually degraded for other

wavelengths. Moreover, the transmission bandwidth of the FP is limited to ∼ 260-400 µm because the

mirrors become transparent for these two extreme wavelengths (see in figure 4.21). At these wavelengths,

the cavity spacing does not have any key role, since the two mirrors are transparent whatever the distance

between them. In brief, the fact that the overall system is complex suggests that in addition of the response

of the FP as a function of the cavity size, the spectral behavior of each subsystem (i.e. the mirrors) must

be understood. Regarding this effect, the metallic mirrors have an advantage : the FP based on Bragg

mirrors requires a strong filtering as it does not only exhibit Dirac combs at the resonant wavelengths.

However, the filtering requirements will be considerably relaxed for example in the case of tSi = λ/4 since

the mirrors are efficient over a very large bandwidth.

In this part, the design of the Fabry-Perot spectrometer and its expected performance have been

presented. The experimental prototype will be described in detail in chapter 5. The following section is

dedicated to the coupling of the CEA bolometer (as presented in chapter 2) with the chosen spectrometer.

It should be mentioned that although the detection device is a thermal sensor, only the electromagnetic

aspects have been studied.
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Figure 4.21: Computed reflectivity of dielectric mirrors in a H/L/H configuration (Bragg mirrors). The high
refractive index (H) is silicon (nSi = 3.4) and the low refractive index (L) is vacuum (n = 1). In both cases, the
vacuum thickness is tvac = 80 µm. The silicon thickness tSi is equal to 23µm (k = 0 and tSi = λ/4) on the blue
curve and to 71 µm (k = 1 and tSi = 3λ/4) on the red curve. The reflectivity is then affected by the layer thickness.
Increasing the thickness by a factor 3 decreases the bandwidth where mirrors are efficient reflectors by a factor 3.

4.2.4 Coupling the FPI with the detector

Paving the way for developments toward compact spectro-imaging devices based on CEA type bolometer

in the far-infrared field is the final purpose of this thesis. The dielectric Fabry-Perot interferometer should

be suitable to add the spectral selectivity to a bolometer array since it is compatible with imaging (to

a certain extent) and it is very compact. The idea is to bring the spectrometer close to the detector :

the optimal distance has been computed to be of the order of half the wavelength (explained later in

this section). Figure 4.23 sketches the layout of the spectro-imaging device. The quarter-wave cavity of

the detector has been simplified for clarity : it is only made of an absorber located at λcav/4 from the

backshort mirror. From now on, λFP and λcav denote the wavelengths which the FP geometry and the

detector cavity are respectively adapted for. In this section, λFP and λcav are not necessarily equal.

Combining the spectrometer to the detector

In the following, results from calculations based on thin film theory are depicted. As already mentioned,

the matrix computations stand for the propagation of a plane wave. In the context of instrumentation with
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Figure 4.22: Computed transmission of the FPI presented in figure 4.20 for different cavity sizes of the FP DFP .
The finesse of each transmission peak has been computed and added on the plot above each peak : as expected the
finesse is the highest for the wavelength that the mirrors geometry is adapted for. Note that the bandwidth on which
the FP acts as a narrow-band filter is limited (on the left and right) due to total transmission of the mirrors of the
FP that one could already observe in figure 4.21.

an FPI close to the detector, the assumption of a plane wave is not fully correct due to the focus ; however

here we assume this is approximately fulfilled for high f-numbers (which is often true for our applications,

since the detector pixel can be large). In order to observe the effect of coupling of the spectrometer to the

detection device, the reflection coefficient is derived from equation 4.16. The last layer p of the coupled

system ends with a backshort mirror, the consequences are therefore : a−p is not null but a+
p + a−p is, since

the tangential electric field vanishes at the surface of a mirror. In addition, np(a
+
p +a−p ) = 2npa

+
p , from the

previous statement. The amplitude reflection is still :

r =
a−0
a+

0

=
n0.B

′ − C ′

n0.B′ + C ′
(4.25)

with B′ 6= B and C ′ 6= C since one has : a+
0 + a−0

n0 (a+
0 − a

−
0 )

 =

p∏
j=1

 cos δj
i
nj

sin δj

inj sin δj cos δj

 0

2.np

 .a+
p =

 B′

C ′

 .a+
p (4.26)
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Figure 4.23: Coupling of the FPI with a simplified detector. The FPI is based on Bragg mirrors as described
previously while the detector is represented by an absorber above a quarter-wave cavity closed by a backshort
mirror. The resonant wavelengths λFP and λcav of each individual system are not necessarily equal. The bolometer
and the FPI are separated by an order of wavelength.

The absorption of a device can be deduced from the reflection calculation, assuming there is no transmission

through the backshort mirror : i.e. A = 1−R. In figure 4.24, we compare the absorption of the bolometer

and of the bolometer in combination with the FPI. The simulated bolometer is a simple vacuum quarter-

wave cavity with λcav = 100µm, while the FPI is the one already described with λFP = 320 µm. From this,

we conclude that the absorption of the spectro-imaging device cannot be described by the product of the

transmission of the FPI times the absorption of the bolometer. The system acts rather as a coupled resonator

system with a high quality factor which makes the absorption 100% efficient. The strong consequence is to

have a system that absorbs twice as much light as the simple detector at ∼ λFP .

To be accurate, the resonant wavelength of the whole device is slightly shifted compared to λFP (∼ 319

µm), for a still not completely understood reason. The finesse is also enhanced to 226 (213 for the single

FP). For this example, we have picked the distance between the absorber and the FP to be AGFP/bolo = 160

µm (∼ λ/2) but there are some other optimal distances which are shown in figure 4.25. The first noticeable

result from this figure is that the resonant wavelength of the etalon λFP does no longer correspond to the

optimum wavelength for the combined system : it is either a bit less or a bit more than 320 µm. Moreover,

there is a kind of symmetry of the resonances with two islands (in yellow on the 2D map) around 320
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Figure 4.24: Absorption of the bolometer (in blue) and of the bolometer in combination with the FP (in black). The
FPI is a resonator that enhances the response of the absorber at ∼ 320 µm since the absorption is two times better
for the spectro-imaging device than the bare bolometer at this particular wavelength. The finesse of the absorbed
peak is 226.

µm. The existence of these optima is not well understood yet. However, one can notice that the symmetric

pattern has a λ/2 periodicity according to the value AGFP/bolo. Note that in a different case where the

detector is adapted to λFP , the system absorbs 100 % of the light at exactly 320 µm, whatever the distance

AGFP/bolo is.

In order to understand the resonances within the coupled system, we ran some simulations which are

based on the finite element method (with COMSOL Multiphysics). The purpose of these calculations was

to study the behavior of the electromagnetic field in our system. For this, we first simulated a FP (λFP =

320 µm) coupled to a vacuum 80 µm-thick cavity detector corresponding to λcav = 320 µm. In this case, we

know (and this is checked by computation) that, whatever the distance between the FP and the absorber

AGFP/bolo, the detector absorbs 100% light at exactly 320 µm. The second step of this experiment is to

simulate a coupled system, still with λFP = 320 µm, but with a detector adapted to λcav = 100 µm (i.e.

a detector quarter-wave cavity of 25 µm). For this specific case, the detector is not adapted to the etalon

and we know (only by computation, figure 4.25) that one of the two values for the optimal wavelength

is ∼ 319 µm for a particular AGFP/bolo which we choose to be 160 µm (λFP /2). To compare both cases,

we plot in figure 4.27, the norm of the electric field along the cross-section of the coupled system. In the

two configurations, the electric fields look similar ; however there is a slight difference in the behavior of
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Figure 4.25: Absorption of the coupled system (bolometer and FPI) as a function of the wavelength around 320
µm and for different values of the airgap AGFP/bolo (vacuum gap). Here, the size of the detector cavity is 25 µm (i.e.
λcav = 100 µm.

the electric field between the absorber and the closest mirror of the FP. Indeed in this region, when the

detector is adapted to λFP , the norm of the electric field is flat, meaning that there is no wave which goes

back from the reflection after the absorber ; in contrast, when the detector does not match λFP , there are

oscillations in the area between the absorber and the closest mirror of the FP, suggesting that there is a

reflected wave which goes back to the FP. In other words, when λcav 6= 320 µm, the coupled system acts

as a new interferometer.

In a totally different field, Burmeister et al. (2010) also experienced this effect. They studied the coupling

of two optical cavities through the transmission of a three mirror system. In our combined system, the three

mirrors are the two FP mirrors and the backshort mirror of the detector. Similarly, the absorption of our

system corresponds to a loss in the system, which for them, is the transmission through the two optical

cavities. As presented in the top figure 4.27, each mirror mi (i = 1, 2 or 3) is represented by its reflectivity

ρi and transmission τi. In this example, |ρ1|2 = 0.7, |ρ2|2 = 0.8 and |ρ3|2 = 0.9. Φ1 and Φ2 are called the

detuning parameters of each cavity (with Φ1 and Φ2 in [-π, π]). In a similar way to what we did, they

compute the electric field amplitude and plot the transmission of the overall system as a function of the

detuning parameters Φ1 and Φ2. The middle figure 4.27 exhibits the same kind of symmetric pattern than

in figure 4.25 with a π-periodicity (equivalent to our λ/2-periodicity, in phase shift). To explain this, they

calculate the compound mirror reflectivities ρm1m2 and ρm2m3 of the first cavity as seen from mirror m3
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Figure 4.26: Norm of the electric field along the cross section of the coupled system. The detector cavity is colored
in light red : (top) 80 µm of cavity gives λcav = 320 µm, (bottom) 25 µm-thick cavity for λcav = 100 µm. In both
figures, AGFP/bolo = 160 µm although there is no constraint on this distance in the first case. The electric field is
plotted for λ = 320 µm in the top figure and λ = 319.3 µm in the bottom one : these wavelengths exhibit 99,9% and
99,8% of absorption respectively.

and of the second cavity as seen from m1 respectively. In the bottom figure 4.27, they show that there is a

maximum of transmission for the detuning ±Φ1 which corresponds to |ρm1m2 |2 = |ρ3|2 and for the detuning

±Φ2 which gives |ρm2m3 |2 = |ρ1|2. This strong result yields that the system is efficiently coupled when the

impedances of the two cavities are perfectly matched. The optimal values of Φ1 and Φ2 are confirmed by

the middle figure.
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Figure 4.27: Results extracted from Burmeister et al. (2010). (Top) Sketch of the two optical cavities made from
a three mirror system. Here, the mirrors are represented by reflection and transmission amplitude coefficients ρi and
τi respectively for each mirror mi (i = 1, 2 or 3). In the paper, |ρ1|2 = 0.7, |ρ2|2 = 0.8 and |ρ3|2 = 0.9. L1 and L2

correspond to the length of the two cavities formed by the three mirrors and Φ1 and Φ2 are called the microscopic
detuning parameters of each cavity (with Φ1 and Φ2 in [-π, π]). (Middle) transmitted power through the loss-less
three mirror cavity as a function of the detuning Φ1 and Φ2. The figure on the right is a zoom-in. (Bottom) Compound
mirror reflectivities |ρm1m2

|2 and |ρm2m3
|2 as a function of the detuning parameters Φ1 and Φ2 respectively.

Spectral and spatial scanning

Before discussing the two ways (the spectral and the spatial scanning) to derive a 3D datacube for fine-

line mapping, we want to present preliminary results which could be applied to a CMB experiment. For

this application, fixed-cavity FPs with a moderate finesse should be considered as wide-band filters. One

could, for instance, have different etalons adapted to specific bands, each etalon being above one bolometer

array to define a CMB spectral channel. A low finesse can be obtained to a certain extent, assuming that

the reflectivity of the interferometer mirrors can be degraded. This can be achieved by having low contrast

refractive index materials or simply low refractive index materials (the micro-structured silicon might be
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a solution to tune down the value of the refractive index, see appendix B). The LiteBIRD CMB bands

are detailed in the appendix C. To give an example of what could be performed with a FP etalon coupled

to a detector, we have worked on the lower channel (in wavelength) of LiteBIRD : the 670-842 µm band

(402 GHz). For this example, we chose a detector cavity of 180 µm which makes the detector sensitive to

a wide band around λcav ∼ 720 µm (blue dashed curve in figure 4.28). Then, in order to have a low finesse

etalon, some low-reflectivity mirrors should be assembled. For this, we chose a simple FP configuration with

one layer per mirror, this layer being made of a material with refractive index n = 1.7 (micro-structured

silicon, for example). The thickness of the material is chosen to be equal to λ/4n and the FP is located at a

distance λ/2 away from the detector. Note that this distance has been derived from the map of figure 4.25,

although this is not fully understood. The resulting absorption of the coupled system (detector + FPsimple)

is shown in red in figure 4.28. As expected the “finesse” is rather low, but one can also notice that the

edges of the absorption around the CMB band (defined by vertical black dashed lines) are not sharp. To

counter this, we decided to investigate a more complex structure. This kind of filters is explained in detail

in books such as Macleod (2010). It consists in having a stack with several FP interleaved by low-index

quarter-wave cavity. Here, one FP is represented by (H 2L H), with (H) being the material with n = 1.7,

(L) being vacuum, and (H) and (L) are both quarter-wave thick. Therefore, for a four times repeated FP,

the complex stack gives the following representation :

n0/ (H 2L H) L (H 2L H) L (H 2L H) L (H 2L H) /n0 (4.27)

The resulting absorption of the coupled system (detector + FPcomplex) is illustrated with the yellow curve

in figure 4.28. One can clearly see that the complex stack enables us to define a cleaner window for the

402 GHz : the system is almost 100% efficient over the band and reflects the light outside this band. This

method could be applied to other spectral channels, assuming the detector is sensitive in this range. As

already mentioned, this work is preliminary and we could examine a way to suppress the absorption below

600 µm and above 1 mm. However, this approach could bring solutions to define specific bands for science

purpose like CMB experiments.

We now present two technological applications which can be used to perform fine-line spectroscopy

(such as C+ line) mapping. For this, we need to have the spatial and the spectral information in order to

derive a 3D datacube (x, y, λ). This is possible with two kinds of scanning.

On one hand, the spectral scanning is the one commonly used for FPI, where a cryo-mechanism tunes the

size of the cavity. In this case, the FPI has the same spatial dimensions than the bolometer array and for

a defined cavity, the instrumental profile is the same for all pixels. On the other hand, a spatial scanning

allows one to derive the same information. The principle is to have various small fixed-cavity etalons with

each etalon being above a group of pixels. Depending on the position on the array, each group of pixels
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Figure 4.28: Optimization of the absorption in the 670-842 µm CMB band. Blue dashed line is the absorption of
a quarter-wave cavity detector adapted for λcav = 720 µm ; Red curve corresponds to the coupling of this detector
with an etalon (HLH) where (H) is a material of refractive index n = 1.7 and (L) is vacuum. Finally, the yellow curve
stands for the coupling of the same detector with a more complex structure : (L (H 2L H))4.

observe one specific spectral channel. To derive the same 3D datacube as for the spectral scanning, the

spatial scene (i.e. the sky) would need to be scanned in a windowing mode. This solution is similar to one

of the IMEC solutions with colored sub-arrays (Lambrechts et al., 2014). In this case, the spectral band

is limited by the size of the bolometer array. The configuration of the FPI above the bolometer array is

depicted in figure 4.29 for both scanning methods.

Imaging with a spectrometer located in the focal plane

In the calculations performed all along this chapter, we assumed a plane wave propagating towards

the coupled system. However, this assumption is not strictly correct : because the bolometer array is used

for imaging, the beam focuses onto the detector. In the following, a Gaussian beam is used to study the

converging beam at the output of a Fabry-Perot. The approximation of the converging beam by a Gaussian

beam is motivated by the fact that the beam profile along the direction of propagation is a Gaussian and

because the electric field amplitude profiles across the direction of propagation have also a Gaussian shape.

Therefore, the intensity distribution is Gaussian whatever the cross-section of the beam as illustrated in

figure 4.30. This approximation is only valid in the paraxial regime, where we do not have high incidence

angles. Note that this study is a first attempt to take into account the focus. These calculations could be
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Figure 4.29: Two possible scanning methods. (Top) Spectral scanning : the upper mirror of the FPI is actuated by a
cryo-mechanism (for example by a piezoelectric motor) to tune the cavity size and then spectrally scan the absorption.
(Bottom) Spatial scanning : Several fixed-size cavity etalons stand above the bolometer array. Each group of pixels
observe a specific wavelength (related to the size of the etalon cavity). The spatial scene needs to be scanned over
the sky.

f# 1 4 6 8 10 100

θ (deg) 28 7.2 4.8 3.6 2.9 0.29

Table 4.1: Examples of several values of the maximum angle of incidence θ as a function of the f-number f#

refined with a 3D simulation, which would also include the detector, since we have seen that the spectral

response of the whole system does not only depend on the FP. By the simulation here, we want to quantify

the degradation of the imaging and of the spectroscopic performance due to the Fabry-Perot near the focus.

First, to have an idea of the order of the beam divergence, we should recall the meaning of an important

parameter for an optical system, the f-number f#. It is defined by the ratio of the focal length to the

diameter of the optics and is sufficient to describe the divergence of the beam. In our field of applications

(astronomy), f# takes low values ; for example, the HERSCHEL space observatory had a f# of 8.70 (Pilbratt

et al., 2010). Table 4.1 gives examples of values of the incidence angle as a function of the f-number, derived

from the relationship θ =
1

2f#
[rad]. As presented in this table, instruments for astronomy have to deal with

small incidence angles. However, because of the many reflections inside the cavity, we have to calculate the

effect of the FP on the beam.
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Figure 4.30: (Top figure) Intensity of a Gaussian beam along its propagation direction. The optimal focus is at
0 mm. (Bottom figure) Zoom in of the upper figure, which highlights the wavelength period for λ = 158 µm (in
intensity) : two bright fringes are separated by λ/2.

In the following simulation, the spectrometer is really simplified : it consists of two reflective surfaces

with zero thickness, which means that the mirrors only induce a 180◦-phase shift. Here, we work at λ =

160 µm (FP cavity of 80 µm) and with mirrors reflecting 97.9 % of light (which corresponds to a finesse

of ∼ 150, typical value of the finesse experimentally obtained (see chapter 5)). Next, a telecentric optics

is assumed, ensuring that each point of the focal plane will see a light cone whose axis is parallel to the

optical axis. This is the reason why the computation is performed, independently of the position in the

focal plane. The electric field of a Gaussian beam is described through the equation (Kogelnik and Li,

1966) :

EG(r, z) = E0
w0

w(z)
exp(−i(kz − ψ(z))− r2(

1

w(z)2
+

jk

2R(z)
)) (4.28)

where :

- r is the radial distance from the central axis of the Gaussian beam,

- z is the distance along the propagation axis,

- k =
2π

λ
is the wavenumber,

- w(z) corresponds to a measure of the decrease of the electric field amplitude with the distance from

the z axis and more precisely w(z) is the radius at which the electric field amplitude falls to 1/e (1/e2 in

intensity),

- w0 is the waist radius corresponding to z = 0 (where should be placed the focal plane without the FP) ,

- R(z) is the radius of curvature of the beam at z,

- ψ(z) is the Gouy phase, an extra phase shift that stands for the difference between the Gaussian beam
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and an ideal plane wave.

The following equations describe w(z), R(z) and ψ(z) :

w(z) = w0

√
1 + (

λz

πw2
0

)2 (4.29)

R(z) = z (1 + (
πw2

0

λz
)2)) (4.30)

ψ(z) = arctan(
λz

πw2
0

) (4.31)

To define the Gaussian profile which mimics the converging beam, the first step is to match the full width

at half maximum (FWHM) of the Airy disk obtained by Fraunhofer diffraction of the optics to the FWHM

of the Gaussian beam. The Gaussian FWHM can be derived, after calculations, to be w(z)
√

2 ln(2) for any

z, and to be w0

√
2 ln(2) in the waist. 2×2 pixels (pixel pitch : 750 µm) of the focal plane cover the Airy

disk, according to the Rayleigh criterion. We remind here, that our two objectives are the following :

- to observe the degradation of the FWHM of the beam after travelling through the FP,

- to quantify the degradation in finesse due to the focus.

For the first test, we compare the FWHM of the Gaussian beam without FP (intensity IG) and the

FWHM of the Gaussian beam after the many bounces inside the FP cavity (intensity IGFP
, formula derived

from appendix A), through the derivation of the intensity as a function of the radial distance from the

center axis of the beam r : IG(r) = |EG(r, z = 0)|2

IGFP
(r) = (1−R)2|

∑
k

RkEG(r, z = (k − off )× d)|2

with R the reflectivity of the mirrors, off the offset of the focus and d the pathlength equal to two times

the size of the cavity (one round trip). For the Gaussian beam, the maximum of intensity is obtained at z =

0 in the waist, while for the Gaussian beam through the FP, the position of the optimal focus has changed

due to the many bounces inside the cavity and thus has been optimized. It can be demonstrated that the

optimal focus has moved forward at a distance of ∼ 6.2 mm. Note that the pathlength d is also slightly

shifted from the initial 160 µm, due to the fact that the phase velocity of the Gaussian beam is greater

than the speed of light. As a consequence, the pathlength is shortly increased. The resulting profiles are

shown in figure 4.31 with each intensity being computed in its optimized focus. The result is that the FP

at a finesse of ∼ 150 has a small impact on the profile : indeed, the FWHM is broaden by a factor 4.1%.

For the second test (degradation in finesse), we compare the profile of two waves travelling through

the FP : a plane wave and a gaussian beam (the one computed above with its optimized offset off d). The
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Figure 4.31: Intensity with respect to the radial distance from the center axis of the beam. (Blue) Normalized
intensity of a gaussian beam in the waist. (Orange) Computed intensity of a gaussian beam through a FP of finesse
∼ 150, in the optimum focus (off = 39). For comparison : max(IG(r)) = 1.0 and max(IGFP

(r)) = 0.91, and FWHMG

= 1.23 mm and FWHMGFP
= 1.28 mm

plane wave is simply given by :

EPW (z) = E0 exp(−ikz) (4.32)

and then the intensity of the plane wave once passed through the FP, at any focus off , is :

IPWFP
(d) = (1−R)2|

∑
k

RkEPW (r, z = (k − off )× d))|2 (4.33)

Figure 4.32 presents the resulting profiles of the plane wave and of the Gaussian beam through the FP as a

function of the pathlength (twice the FP cavity size) d. From this calculation, the finesse for the gaussian

beam FG is derived to be 137.8. Therefore, the diverging beam enables us to reach ∼ 92% of the plane

wave finesse.

To sum up this part, the Gaussian beam calculations give an idea of how having a high-finesse spectrometer

in a focusing beam affects the performance of the imaging and spectrometer system, assuming a telecentric

system. We have seen that the presence of the spectrometer offsets the optimal focus. When taking into

account this necessary shift of the focal plane, we can compute the degradation of the FWHM of the beam

and of the finesse of the device. For a spectrometer with a finesse of 150, the FWHM is 4.1% larger than

in the absence of the FP and the finesse is 92% the one of a plane wave that has travelled through the

FP. Appendix D gives more results concerning the perfomance degradation for different nominal finesses

(from 50 to 350). From this, we learn that having the FP in the focus does not significantly deteriorate
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Figure 4.32: Intensities with respect to the pathlength d after passing through the FP. (Blue) Spectral profile for a
plane wave, (Orange) for a gaussian beam. As expected with R = 97.9%, FPW ∼ 150 ( = 149.2) while FG = 137.8.

the performance of the system, at least for a low finesse. These results must be considered regarding the

degradation that can be accepted in spatial resolution, but also in spectral resolution, especially because

it looks like this latter declines faster than the FWHM. However, it also confirms that the plane-wave

approximation, applied throughout this thesis, of the low-focusing wave is close to the real situation and

can still lead to representative results. Nevertheless, high resolving spectroscopy can still be achieved with

several FPI in series, as it is already done in many instruments (see section 4.2.2 of this chapter). The

improvement should in addition, come from the introduction of silicon mirrors to reduce the loss in the

whole interferometer.
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4.2.5 Conclusions of the chapter

In this chapter, we have proposed a solution to introduce spectroscopy within the imaging device. Our

idea was to couple a Fabry-Perot interferometer to the bolometer array. For this and in order to overcome

the drawbacks of conventional metal mesh based mirrors, we chose dielectric materials to build loss-less

mirrors. Based on a close collaboration with CEA/LETI, we decided to implement silicon mirrors. While

single silicon layers are not efficient mirrors, Bragg mirrors, with their complex stack of layers, can be very

good reflectors. With a simple three-layer silicon/vacuum/silicon mirror, it is possible to reach a theoretical

FP finesse of about 200 at λ = 320 µm, without any loss in the system (to be checked in the next chapter).

The coupled system FP/detector has also shown promising properties. Indeed, interferences within the

whole device make possible the absorption of spectral lines at wavelength far from the broad-band range of

the detector. However, efficient absorption of the spectro-bolometer can only occur when the two optical

cavities made by the mirrors of the system are impedance-matched. The technological solution proposed

here, could be applied to low-resolution experiments (like for CMB) or to high resolution spectroscopy. For

the latter, we have demonstrated that a spectro-imaging device could be used at low-resolution (R < 350),

while other higher order FPIs could be used in a collimated beam.

The following chapter presents the experimental work which has been achieved in the course of this thesis

to test, as best as possible, the theoretical results presented above.
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Chapter 5

Experimental validation of the

spectroscopic capability of compact

Fabry-Perot Interferometers based on

dielectric mirrors for combination with

bolometer arrays
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In this chapter, we present the experimental work performed to test the spectroscopic capability of

compact Fabry-Perot Interferometers based on dielectric mirrors for the sub-millimeter wavelength range.

It is mostly dedicated to the spectroscopic development since the experimental combination of FPI with a

detector has only been taken up at the very end of this PhD project. However, some elements are provided

at the end of this chapter, they describe the final experimental work which is currently ongoing at CEA.

In the following, we first describe the manufacturing of the mirrors which have been used to assemble

several Fabry-Perot etalons. Measurements performed at warm temperature have allowed us to validate

the theoretical model used all along these chapters. Then the cryogenic measurements to test the etalons

are presented, as well as the derived analysis and the spectral performance of the etalons. Finally, we

introduce the steps that we are currently following to set up the test of the whole device including the

detector.

5.1 Building mirrors with dielectric materials for compact FPIs

The manufacture of mirrors which have been designed for compact spectroscopy with Fabry-Perot

interferometry and which are detailed in chapter 4, is outlined here. It has required several steps to meet

the specifications concerning the mirrors quality, before being able to assemble the whole structure for

competitive spectroscopy.

5.1.1 Building the dielectric mirrors in collaboration with LETI

The Fabry-Perot we want to build for far-infrared/sub-millimeter astronomy is based on dielectric

mirrors as it is usually done in the field of optics. For the mirrors, we have chosen silicon since it has a high

refractive index (nSi ∼ 3.41) which enables us to reach high reflectivity and presumably low loss at the

same time. Moreover, silicon is also a material that CEA/LETI is really used to work with, which facilitates

the process. In addition to the choice of the material, we decided to design mirrors following a Bragg mirror

configuration. This mostly consists in having mirrors based on a stack of alternated high (H) and low (L)

refractive index materials, with each layer being
(2k + 1)λ

4n
thick, with k an integer. Figure 4.17 explains

how the
(2k + 1)λ

4n
-thick layers produce constructive interferences. After many discussions and attempts

with CEA/LETI about feasibility of different configurations, we have converged on a consensus for the

choice of the stack of materials : pure silicon has been selected as the high refractive index material and

the low refractive index material will be air (or more exactly vacuum). One etalon mirror will therefore

be a three-layer sandwich made of silicon, vacuum and silicon. In order to create some ‘vacuum layers’,

we machined spacers which are, in fact, silicon rings. Initially, we wanted to build a FP etalon whose

fundamental resonance is at λ = 160 µm to make a proof-of-concept with actual astrophysical applications

like C+ line observations. Nonetheless, for mechanical robustness reasons, we decided to build a prototype
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for spectroscopy at λ = 320 µm. With this choice, we can double all the layer thicknesses, which scale

linearly with wavelength, while all other parameters remain unchanged. Moreover, for the same reasons,

we picked k = 1 in the thickness formula for silicon sheets, instead of k = 0 to have more solid silicon layers.

Then the corresponding Bragg mirror thicknesses are 80 µm for silicon spacers (nvacuum = 1) and 71 µm for

silicon sheets. Even though the issue of layer thickness has not been investigated in depth, the possibility

of manufacturing 23 µm-sheets should not be discarded right away. It would also have the advantage to

give a clean signal over 400 µm without need for strong filtering (see figure 4.21). We now summarize the

different steps that we went through before meeting the specifications for the mirror quality.

The first batch of silicon sheets and spacers was manufactured in November 2018, some of them are pictured

in figure 5.1. They proceed from two silicon wafers ground with objectives in terms of thickness of 80 µm

for spacers and of 71 µm for sheets. After grinding, the achieved thicknesses were measured to be 79.7

µm and 72.1 µm respectively. Then each sample has been cut from the wafers with size 25 mm x 25 mm

by a diamond saw and corners have been removed with a laser for the samples to be less bulky. Finally,

some 16 mm diameter-holes have been cut in the 80 µm-wafer pieces with the laser to create the vacuum

spacer and smaller holes have been drilled, also with the laser, throughout the silicon sheets to allow the

air to be vented once the whole structure will be assembled. We remind that the etalon would be operated

in a cryostat at low pressure and low temperature (4 - 77 K). Specific invar holders have been designed

to support the etalons at cold temperature. Invar was chosen for its low coefficient of thermal expansion

(CTE).

Figure 5.1: Picture of silicon layers : the sheets are 71 µm-thick and the spacers are 80 µm-thick. Samples measure
25 mm x 25 mm. The corners have been cut in order to have moderate size samples ; laser has cut 16-mm holes to
create spacers and small venting holes in the full sheets.
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5.1.2 Validation of the quality of dielectric layers for mirrors

The FPI mirrors as described in the previous section consist of an assembly of silicon and vacuum

layers : the overall assembly is a stack (H/L/H)/2L/(H/L/H), where (H) refers to the high refractive index

material (i.e. silicon) and (L) means the low refractive index material (i.e. vacuum). In particular, we chose

to use two 80 µm spacers to form the 160 µm cavity. With this configuration, theory yields a finesse of ∼

215 (see figure 4.22).

As explained in chapter 4, to be more representative of the total finesse F , we need to consider the

flatness finesse FF in addition of the reflective finesse FR as suggested by the following equation (also

equation 4.11) :
1

F2
=

1

FR2 +
1

FF 2 (5.1)

The flatness finesse stands for the defaults of flatness and of parallelism of each layer within the mirrors.

For example, the transmission curves in figure 4.22 only depend on the reflectivity of the mirrors (which

corresponds to the red curve in figure 4.21) and implicitly assumes perfectly flat/parallel surfaces. In prac-

tice, this means that if we do not want the total finesse to be limited by the quality of mirrors, we must

have FR << FF . In our case, this means that we want FF >> 215. Defining ∆d as the deviation from

the averaged surface (root mean square) due to non-parallelism or to surface roughness, 2∆d will be the

deviation from the averaged surface experienced by the wavefront after reflection. Therefore, FF is defined

as
λ

2∆d
and from this, we can derive the specifications about the quality of the mirrors : ∆d <<

λ

2FR
∼

0.7 µm. In theory, we would have required ∆d to be much smaller than 0.7 µm but in practice, we might

expect a quality of the order of 1 µm for the mirror surfaces. According to the equation 5.1, the total finesse

would be already degraded to ∼ 156, assuming we manage to reach a 0.7 µm roughness and parallelism

over the whole area and degraded to 128 for ∆d = 1 µm. The estimation of the quality of dielectric mirrors

has been decomposed into two experiments : evaluation of the parallelism of the sides of every layer by tests

with an autocollimator and evaluation of the flatness of each surface of layers with a Fizeau interferometer.

In case where specifications are not met, these measurements will help us to quantify the degradation of

the final finesse F .

Tests with the autocollimator

The experiment with autocollimator is illustrated in figure 5.2. We have first tried to use a flat mirror

as a reference to collimate the beam on its surface. We would have then collimated the beam on one of the

surfaces of the sample and derived from there the angular displacement. This method turned out to be not

suitable for the parallelism experiment since measurements are not reproducible. Indeed some pockets of air
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get caught between the flat mirror and the sample and cannot be removed. This has two consequences : the

first one is that samples tend to float and slip on the reference mirror, the second one is that any pressure

onto the silicon sample changes the air distribution and thus leads to a different angular measurement. To

counter this phenomenon , we replaced the flat mirror surface reference by mercury, because this liquid

is dense enough to support the sample, reflective enough to be used as the reference of the collimation

and finally no air gets stuck between the liquid and the sample. Note that if there is a wedge (and this is

what we investigate when we look for non-parallelism effects), the wedge might be underestimated by the

measurements as it could dive below the liquid surface. Similarly to what we have tried with the flat mirror

as the reference, we collimate the beam on the mercury surface, then drop the sample on the liquid surface

and measure the angular displacement of the collimation. This method turned out to be reproducible. We

found the wedge to be about 7” : for a sample with a 25 mm diameter, this corresponds to a shift in height

∼ 0.8 µm. Knowing that the 7” are within the measurement error of the autocollimator, we might consider

that the silicon sheets meet the specifications in terms of parallelism. Eventually this test was not possible

with silicon spacers since their surface was too small : the reflection of spacers, when compared to the

reference, was consequently too faint to be observed. We assume the parallelism is similar in the case of

spacers to the one for full sheets, even if they do not come from the same wafer, but because they come

from the same process.

Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up for the parallelism tests. (Left) A full sheet sample floats on a mercury bath.
(Right) Autocollimator’s method : the reference is done with the collimation of light on the mercury surface, then
the sample is dropped on the liquid bath and finally the angular displacement is measured. Mercury has been used
for the repeatability of the experiment. We measured a 7” wedge (within the measurement error) for the silicon full
sheets, which corresponds to a height difference of less than 1 µm.
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The Fizeau experiment

The second experiment used for the characterization of the silicon samples was the Fizeau interfero-

meter. The principle of the Fizeau experiment is depicted in figure 5.3 (top left). A source illuminates a

reference flat where a part of the light is reflected and the other part is transmitted to the test flat. Light

is reflected at the surface of the test flat and can therefore interfere with the reflected wave from the refe-

rence flat. The interference fringes that we observed then result from the various optical path differences

(OPD) that have been experienced by the wave due to (1) a wedge intentionally created to observe fringes,

(2) flatness surface deformation. In the frame of this work, we built a Fizeau interferometer at CEA, the

schematics of the experiment is presented in figure 5.3 (top right). A 1 mm-diameter laser (λ = 633 nm)

is expanded through two beam expanders (x3 and x20) to reach an expected beam diameter of 60 mm.

Then the wave is partly reflected at the surface of a beam-splitter. A part of the wave is transmitted to the

silicon sample under test, which rests on another beam-splitter. This second beam-splitter is not used as

a beam splitter but rather as a reflecting surface with a surface quality of λ/10 (i.e. 0.06 µm), which acts

as our reference flat. It has been chosen with a reflectivity coefficient of 30% (R = (
nSi − 1

nSi + 1
)2), similar to

the one of silicon when it is optically thick (compared to the wavelength). The wave transmitted through

the first beam splitter is then reflected back at the surface of the sample but also at the surface of the

reference flat (this was for comparison, in theory). The interferences must thus display the OPD at the

surface of the sample, in comparison to the reference surface. In practice, this comparison was not possible,

still due to the air layer under the silicon sample that prevents us from observing fringes on the sample

and on the reference flat at the same time, because the wedge induced by air was too severe. Initially, our

goal was not only to measure the roughness of the surfaces but also to have another measurement of the

parallelism of sheets. This last experiment could not be achieved for this air reason and the mercury did

not help this time because it was very difficult to obtain steady interferences with the liquid at λ = 633

nm. In a nutshell, the Fizeau experiment has been a suitable tool to quantify roughness at the surface of

the sheets, but also larger scale deformation. Figure 5.3 (bottom) is an example of the fringes we obtained

with one silicon sheet (left) and one silicon spacer (right). The fringes on the pictures can be considered

as a height map : for instance, the points of a surface which are embedded within a continuous red part

have the same altitude. This means that if we remove the averaged wedge that introduces equally distant

fringes, we can derive the overall deformation map of the surface of sheets and spacers. Note that a doubt

still remains concerning the direction of curvature deduced from fringes. More recently, we have used a

commercial interferometer (Zygo) which automatically computes the apparent shape of surface without any

ambiguity on the direction in which the sample is curved. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the two sides of

one full sheet and of one spacer, obtained with the Zygo interferometer. For all the samples, we have found

that there is always one smooth side and one grainier. The latter might be the direct result of the wafer

grinding to the required thickness. The Peak-to-Valley (PV) has been measured to be between 0.5 µm and
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1.8 µm for all the samples. However, this upper limit is likely to be lower because, as we can notice from

the shape of samples derived from Zygo measurements, the samples show a three-points symmetry, which

corresponds to the three-points support (shown in figure 5.5) that we used to hold the samples, without

any effect of air. The silicon is then deformed under its own weight and we might consider that the surface

quality of all the samples is good enough for our use.

Figure 5.3: (Top left) Principle of the Fizeau interferometer used to test the optical surface of a sample in comparison
to a reference surface, as built at CEA. (Top right) Fizeau interferometer built at CEA with a laser, a beam expander,
a beam splitter and the sample above the reference. Some micrometer screws allow to cautiously adjust the fringes
at the sub-micron precision (sketch by C. Delisle). (Bottom) Pictures of the fringes on one silicon sheet (left) and
one silicon spacer (right). The full sheet lies on a mercury bath to get rid of the air under the sample ; the spacer
rests on the beam splitter and fringes from this reference can also be observed even if we cannot deduce the presence
of any wedge because of the air under the sample. Only the smooth sides of full sheet and spacer are shown here,
the more grainy sides from grinding are shown later in this part.

From the tests with the autocollimator, we can conclude that the samples meet the specifications for

parallelism . Indeed, a wedge of 7” was measured (within the precision of the instrument). On the other
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Figure 5.4: Data from the Zygo interferometer. The top four pictures are derived from surface measurements of
one silicon sheet. The bottom four pictures come from surface measurements of one silicon spacer. In each group of
images, the first row corresponds to the fringes observed on the two sides of the same sample and the second row is
the shape of the surface deduced from fringes measurement of the first row. Note that for every sample (full sheet or
spacer), there is always one smooth side (already presented in figure 5.3 (bottom)) and one grainy side. The latter
probably results from the ground side of the silicon wafer. The Peak-to-Valley (PV) varies from 0.5 µm to 1.8 µm
for all the samples.

hand, the Fizeau experiment has demonstrated that the samples are rather flat : the PV has been measured

between 0.5 µm and 1.8 µm for all the samples. Nevertheless, we should therefore keep in mind these values

since we have seen in section 5.1.2 that these typical deformations can quickly degrade the total finesse of

the spectrometer.
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Figure 5.5: Three-points holder specially built for the Zygo measurements.

5.1.3 Assembling the mirrors

After the validation of the quality of the different layers that form the mirrors and ultimately a Fabry-

Perot interferometer, the assembly step is critical. One of the main issues that we had to face was induced

by the laser cut we performed on all the samples. We remind that the laser has been used for the silicon full

sheets (corners and venting holes) and spacers (corners and the 16-mm hole of the ring). Figure 5.6 is best

appropriate to illustrate our issue : the top figures are pictures of one sheet and the bottom figure comes

from observations of the spacer. When we observed the samples at the microscope, we noticed that the

laser cut had a huge effect. One can see on the top figures that, indeed, the laser cut produces a different

effect than the cut by the wafer saw of the silicon crystal. The latter is definitively cleaner than the cut by

laser : the laser indeed introduces some rims due to fused material on the edge of the sheet. In the figure

below, we took a picture with a microscope in horizontal set-up to observe one spacer from the side and

try to quantify the damage caused by the laser cut. The conclusion is striking : the laser leaves residual

matter which increases the thickness of the spacer from the targeted 80 µm to more than 100 µm in some

places of the edges. As all the samples were affected by this phenomenon, the assembly was therefore not

realistic with this batch of samples.

We have then found a fast track solution which relies on mechanical cuts with a wafer saw made by

CEA/LETI. All sample corners have been manufactured this way. In addition, the spacers have been rede-

fined : one spacer is now made of four small silicon trapezoidal pieces (see figure 5.7 (top right)). This has

the advantage to create the hole required for the vacuum ring, but the huge drawback of being difficult to

assemble and of introducing instability in the whole system when mounting. However, because the silicon

ring was not a continuous ring, we did not have to drill a hole within the full sheets because air can still

vent from the sides of the spacers. Finally, after cleaning every mechanical invar part and every silicon
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Figure 5.6: (Top) (left) Picture of one silicon sheet where the venting hole can be observed ; (right) zoom-in on the
edges of the sample where two different cuts are shown : the wafer saw (along the crystal axis) produces a very clean
edge, while the laser introduces some material rims due to the warming-up by the laser. (Bottom) Photo of a spacer
taken by a microscope in horizontal set-up, i.e. the microscope looks at the edge of the sample. One can note that
some matter has been deposited on the edge leading to an increase in thickness from the targeted 80 µm to more
than 100 µm in some places of the edge.

element with acetone and isopropanol in ultrasonic baths, layers have been assembled following the scheme

(H/L/H)/(2L)/(H/L/H) as found optimal by our simulations, where each (L) layer is made of four small

sheets. Figure 5.7 shows the pictures of the first mounting achieved at the end of March 2019. As the first

etalon built, the notation ‘FP1’ will be used throughout this chapter.

A more adapted technique has been investigated to find out a solution to avoid the thick rims caused

by the laser cut, while bearing in mind that the etalon should be easily mountable. First thoughts were

in favor of shorting the pulse durations of the laser, typically in the femto-second range rather than in
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Figure 5.7: (Top left) Set of needed silicon sheets (and two additional small sheets) to build one etalon in the
(H/L/H)/L/L/(H/L/H) layout, (Top right) Four small silicon trapezoidal pieces that act as a ring spacer. (Bottom)
Assembly of the different parts in their mechanical invar parts.

the nanosecond range as the one used by CEA/LETI. In theory, such short pulses could have heated the

silicon so quickly that the matter could only evaporate and thus would not leave any rim on the edges

of the sample. Instead of a femto-second laser, we decided to choose and trust another innovative techno-

logy called the Laser MicroJet ((Synova S.A., 2019), (Vuichard S.A., 2019)). The principle of this cutting

method is presented in figure 5.8 : it combines low-pressure water jet and laser. Used this way, the water

contains the laser beam similarly to an optical fiber, cools down the work piece and removes debris from the

surface. The water thus compensates for the thermal damage and deposition induced by the conventional

laser. The impressive results from this technology are compared to the conventional laser cut in figure 5.9.

We consequently used this technology to build the spacers as it was previously designed (i.e. as continuous

rings) and also to drill the venting holes throughout the silicon in the full sheets. In addition, a special

care has been given to select the best layers (PV ≤ 1 µm) for the sheets, but also for the spacers. For this

reason, we expect the performance of the second assembly to be better than those of FP1. The second

mounting arrived at the end of May 2019, which we call ‘FP2’.
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Figure 5.8: Synova innovative technology principle : the Laser MicroJet combines low-pressure water jet and nano-
second laser. In addition of containing the laser within a constant beam diameter over a long distance, the water
jet provides continuous cooling to the material. The laser jet technology prevents the material to experience thermal
damage or deposition, in contrast to the conventional laser. Note that if the water reservoir is pressurized to 50-800
bar, the nozzle is so thin (25-100 µm-diameter) that the resulting force is negligible (< 0.1 N) (extracted from (Synova
S.A., 2019)).

Finally, the last improvement that we performed concerns the quality of the holders. Figure 5.10 shows

the different parts : the silicon stack is maintained between the red and the magenta parts. The support

by three pads, rather than a full ring, was chosen to be less sensitive to deformations of the rings in the

mount, which may occur between room temperature and cryogenic temperatures due to residual stress

in the material. After building the first assembly (FP1), we noticed with the Fizeau interferometer that

these two three-pads pieces tended to deform the silicon mirrors just by laying down on the silicon sheet.

Therefore, the three-pads parts have been corrected by lapping to the sub-micron precision, in order to

have three flat pads but also in the same plane to avoid any distortion of the silicon layers. The third and

last assembly is called FP3. In theory the performance of FP3 should be even better than those of FP2,

however, for this etalon, we could not have all the layers meeting the specifications about peak-to-valley

flatness better than 1 µm.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of two laser cut methods on two silicon sheets observed under the microscope : in the bottom
left part, the Laser MicroJet technology ; in the top right part, the conventional laser cut made by CEA/LETI.

Figure 5.10: Mechanical holders for etalons. The red and magenta parts maintain the multi-layer silicon structure.
Three-pads have been designed on these rings to avoid any deformation of the stack. Etalons are used at 4-77 K. The
mechanics is made of invar because it has a low coefficient of thermal expansion (mechanical design by J. Martignac).
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5.1.4 Validation of the theoretical model by Time Domain Spectrometer (TDS) mea-

surements at ambient temperature

Measurements with a Time Domain Spectrometer (TDS) at ambient temperature have been performed

to check the spectral transmission of the etalons at low-spectral resolution. The working principle of a

TDS is described in Neu and Schmuttenmaer (2018). Figure 5.11 compares the measure of FP1 by the

TDS to the computed transmission derived from thin film simulations, over a large bandwidth. As it will

be explained in the next section, narrow-band filtering was required at cold temperature with the Martin-

Puplett interferometer, thus the TDS makes possible the comparison of the model and of the measure over

a large bandwidth. The figure teaches us that the model predicts very well the spectral behavior of the

all-made silicon FP1. A slight difference can still be observed between the theory and the experiment which

might be explained by the fact that thicknesses of the wafers were not measured within the sub-micron

precision all over the wafer. In the model, we took as thicknesses the ones measured at the wafer level :

79.7 µm for the silicon rings and 72.1 µm for the full sheets. It should be mentioned that the narrow line

expected around 320 µm cannot be resolved by the TDS because of its intrinsic resolution (46 at 320 µm,

due to the limited maximal delay of 48 ps), but we can still observe a sinc function which is the nominal

shape of unresolved fine-lines (this is emphasized with the yellow square window in the figure). The results

presented in this figure concern the transmission of etalon FP1, but similar results are obtained for the

other etalons.

5.2 Validation of the performance of Fabry-Perot etalons based on die-

lectric mirrors

After assembling several etalons, we tested them at low temperature with a cryogenic Fourier Trans-

form Spectrometer. The experimental set-up and measurements are presented hereafter, with a particular

emphasis on the data analysis. The objective is to experimentally check the principle of multi-layer silicon

mirrors for FP spectroscopy at sub-millimeter wavelengths. This implies to measure its spectral profile with

sufficiently high resolution and, above all, to demonstrate a high transmission. The experimental validation

of the lossless behavior, or at least of the small loss, of the etalon is the main purpose of this section. In this

part, we will also check that the dielectric etalon response can be shifted in accordance with the variations

of the cavity size.

5.2.1 Description of the cyrogenic optical train

The optical bench (see appendix E) can be described as a set of three cryostats, shown in figure 5.12.

The light from a blackbody source first enters into the Fourier Transform Spectrometer cryostat, then goes

to the sample cryostat and finally reaches the detector in the bolometer cryostat. In this part, we emphasize
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the model and of the measurement : (Blue) Computed transmission for an etalon with
tSi = 72.1 µm and tvac = 79.7 µm, (Red) Measured transmission with the TDS at warm temperature. The yellow
window highlights the sinc shape obtained with the TDS and related to the unresolved fine-line around 320 µm.

the cryogenics involved in the optical system as it is a crucial aspect in all far-infrared experiments. Cooling

down instruments here allows us to work with a sensitive detector and to reduce thermal noise and dielectric

losses in silicon (still to be confirmed).

The Martin Puplett Interferometer

Among various kinds of FTS, the one we use is a Martin Puplett Interferometer (MPI) ((Martin and

Puplett, 1970)). This configuration is often used in far-infrared since the thin beam-splitter is replaced

by a polarizer, which can work over a large frequency range, unlike the conventional beam-splitter used

in the visible and near-infrared. The polarizer is made of parallel metal wires which are spatially close

(i.e. the distance between them is short compared to the wavelength). Then, by decomposing the incident

electric field as the sum of two orthogonal polarization vectors, the polarizer will reflect the component

which is parallel to the wires and transmit the component which is perpendicular to the wires. In this

way, the polarizer acts as a beam-splitter ; and as long as a loss of signal through the metallic wires is not

critical, then the MPI working frequency range is a serious advantage over the Michelson interferometer’s

((Lesurf, 2017)). Figure 5.13 illustrates the overall MPI functioning. When the light enters the cryostat, it
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Figure 5.12: The optical set-up for measurements of etalons at cold temperature : the light first travels to the FTS
cryostat, passes through the sample cryostat and eventually reaches the bolometer cryostat. Measurements produce
interferograms which, after Fourier Transform processing, give spectra as functions of the wavelength.

is first polarized by a vertical polarizer P1. A 45o polarization beam-splitter BS decomposes the light into

two orthogonal polarization beams. One passes through the wires and reaches a roof-top mirror (RM1),

the other is reflected and reaches the roof-top mirror RM2. The conventional flat mirrors in a Michelson

interferometer are replaced by roof-top mirrors in the MPI because they rotate the polarization by 90o

using two successive reflections. This results in transmission through (resp. reflection by) the polarizing

beam-splitter of the electric component that has been first reflected (resp. transmitted). The two electric

components are recombined at the beam splitter. The wave is then reflected on two parabolic mirrors (PMs)

and is finally analyzed by another polarizer P2 (whose metallic wires are in the same direction as those of

P1). This last polarizer is necessary to observe interference fringes : without this optical component one

would observe a constant power on the detector. In order to perform Fourier Transform Spectroscopy, one

of the two roof-top mirrors is translated, leading to a variation in the optical path difference (OPD) of

the output beam which results in a modulation of power. The bolometer, at the end of the optical train,

measures the power and we can derive an interferogram as a function of the mirror scan, from the zero

path difference (ZPD) to a maximal travel distance. It is to mention that the FTS cryostat is cooled down

to 77 K (with liquid nitrogen) during measurements to reduce the thermal background noise on the light

modulation.
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Figure 5.13: Cryogenic (77 K) Martin Puplett Interferometer (MPI) produces interferograms by amplitude division.
The wave from the black body source is first polarized by the polarizer P1 (wires at 45o from the orthogonal basis
created by BS). It is then split into two components by the polarizer BS : each orthogonal polarization is reflected
on a roof-top mirror (RM1 and RM2) and goes back to the polarizer BS. Eventually both components recombine,
the wave is reflected on two parabolic mirrors (PM) and a polarizer P2 (same as P1) selects one component of the
field. With P2 it is therefore possible to observe a modulated power at the end of the FTS cryostat. Interferograms
are obtained by scanning one of the two roof-top mirrors (RM2) which changes the optical path difference of the two
orthogonal electric components.

Sample cryostat

The sample cryostat is a dedicated cryostat with a single cryogenic vessel where we put the etalons

under test. With this setup, the measurement of various elements can be achieved without the need to

disassemble the whole experiment of figure 5.12, but only the small sample cryostat. Moreover, manual

valves between the sample cryostat and the other two cryostats allow one to remove the sample cryostat

without breaking the vacuum in the bolometer cryostat. The interior of the sample cryostat is pictured

in figure 5.14. It contains a fixed filter holder and an aluminum wheel where etalons are mounted. Once

the sample cryostat is closed, the wheel can be rotated by a manual shaft, allowing us to test one sample
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after the other or after the reference. A microswitch has been installed to allow only certain positions to

be reached with the help of three notches that have been milled on the circumference of the wheel at

120o from each others. For the etalon measurements, a stack of two filters on the fixed holder suppresses

light outside of the 320 µm band. Their spectral characteristics is depicted in figure 5.15. The band-pass

filter (BP350) creates a narrow (60 µm-width) band transmission around 320 µm and the low-pass filter

(LP270) prevents any signal contamination between 100 and 200 µm, that the BP350 could let pass. These

filters should allow us to measure a pure signal in the band of interest (around 320 µm), despite a small

contribution from the 400-600 µm band due to the etalon transmission (see figure 5.11). Concerning cryo-

genic aspects, the sample cryostat can be cooled down to 77 K with liquid nitrogen or to 4 K with liquid

helium, after liquid-nitrogen pre-cooling. A copper braid forms the thermal link between the cold stage and

the aluminum wheel. Thus the samples can be cooled down to 77 or 4 K. Two silicon diodes allow us to

probe the temperature of the cold stage but also of the wheel. In most of the experiments presented in this

chapter (namely the multi-layer etalon performance), we only cooled down the samples to 77 K, mainly for

stability reasons : indeed, the cryostat has an autonomy of 6 hours at liquid nitrogen temperature while

it is reduced to less than 2 hours at 4 K. After this thesis, we measured the effects of temperature on the

losses in silicon, the results are briefly discussed at the end of section 5.2.3.

Bolometer cryostat

The bolometer cryostat is at the very end of the optical train. As the light focuses at the entrance of

the detector cryostat (see figure E.3 in appendix E), we brought the detector as close as possible to the

window, in order to collect the maximum amount of light. The detector is suspended by a copper plate

that is directly attached to the cold tip of the cryocooler : in this way, the bolometer is thermally linked to

the 300 mK stage. To reach sub-Kelvin temperature, the cryostat needs to be precooled to a temperature

less than 2 K. This is achieved with the two liquid nitrogen and liquid helium reservoirs. Then a 3He

adsorption cooler 1 allows the bolometer to reach 270 mK, after one or more recycling. Figure 5.16 shows

the condenser, the evaporator and the pumping line of the cryocooler. The low-temperature is a prerequisite

for this bolometer to work in its optimal range, although other bolometers are not that demanding and

work at higher temperature (1.7 K).

1. The cryocooler is made of a pump (activated charcoal), a condenser, an evaporator and a pumping line (see figure 5.16).
In practice, when the cryocooler is thermalized at ∼ 1.7 K due to the pumping on the helium bath, we heat the activated
charcoal by applying a voltage to a resistance glued on the pumping element. The 3He atoms which where fixed to the charcoal
since the last cycling, are thus released and can travel through the pumping tube. They are then condensed at the condenser
level when the saturation vapor pressure at 1.7 K is reached and the liquid 3He falls into the evaporator by gravity. Once we
stop heating the resistance, the charcoal can cool down since it is thermally linked to the helium 4 tank. The charcoal pumps
on the 3He bath by adsorbing the atoms : the pressure and the temperature decrease.
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Figure 5.14: Pictures of the open sample cryostat shot from different angles. A maximum of three samples can be
mounted on the wheel. A microswitch has been installed and three notches have been milled, to allow only certain
positions that correspond to the positioning of the three samples in the optical path. Once the sample cryostat is
closed, the wheel can be manually rotated from one position to the other by means of a shaft made from a fiber-epoxy
tube to minimize the heat load on the cold stage. Two filters are used in this etalon experiment to reduce the power
on the detector. The wheel can be cooled down to 4 K if necessary, a copper braid builds the thermal link between
the cold stage and the wheel. Two probes monitor the changes in temperature of the 4 K-stage and of the wheel.

5.2.2 Measuring the finesse of multi-layer silicon etalons

After describing the optical set-up and the three cryostats that are used for measurements, we now

present the results concerning the finesse of the etalons that were built.

The first real limitation that we had to face for the finesse measurements were related to the ‘short’

travelling distance that the scanning roof-top mirror was able to achieve. Indeed, from the central fringe,

the mirror can travel 5 mm in one direction and 35 mm in the other direction. From equation δσ =
1

2Dmax
(section 4.1.1) and after mirroring the non-symmetric interferogram, we derive the distance between two

frequency datapoints δσ = 0.071 cm−1 , which corresponds in wavelength to δλ = λ2δσ = 0.73 µm for

λ = 320 µm. With a theoretical FP resolution of R = 215, we might expect a limit on the FWHM of

δλ = 1.48 µm at λ = 320 µm. These short calculations indicate that there will only be a small number

of datapoints in the transmission peak of the etalon. Moreover, if the signal to noise ratio is not suffi-
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Figure 5.15: Transmission of the two filters used in the sample cryostat : the BP350 filter only transmits in a
narrow-band around 320 µm and the LP270 filter suppresses any signal between 100 and 200 µm.

ciently high, it might be difficult to fit the data. This is the reason why we investigated an alternative

analysis method that relies on the processing of the direct interferograms, instead of the Fourier Transform

of interferograms. The idea is to make an assumption on the shape of the spectrum and from there, to

compute the expected interferogram related to the spectrum and to fit it to the measured interferogram.

From this, it is possible to derive the parameters that define the shape of the spectrum. The purpose of

the two methods performed in parallel is to check that we get comparable results at the end of the analyses.

FP1 etalon

To illustrate the two methods with an example, we use the data from the 6th of June where we measured

interferograms of FP1.

The first step is to process data coming from the measurements of the reference which corresponds to

the open position of the wheel in figure 5.14. The measurement gives us the emission of the source radiation

filtered by the bandpass on the fixed mount. We only use this spectrum to compare it to the one with

the FP in the path, to derive the transmission of the FP. Moreover, this step cannot be avoided since the

interferogram of the reference tells us where the zero path difference (ZPD) is for one set of measurements.

Figure 5.17 illustrates the different operations of the data processing that have been applied. The MPI

scanning mirror travels a distance from -20 to 20 mm in reported coordinates of the translation stage.
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Figure 5.16: Open detector cryostat : the bolometer and its Winston cone is linked to the cold tip of the cryocooler.
The 3He adsorption cooler is made of an evaporator, a pumping line and a condenser.

Two interferograms have been selected for the following calculation, they are shown on (A) between ± 5

mm around the ZPD which is calculated to be at -15.0 mm for the two of them. These interferograms are

obtained after thermal drift and offset corrections. Panel (B) is a zoom on the central fringes. The averaged

interferogram (C) of the two interferograms gives the spectrum (D) after Fourier transform. As expected,

most of the signal is detected in the 350 µm band even if there is a weak contamination signal at 470 µm.

First method : Fourier transform analysis

The measured interferograms from the FP1 etalon are plotted on (A) in figure 5.18. We have selected

8 interferograms that we considered as reliable (low noise and low external perturbation data) for data

processing. In the interferograms figure, presented between -16 and -14 mm, the first thing that we can

notice is the shape of the measurements at the level of the ‘central fringe’ : it is a sinusoid. This pattern was
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Figure 5.17: Results from FTS measurements in the reference position : (A) two interferograms have been selected for
data processing (shown after drift and offset corrections) ; (B) Zoom on the central fringes of the two interferograms :
for the two of them, the central datapoint is at -15,0 mm ; (C) Averaged (and “mirrored” (see later)) interferogram
leads to the spectrum shown in (D), after Fourier transform.

expected since the Fourier Transform of a shifted Dirac function is a complex exponential and from these

single measurements, we might conclude that the system we built works as a resonant system (i.e. as a

FP). Panel (B) is the averaged interferogram after several operations. We have corrected the interferogram

from the slow modulation that is mostly due to noise from the experimental set-up in the lab. For this

operation we applied a moving average to determine a baseline and subtracted this baseline to the averaged

interferogram. Next, in order to improve the spectral resolution of the spectrum derived by Fourier data

processing, we have artificially increased the size of the interferogram by mirroring it with respect to the

central position. Before this, we made sure that the central position was consistent with the one derived

from the reference. These two operations lead to panel (B). The blue spectrum in (C) is derived from the

interferogram (B) after Fourier transform.

Our objective is now to fit the spectral profile data by a Lorentzian function because this function is
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Figure 5.18: Results from FTS measurements of FP1 based on Fourier Transform analysis : (A) 8 interferograms
have been selected for data processing, after drift and offset corrections, they are shown between ± 1 mm around the
ZPD (the ‘central fringe’ is around -15 mm) ; (B) Averaged interferogram from the 8 measurements after correction
for slow modulation and mirroring ; (C) Computed transmission spectrum after Fourier Transform of the averaged
interferogram and its Lorentzian fit.

representative of a resonant system, such that a Fabry-Perot interferometer. A Lorentzian function can be

described by the following equation :

f(λ) =
A

1 + α(λ− λ0)2
(5.2)

with A the maximum of the Lorentzian function, α the parameter related to the width of the function

and λ0 which indicates the central position of the resonance. From panel (C) in figure 5.18, we derived the

parameters that define the Lorentzian shape : A = 0.41 (in transmission), α = 0.24 µm−2, λ0 = 316.9 µm.

The corresponding fit in orange overlays the measured data on the plot. The resolving power R can be

deduced from the calculations of the ratio of λ0 to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) δλ which is

equal to
2√
α

:

R =
λ0

δλ
=
λ0
√
α

2
(5.3)

For the FP1 measurements, the Fourier analysis gives a resolution RFTFP1 equal to 77.8 at λ0 = 316.9 µm.

The idea is now to compare the results from the conventional Fourier Transform analysis with the results
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of the analysis that relies on direct interferogram processing.

Second method : direct interferogram analysis

The second method is based on the assumption that the spectrum that we expect has a Lorentzian function

shape. As we have seen in the previous paragraph, this assumption is fully justified. The goal is to find

the analytical function that can describe the interferogram of a Lorentzian function in order to find the

parameters which fit the measured interferogram. From this, it is then possible to derive the resolving power

and the resonant wavelength of the etalon, as it has been done above. The advantage of this method is that

since spatial datapoints are recorded every micron (without increasing the time duration of measurements),

the interferogram can be fitted with more datapoints than the spectrum.

The Fourier Transform is the mathematical operation that allows one to switch between domains : in

our case, we want to find the equivalent of the wavenumber-dependent function f̂(σ) in the spatial domain.

The Fourier Transform of f̂(σ) is the function f(x) given by the equation :

f(x) =
1√
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
f̂(σ)ei2πσx dσ (5.4)

where the wavenumber σ is expressed in m−1 as x accounts for the displacement of the mirror (in m).

Note that here, the ‘wavenumber’ is the reciprocal variable of the distance x (and not of the optical path

difference). The resonance in wavenumber can be described by the Lorentzian function :

f̂(σ) =
A

1 + α(σ − σ0)2
(5.5)

We then use two relationships between a function and its Fourier Transform :
f̂(σ − a) ⇐⇒ f(x) ei2πax

√
2

π

a

a2 + 4π2σ2
⇐⇒ e−a|x|

(5.6)

Equation 5.5 can be thus rewritten as (for α > 0) :

f̂(σ) = B

√
2

π

2π/
√
α

4π2/α+ 4π2(σ − σ0)2
(5.7)

where B is a constant coefficient. Equations 5.6 and 5.7 give the equation of the Fourier Transform f(x) :

f(x) = B cos(2πσ0x) exp(−2π |x|√
α

) (5.8)
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In practice, f is offset from the position of the central fringe x0 which results in a slight change in the

definition of f :

f(x) = B cos(2πσ0(x− x0)) exp(−|x− x0|
d

) (5.9)

where d =
√
α/2π describes the rate of the exponential decay. With this interferogram-based method, we

tried to fit the data of the figure 5.18, panel (B) to the equation 5.9. This figure shows an exponential decay

in addition of the sinusoidal oscillation. As we aim at computing the resolving power, the parameters of

equation 5.9 that we should derive are : x0 the position of the central fringe, σ0 the resonant ‘wavenumber’

and d . The resolving power R can therefore be calculated since σ0 = 1/X, where X is the spatial period

of the cosine modulation (note that here λ0 = 2X because the OPD is two times the distance scanned by

the mirror) and δσ =
2√
α

=
1

πd
, with the formula :

R =
π d

X
(5.10)

Results from the analysis of FP1 with the second method are presented in figure 5.19. Here we only

fitted the interferogram of the previous study. (A) and (B) illustrate this fit over two spatial bands : around

the central position and on the decay of the exponential. The parameters that make the fit matching the

data are : X = 0.1588 mm, x0 = -15.03 mm and d = 3.99. With this method, the resolving power of FP1

RIFP1 is therefore 78.9 at λ0 = 317.6 µm for this set of measurements, which is very close to the value

RFTFP1 found with the conventional Fourier analysis.

Figure 5.19: Results from FTS measurements of FP1 based on interferogram analysis : 8 interferograms have
been used to compute an averaged interferogram. This interferogram is fitted to the interferogram expected for a
Lorentzian spectrum. (A) and (B) correspond to the measured data and the fit over two different sections of the
interferogram.

FP1 was the result of the assembling with four small silicon trapezoidal pieces to create each spacer
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(see figure 5.7). This solution was a mean to rapidly test the multi-layer silicon FP, but the system has

been improved now. However, despite a rather unstable stack (especially during the mounting), it must

be mentioned that this etalon demonstrates already satisfying performance. FP2, because of the way it is

built, will show better properties.

FP2 etalon

We now present the results obtained with the etalon FP2. In the following we use data of the experiment

performed on the 6th of June.

Because the steps followed for the data processing have already been presented, we will not get into the

details of the calculations. The methods are exactly the same as before and the important figures and fit

parameters are shown here. The different steps of the Fourier analysis are shown in figure 5.20. For the fit

with the Lorentzian function, we found the following parameters : A = 0.98, α = 1.11 µm−2, λ0 = 325.7

µm. This gives a spectral resolution RFTFP2 of 172.1 at λ0 = 325.7 µm.

The second method (interferogram fitting) deals directly with the interferogram. Results are presented in

figure 5.21. The parameters of the interferogram fit are the following : X = 0.1632 mm, x0 = -15.1 mm

and d = 9.30. The resolution RIFP2 is therefore of 179.0 at λ0 = 326.4 µm. Once again, the fits provided

by the two methods are consistent.

As expected, the performance is far better for FP2 than for FP1, mainly for two reasons : spacer rings

were made of monolithic pieces and every single layer of the FP2 has been selected for its flatness properties

(PV ≤ 1 µm). Furthermore, we can already discuss the discrepancy of the resonant wavelength for the two

etalons. Indeed, the first one is at ∼ 317 µm while the other is close to 326 µm. The shift in wavelength

between etalon FP1 and etalon FP2 is probably due to the fact that two different wafers have been used

to manufacture spacers, especially the one required for the FP cavity (the second wafer was most likely

thicker). The nominal thickness of the small silicon sheets and spacers is very difficult to measure, especially

because it is not constant over the whole wafer area. These small variations from one wafer to the other

have increased the size of the cavity and this shows that the resonance of multi-layer silicon FPs as those

of conventional FPs, can be tuned by scaling the cavity.

FP3 etalon

FP3 was tested on the 1st of July and the same analysis was applied to the data. Note that its measu-

rement conditions were extremely advantageous and as a consequence, the data exhibit a very low-noise,

as illustrated in figure 5.22. For the matching with the Lorentzian function, the fitting parameters : A =

0.76, α = 0.87 µm−2, λ0 = 322.1 µm. The spectral resolution is therefore RFTFP3 = 150.0 at λ0 = 322.1 µm.

The interferogram fitting is illustrated in figure 5.23 and parameters are : X = 0.1614 mm, x0 = -14.8

mm and d = 8.2. Therefore we get RIFP3 = 159.3 at λ0 = 322.9 µm.
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Figure 5.20: Results from FTS measurements of FP2 based on Fourier Transform analysis : (A) 20 interferograms
have been selected for data processing, after drift and offset corrections, they are shown between ± 1 mm around the
ZPD (the ‘central fringe’ is around -15 mm) ; (B) Averaged interferogram from the 20 measurements after correction
for slow modulation and mirroring ; (C) Computed transmission spectrum after Fourier Transform of the averaged
interferogram and its Lorentzian fit.

Because the three-pad parts of the mechanical holders have been lapped to the sub-micron precision, it

is surprising to observe that FP3 does not demonstrate better finesse performance than FP2. However, we

should remind that for this etalon, we could not use homogeneous-quality silicon sheets and spacers (i.e.

PV possibly greater than 1 µm).

As a conclusion of this part about finesse measurements, we have demonstrated that our first FP pro-

totypes made with multi-layer silicon plates have already reached high-finesse, close to the theoretical one

(∼ 215). The high resolving power of FP2 was not expected since we have shown in the first part of this

chapter (section 5.1.2), that we could be limited to ∼ 150 by the surface quality and by the parallelism of

the silicon sheets and spacers. However, the characterization of the layers has always been done over the

whole surface of samples. This might suggest that the quality of surface is far better where the light hits

the etalon, i.e. on a 12 mm- diameter in the center of the etalon. Performance of the three tested etalons

are summarized in table 5.1. Concerning the two methods used, the results from the two analyses are very

consistent. Figure 5.24, presented here only for illustration purposes, highlights the difference in finesse of
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Figure 5.21: Results from FTS measurements of FP2 based on interferogram analysis : 20 interferograms have
been used to compute an averaged interferogram. This interferogram is fitted to the interferogram expected for a
Lorentzian spectrum. (A) and (B) correspond to the measured data and the fit over two different sections of the
interferogram.

Method 1 (Fourier transform analysis) Method 2 (Interferogram analysis)

Etalon R λ (µm) R λ (µm)

FP1 77.8 ± 0.2 316.9 ± 0.1 78.9 ± 0.1 317.6 ± 0.1

FP2 172.1 ± 1.0 325.7 ± 0.1 179.0 ± 0.1 326.4 ± 0.1

FP3 150.0 ± 0.2 322.1 ± 0.1 159.3 ± 0.1 322.9 ± 0.1

Table 5.1: Summary of the computed finesse and resonant wavelength, according to two different methods for the
three etalons, with their corresponding error (derived from the variance of the fitting).

the three etalons by comparing their normalized interferogram.

From these measurements, we have learnt that the quality of the layers is essential for the overall

performance of the interferometer. The intrinsic thickness of each layer should also be known. This last

point has not been investigated enough in the time of this project and should be taken into consideration

for the next prototypes.

5.2.3 Measuring the transmission of multi-layer silicon etalons

The efficiency, i.e. the maximal transmission, of the three etalons has not been discussed in the previous

study. However, calculated transmission of each etalon has been shown on panel (C) in figure 5.18, 5.20 and

5.22. These results come from the conventional Fourier analysis. To derive the maximal transmission of the

three prototypes, we have used the fit of the spectra, derived by Fourier transform of the interferograms

presented above, and compare the maximum of the fit to the reference. Table 5.2 summarizes the measured

transmission of FP1, FP2 and FP3 and compares them to their respective estimated transmission.

For now, we focus on the transmissions of FP1 and FP3 : respectively 41% and 76%. These numbers
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Figure 5.22: Results from FTS measurements of FP3 based on Fourier Transform analysis : (A) 9 interferograms
have been selected for data processing, after drift and offset corrections, they are shown between ± 1 mm around the
ZPD (the ‘central fringe’ is around -15 mm) ; (B) Averaged interferogram from the 9 measurements after correction
for slow modulation and mirroring ; (C) Computed transmission spectrum after Fourier Transform of the averaged
interferogram and its Lorentzian fit.

should be interpreted with respect to their derived finesse : namely ∼ 79 and ∼ 150 (with the Fourier

transform analysis). Indeed, we should understand that, assuming no diffraction and no walk-off (i.e. for a

moderate finesse), the power which is transmitted through a FP is conserved. This means that if the etalon

as built does not meet the specifications regarding parallelism and flatness, the 100% power expected at

the resonant wavelength is re-distributed over a larger wavelength band (which makes the finesse lower). To

check this with FP1 and FP3, we have first computed the total power received by an etalon with a finesse

of ∼ 200 at λ ∼ 320 µm. This can be achieved by integrating the equation 5.2 with A = 1 and α =
2R
λ

between 250 and 400 µm for example. Then, to find the maximal transmission of FP1 and FP3, we have

modified the parameter A to reach the same total power with the resolving powers of 79 and 150. These

short calculations provide very consistent results with respect to those measured : FP1 should transmit

40% of light and FP3 75%.

The case of FP2 is not that well-understood : if we computed the expected transmission for a finesse of

∼ 172, FP2 should transmit 86% of the light (and not 98%). The error on the measured result might
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Figure 5.23: Results from FTS measurements of FP3 based on interferogram analysis : 9 interferograms have
been used to compute an averaged interferogram. This interferogram is fitted to the interferogram expected for a
Lorentzian spectrum. (A) and (B) correspond to the measured data and the fit over two different sections of the
interferogram.

Figure 5.24: Normalized interferograms corresponding to the etalons FP1, FP2 and FP3. The figure highlights the
difference of the decay rate experienced by the three FPs, which is related to the intrinsic finesse of each etalon.

come from the noise as well as external interference and instrumental drifts, especially for the reference

which does not exhibit exactly the same spectrum in the three experiments. After analyzing the data, we

understood that we should have taken more interferograms to have a less noisy reference spectrum but

the signal coming from the etalons was so faint that we really payed attention to measure more etalon

interferograms. For accurate transmission measurements, the quality of the reference spectrum also needs
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Etalon Measured transmission Estimated transmission
FP1 0.41 ± 0.01 0.40
FP2 0.98 ± 0.01 0.86
FP3 0.76 ± 0.01 0.75

Table 5.2: Measured transmission of FP1, FP2 and FP3 etalons after data analysis (with their respective fitting
error) compared to the estimated transmission.

to be ensured.

Despite the last result, we can still give an overall comparison of FPI based on dielectric mirrors (as

measured) to FPI based on metallic mirrors. Figure 5.25, which is an adaptation of Douthit et al. (2018) with

our measurements added, illustrates the differences in performance of the two kinds of FPIs. The noticeable

result is that, with dielectric mirrors, FPIs can reach higher finesse without degrading their transmission,

unlike metallic mirrors. Dielectric mirrors follow therefore a trend which is completely opposite to the

behaviour of metallic mirrors. This result is explained by the fact that no observable fraction of light

(within the accuracy of our test set-up) is absorbed with multi-layer silicon etalons. Thus, as the finesse

becomes higher, the transmission does not fall off.

Figure 5.25: Adaptation from Douthit et al. (2018), where results from our measurements have been added. This
figure compares the tendency of FPIs based on metallic mirrors (in grey and red) versus FPIs based on dielectric
mirrors (in yellow). Unlike metallic FPIs, dielectric FPIs can reach high finesse while having high transmission :
the tendency of dielectric FPIs is opposite to the one of metallci FPIs. This is only possible because the dielectric
mulit-layers do not exhibit any measurable absorption.

In this part, the influence of the temperature on the etalons has not been discussed because more

measurements (at 300 K and 4 K, for comparison) have been performed only after this thesis. Thus, we do
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not detail the measurements, but only describe the main findings, for the curiosity of the reader.

The results presented in this section have been obtained for etalons cooled down to 77 K. Since no absorp-

tion could be measured at this temperature, cooling down the etalons at lower temperature gave similar

performance as at 77 K. The noticeable outcome was to observe that, at 300 K, the etalon has a similar

behaviour than at lower temperature : the transmission and the finesse are both quite comparable. This

result is remarkable since it shows that the high-resistivity silicon that we have used to assemble the etalons

is sufficiently dielectric to prevent the system from any loss, even at warm temperature. It must also be

mention that cooling down the system to 77 K and to 4 K has slightly shifted the resonant wavelength to

lower wavelength, due to the contraction of the stack of layers.

5.3 A first step towards the coupling of the spectrometer to the bolo-

meter

This section provides preliminary results from measurements performed at the very end of this thesis.

The main purpose of this study was to demonstrate the enhancement of the absorption of the bolometer

due to the Fabry Perot out of its natural spectral range, but also to exhibit a spectral capability from the

coupled system, as theoritically expected (see section 4.2.4).

Sample to test

For this experiment, CEA/LETI provided us a “dummy” detector, made of a quarter-wave cavity

of quartz (SiO2), being 13-µm thick, on which a titanium nitride layer has been deposited to act as the

absorbing element of the detector. This thin layer has a free-space matched impedance, which should enable

it to absorb almost 100% of light at the wavelength defined by four times the size of the quarter-wave cavity

(λcav = 104 µm here). Figure 5.26 shows a picture of the dummy detector. On this sample, we have added

an etalon with a finesse of ∼ 180, which works at λFP ∼ 320 µm. The whole stack is absorbing at ∼ 320 µm

assuming we separate the absorber from the etalon by a distance of ∼ 160 µm, as described by figure 4.25.

This has been achieved by interleaving two silicon spacers between the dummy detector and the etalon

(illustration in figure 5.27).

Measurement set-up

In order to test the coupled system (i.e. the etalon coupled to the dummy bolometer), a different measu-

rement set-up from the one used so far for transmission measurements, was required. In this configuration,

the sample cryostat is used only for filtering while the bolometer cryostat has been totally rearranged (see

figure 5.28). The idea is to perform measurements of the absorption of the samples by reflection. The bolo-
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Figure 5.26: Dummy detector made by CEA/LETI for the coupling measurements : the detector is a quarter-wave
cavity of quartz with a free-space impedance matched absorber deposited on its surface. The quarter-wave cavity is
13-µm thick and thus, the detector is optimized for wavelength ∼ 100 µm.

Figure 5.27: Scheme of the overall stack to test the coupling detector/etalon : two silicon spacers are used to
separate the absorber from the etalon by a distance of λFP /2, as suggested by figure 4.25.

meter is thus no longer at the entrance of the cryostat, but the beam undergoes several reflections within

the cryostat before feeding the horn of the bolometer. A revolving plate, which is thermally linked to the

evaporator, has been introduced in order to switch between a reference (i.e. a mirror) and the sample to

test. The motion from one position to the other is possible by the magnet attached to the revolving plate
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and by external Helmholtz coils. That way, the reflection from the sample is compared to the reflection

from the reference mirror and the power absorbed by the sample can be derived.

Figure 5.28: Internal configuration of the bolometer cryostat for reflection measurements. The light coming from
the sample cryostat is reflected either on the reference mirror or the sample to test and then feeds the horn of the
bolometer. The plate which carries the mirror and the sample can be rotated by a magnet attached to it (not visible
on the picture) and by external Helmholtz coils.

Results

Measurements have therefore been performed with the sample being cooled down to 300 mK. First, we

have measured the absorption of the bare detector alone on a large spectral band, the result is shown in

figure 5.29. At ∼ 320 µm, the detector is not very efficient as it absorbs about 15 % of light.

In a second measurement, we have mounted the coupled system by assembling the etalon to the detector,

as described in figure 5.27, and compared the reflection from the coupled system to the one from the

reference mirror. Figure 5.30 presents the absorption of the whole stack. We indeed observe a spectral

pattern at ∼ 320 µm ; however, this ‘peak’ seems lower and wider than expected. The angle under which

the beam hits the sample is probably responsible for this degradation of the spectral element. A new design

of the optical train would mandatorily be needed for better performance measurements and has not been
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Figure 5.29: Measurements of the absorption of the dummy detector alone. (Left) Comparison of the reflected
intensity from the reference and from the detector. (Right) Derived absorption of the bare detector.

investigated in the time of this thesis.

Figure 5.30: Measurements of the absorption of the dummy detector coupled to the etalon (finesse of ∼ 180). (Left)
Comparison of the reflected intensity from the reference and from the coupled system. (Right) Derived absorption of
the coupled system.
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5.4 Conclusions of the chapter and perspectives for the future experi-

ments

This chapter has allowed us to experimentally verify the spectral properties of the multi-layer silicon

FP that we developed in chapter 4. For this purpose, we have first demonstrated that it was possible to

manufacture silicon layers with a peak-to-valley global flatness of less than 1.8 µm for every sample, and

better than 1 µm for some of them. We also observed the lack of measurable wedge for the whole set of

silicon layers (full sheets and spacers). These very promising geometric properties were finally confirmed by

the finesse measurements. Building a FP from scratch is a way to identify, step by step, all the critical issues

and to investigate innovative solutions such as the laser jet technology for designing the rings in silicon.

After assembling the layers according to the model proposed by the Bragg mirror theory, we obtained three

etalons to test. We could validate the simulations by measuring the transmission of the FP etalon, without

being narrow-band filtered, with a warm TDS. Indeed, the model and the measurement showed almost

perfect agreement over a large wavelength band. Furthermore, to be able to resolve the transmitted peak

of the etalon at cold temperature, we used our cryogenic Martin-Puplett interferometer. This spectrometer

has a sufficiently high spectral resolution, such that it can resolve spectral features with resolution less

than 200 at 320 µm, which is suitable for our experiment. We have chosen, nonetheless, to use two different

analyses (one based on conventional Fourier transform, the other on the direct fit of interferograms) from

which we have derived consistent results. The finesse of the three etalons built ranges from ∼ 90 to 180,

which is not that far from the 215 theoretical finesse. This study has, in particular, demonstrated that the

quality of the layers used is very critical and that special care should be given when selecting any silicon

layer for the whole assembly. In addition, the nominal thickness of the layers should be perfectly known

since this can lead to a shift in wavelength, as we have experienced. Finally we have demonstrated that

there is no measurable absorption in a multi-layer silicon FP at 77 K (nor at 300 K or 4 K). In particular,

the maximal transmission is improved with increasing finesse and the etalons follow quite well this rule of

thumb.

Preliminary results about the coupling of the spectrometer to the detector have been presented at the

end of this chapter. They could be refined by improving the experimental set-up for these particular

measurements. In the end, we aim at obtaining the spectral response of a notch filter with a 0% reflection

around 320 µm. This experiment is meant to demonstrate how a resonantly coupled FP/detector system

can significantly enhance the absorption efficiency. Lastly, in the longer term, we would like to implement

a cryo-mechanism that will introduce the possibility of tuning the cavity and therefore the scanning of the

spectrum.
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Conclusion and perspectives

Detectors with capabilities extended beyond the simple photometer are currently emerging. This thesis

is focused on the development of new detectors that integrate polarimetric and spectroscopic capabilities

within the detector array.

In the frame of my thesis, I had the opportunity to join the SPICA consortium at a time where eve-

rything still needed to be defined and where there was room for improvement. Polarimetric pixels have

been designed for the B-BOP instrument. This instrument finds its main origin in results of the PLANCK

and HERSCHEL missions which showed that the magnetic field and the evolution of filaments within star-

forming regions are probably correlated. In order to map the field lines with enough sensitivity and with

a greater angular resolution than PLANCK, the B-BOP arrays, cooled down to 50 mK, present a specific

configuration. Indeed, the thermometers and the absorbers are designed such that each pixel is sensitive

to two orthogonal polarizations of the light. In this thesis, I worked on the optimization of this design,

especially the dipole antennae as it is the transducer of the electromagnetic wave. For this, I ran simulations

representing the illumination of the detector by a polarized electromagnetic wave. The goal of this study

was to extract characteristic values for the dimensions of the absorbers. We found out, for example, that

the optimal length of dipole antennae, in a large network, is ∼ λ/3. We also understood that, conversely

to the usual need for matching the free-space impedance Z0, the optimal impedance for the absorbers is

different (∼ Z0/2). This is explained by the fact that the quarter-wave cavity is made of silicon oxide

whose refractive index (n = 2) is different from the refractive index of vacuum/air and that the absorber is

not a full sheet, but a structured absorber embedded in a network. In addition, the cross-polarization has

been minimized and, for the design chosen for the final B-BOP detectors, estimated to be less than 0.1 %.

This work, derived for the shortest wavelength detector assembly, has been extended to the two other focal

planes of B-BOP. Lastly, I have used an already proven solution, to adapt the absorption of the 100 µm

detector to the 200 µm and 350 µm bands. This work has enabled us to optimize the geometry of the pixels
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which are currently under manufacture. Experimental characterization of the polarimetric detectors still

needs to confirm these results, especially concerning the cross-polarization (critical point for the scientific

mission).

The second part of this thesis deals with the implementation of the spectroscopic capability at the de-

tector level. After evaluating which solution could be more likely used, without the need for redesigning

the whole detector, I oriented our research towards Fabry-Perot interferometry (FPI). A Fabry-Perot (FP),

set in a collimated beam, can be compatible with imaging assuming some converging optical elements focus

the light on the detector array. However here, the idea was to bring the spectrometer very close (of the order

of wavelength) to the detector to build a new interferometer. Before studying the coupling of the FP to the

detector, we focused on the spectrometer and decided to initiate at CEA, in collaboration with LETI, the

development of FP made only with high-resistivity silicon mirrors. This overcomes the issue of absorption

experienced by state-of-the-art FPs in the far-infrared field. Later, to improve the intrinsic finesse of the

spectrometer, we investigated the use of multi-layer silicon mirrors following the Bragg mirror theory. The

result is that the finesse increases rapidly with a small number of layers, especially because of the high

refractive index of silicon (as compared to the refractive index of vacuum/air). We chose a three-layer

mirror configuration which leads to a theoretical finesse of 215. In this study, a strong coupling between

the FP and the detector which is due to the impedance matching of the two optical cavities (created by

the FP mirrors and the mirror of the detector backshort cavity) has also been demonstrated. This coupling

enables the whole interferometer to absorb almost 100% of light, even far from the initial working range of

the detector. Finally in this theoretical study, we demonstrated that a FPI with a finesse of 150 at ∼ 160

µm could be used in the focus of a focal plane without degrading too much the spatial and the spectral

properties of the whole system.

The experimental work initiated at CEA started with the characterization of silicon layers made for the

mirrors and the FP cavity. The samples showed already flatness performance that is close to the require-

ments for the range of finesse expected. First measurements, at warm temperature, enabled us to validate

the model which has driven the manufacture of the FPI. Then, measurements at 77 K were performed and

demonstrated that, assuming the selection of silicon layers with sufficient flatness, the multi-layer silicon

FPI can reach finesse of 180 (and thus a spectral resolution of 180 at first order), close to the targeted

215. The same analysis has proved, at 77 K but also at warmer temperature, that high-resistivity silicon

is a lossless material at sub-millimeter wavelengths. Indeed, the different etalons that we tested have a

maximal transmission which increases with finesse and this result is not compatible with absorption by
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the mirrors. The following step of this experimental study was to characterize the coupled system (i.e. the

FP coupled to the detector) in order to compare its performance with the one predicted by the theory. We

expect that the resonantly coupled FP/detector system can significantly enhance the absorption efficiency

while adding the spectral capability to the detector. This work initiated at the very end of this thesis has

already shown promising results although the experimental set-up should be adapted for more accurate

measurements. Lastly, in the long term, we would like to build a ’real’ spectrometer by introducing the

tunability of the cavity with a cryo-mechanism.

This last thesis topic gave me the chance to lead a project from scratch. If the initial concept of the

“on-chip spectrometer” was my idea, the manufacture and the characterization of the prototype has been

a full team work. We have still some way to go before having a real cryogenic spectro-imager but the first

experimental results have already demonstrated promising properties of the multi-layer silicon mirrors. For

example, the dielectric FPs that we built could already improve the overall transmission of instruments

using several FPs in series by a factor of 2 (and therefore reduce the observing time by the same factor).

This also shows that progresses in micro-technologies facilitate the evolution towards integrated instru-

ments.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Airy formula for Fabry

Perot interferometry

Figure A.1

Here we aim at deriving the Airy formula from electric field calculations to describe a multi-wave

interferometer such as the Fabry-Perot Interferometer.

The transmitted wave intensity I can be computed from the transmitted electric field vector
−→
E :
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I =
−→
E .
−→
E∗ (A.1)

where
−→
E =

∞∑
i=1

Ei
−→ui , −→ui being the unitary vector that stands for the direction of Ei. One now calculate

the first outgoing waves E1, E2 and E3 :

E1 = E0 e
j(wt−φi) = E0 (1− r1) (1− r2) ej(wt−φ1) (A.2)

E2 = E0 (1− r1) r2 r1 (1− r2) ej(wt−φ2) (A.3)

= E0 (1− r1) (r2 r1)1 (1− r2) ej(wt−φ2) (A.4)

E3 = E0 (1− r1) r2 r1 r2 r1(1− r2) ej(wt−φ3) (A.5)

= E0 (1− r1) (r2 r1)2 (1− r2) ej(wt−φ3) (A.6)

where I0 = |E0|2 stands for the intensity of the incident wave, r1 and r2 are the reflection coefficient

(R = |r|2 with R the power reflection coefficient) of the reflective surfaces (1) and (2) respectively and φi

corresponds to the phase associated to the electric field Ei. These examples allow one to find the general

relationship for any transmitted electric field :

Ei = E0 (1− r1) (r2 r1)i−1 (1− r2) ej(wt−φi) (A.7)

As −→ui is the same for any electric field vector
−→
Ei :

E =

∞∑
i=1

Ei (A.8)

= E0 (1− r1) (1− r2)

∞∑
i=1

(r1r2)i−1 ej(wt−φi) (A.9)

Calculations of any phase delay φi with respect to φ1 the phase delay of
−→
E1 :

φi = (φi − φi−1) + (φi−1 − φi−2) + ... + (φ2 − φ1) + φ1 (A.10)

= (i− 1) ∆φ+ φ1 (A.11)

(A.12)

where ∆φ =
2π

λ
δ with the optical path difference δ = 2OA−OA′ = 2n

d

cos θ
− 2nd

sin2 θ

cos θ
= 2nd cos θ.
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Therefore, ∆φ =
4π

λ
nd cos θ and we have :

φi = (i− 1)× 4π

λ
nd cos θ + φ1 (A.13)

One can insert this expression in equation A.9 :

E = E0 (1− r1) (1− r2) ej(wt−φ1)
∞∑
i=0

(r1r2 e
−j

4π

λ
nd cos θ

)i (A.14)

Since R1, R2 and the complex exponential are all less than 1 in modulus, we can apply the result on

geometric series :

E = E0 (1− r1) (1− r2) ej(wt−φ1) 1

1− r1r2 e
−j

4π

λ
nd cos θ

(A.15)

Using this equation to calculate the transmitted wave intensity, we obtain :

I =
−→
E .
−→
E∗ (A.16)

=
E2

0 (1− r1)2(1− r2)2

(1− r1r2 e
−j

4π

λ
nd cos θ

) × (1− r1r2 e
+j

4π

λ
nd cos θ

)

(A.17)

=
E2

0 (1− r1)2 (1− r2)2

1 + (r1r2)2 − 2r1r2 cos(
4π

λ
nd cos θ)

(A.18)

=
E2

0 (1− r1)2 (1− r2)2

1 + (r1r2)2 − 2r1r2 + 4r1r2 sin2(
2π

λ
nd cos θ)

(A.19)

(A.20)

Fresnel equations give r1 = −r2 assuming that r1 corresponds to the reflection amplitude at the interface

A/B and r2 is the reflection amplitude at the interface B/A. One also has : |r1|2 = |r2|2 = |r|2 = R :

I =
I0 (1−R)2

1 +R2 − 2R+ 4R sin2(
2π

λ
nd cos θ)

(A.21)

=
I0 (1−R)2

(1−R)2 + 4R sin2(
2π

λ
nd cos θ)

(A.22)

=
I0

1 +
4R

(1−R)2
sin2(

2π

λ
nd cos θ)

(A.23)

(A.24)
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The transmission T is :

T =
1

1 +
4R

(1−R)2
sin2(∆φ/2)

(A.25)

where ∆φ =
4π

λ
nd cos θ
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Appendix B

Solution based on micro-structured

silicon

Here, we present the detailed study based on the use of micro-structured silicon as the low-refractive index

material for the multi-layer silicon FPI described in chapter 4. This solution has not been finally selected,

for a question of time.

In a first attempt, we chose to use micro-structured silicon as the low refractive index material (L) in

combination with bulk silicon for the high refractive index material (H). The micro-structures in the sili-

con are obtained by Deep Reactive-Ion Etching (DRIE) which is used to drill periodic holes in the material.

The hole dimensions should be well below the wavelength in order to have an effectively homogeneous me-

dium as seen by the wave. With the silicon etching, a material with a refractive index between that of

air and the one of silicon is generated. The resulting refractive index can be controlled by adjusting the

volume fraction of silicon with respect to air. This method has already been investigated by other groups

for antireflective coating or for all-silicon multi-layer interference filters (Makitsubo et al. (2017); Defrance

et al. (2018) for example). In the case of antireflective layers, the micro-structured silicon limits the reflec-

tion experienced by the wave on the silicon due to its high value of refractive index. CEA/LETI has also

produced micro-structured silicon in the frame of the development of THz detector arrays for applications

other than astronomy. One silicon window with micro-structured antireflection layer is presented in figure

B.1, with a zoom on the etched holes. The refractive index of the structured silicon has been measured to

be ∼ 1.4, which corresponds to holes slightly bigger than what were initially planned (16.35 x 16.35µm).

The idea was to braze two of these windows face to face and to etch the silicon (on the opposite side of

the wafer) to 16 µm. The mirror follows therefore a (HLH) configuration with (H) being the bulk silicon

and (L) being the two micro-structured silicon layers facing each other and with a small spacing between

them (see red marks in figure B.2, left).
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Figure B.1: Silicon window with micro-structured antireflection layer for THz detectors produced at CEA/LETI.
The silicon window is 25.5 x 27 x 0.725 mm and the dimensions of the holes are specified on the legend of the photo
(credit LETI)

Figure B.2: (Left) Sketch of one mirror obtained by brazing two silicon windows with micro-structured antireflection
layer and then etching the other extremity of the wafer to 16 µm. The (L) layer is formed by the two structured silicon
layer interleaved by a vacuum gap. Note that the drawing is not to scale ; (right) Computed reflectivity obtained for
the corresponding mirror, the maximum reflectivity R = 95 % is at λ = 223 µm.

As it has already been mentioned, the wavelength range has evolved with the different solutions stu-

died throughout this research project. By using the “off the shelf” micro-structured silicon, the optimized

wavelength is λ = 223 µm, which can be considered as sufficiently close from our initial objective (the C+

line at 158 µm) for a first prototype. The computed reflectivity is plotted in figure B.2 (right) : it reaches

95% for λ = 223 µm.

Figure B.3 presents the FPI that could be created by assembling two mirrors . The distance between the

two mirrors arises from the silicon walls that should be etched to form the right cavity size (D = 334 µm

on the sketch). For λ = 222 µm, it corresponds to
3λ

2
. The whole stack has a maximal transmission of

100% at λ = 222 µm with a resolution of ∼ 200 in third order, which gives a finesse of ∼ 70. This solution
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Figure B.3: (Left) Sketch of the whole stack that forms the FPI : two mirrors (as described by figure B.2) are
separated by a distance D= 334 µm, that corresponds to 3λ

2 at λ ∼ 222 µm. This distance would be obtained by
etching the silicon walls ; (right) Computed transmission obtained for the corresponding FPI, the etalon is 100%
efficient at λ = 222 µm.

has been studied in detail since it presents several advantages. The first one is that the micro-structured

silicon was available off the shelf which means that no development would have been required for this if

we accept the resonant wavelength to be λ = 222 µm for the first prototype. In further experiments, we

would have needed to adapt the design of the FPI to our application to avoid, for example, the silicon

walls that constrain the cavity size. However the possibility to modify the value of the refractive index of

the layer (L) by tuning the volume ratio of silicon to air gives the opportunity to scale the design to the

need. Another strong advantage is that the whole FPI would have been only made of silicon. This implies

that we avoid any issue due to different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) since we plan to work at

4 K. The all-silicon structure should also not present strong losses due to the many bounces in the FPI as

we aim at using HRFZ silicon (still to be experimentally demonstrated). In short, the FPI solution based

on micro-structured silicon looks very promising, but in the frame of this thesis, we had to move on to

something simpler that came with less technological issues. One of the main issue that we had to deal with

was the deep etching of the wafer to 16 µm which was not straightforward. In addition, such a thin layer,

if the etching succeeded, would have made each individual silicon window very fragile. For this reason, we

decided to move to another design, where we no longer use micro-structured silicon, although we should

continue to investigate this solution.
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Appendix C

CMB bands defined by the LiteBIRD

mission

Figure C.1: CMB bands defined by the LiteBIRD mission (Hazumi, 2018)
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Appendix D

Calculation of the spectral and spatial

effects of a Fabry Perot located in the

focus of a beam for different nominal

finesses.

This appendix follows the section 4.2.4 which aims at describing the behavior of a Fabry Perot interfe-

rometer (FPI) located in the focus of a beam. The following results estimate the degradation of the full

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the beam after travelling through the Fabry Perot and quantify the

degradation in finesse due to the focus for different nominal finesses. The motivation for these figures was

to give a more general trend of the effects of a FPI, compared to the single case presented in the thesis.
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Figure D.1: (Top) Widening of the FWHM of the beam (in %) after travelling through the FPI for different nominal
finesses between 50 and 350. (Bottom) Ratio of the finesse of a Gaussian beam travelling through the FPI to the
nominal finesse (i.e. the finesse of a plane wave through the same FPI) for different nominal finesses between 50 and
350. This ratio must be less or equal to 100%.
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Appendix E

Upgrade of the FTS Optical Train

Written by A. Poglitsch, internal communication.

E.1 Configuration of the system before the upgrade

The IR-FTS facility at DAp is built around a Martin-Puplett type interferometer (MPI), which is

mounted on a liquid-nitrogen cooled optical bench inside a vacuum vessel (Figure E.1). All optical ele-

ments, which have to be actuated either for alignment purposes or to modulate the optical path difference

(OPD), are suspended from ambient temperature mechanisms by low thermal conductivity structures and

thermally linked to the LN2 work surface by individual copper braids. Light from an ultra-high-pressure

metal halide lamp enters the FTS through a polypropylene foil window ; on the exit side of the FTS the

optical path continues in vacuum, such that no window is needed there.

The modulated light from the MPI can then be fed either directly into the detector cryostat (IR-Labs

WWW), which at the beginning of this thesis was set up for cold reflection measurements : by switching

between a reference mirror and, e.g., a detector test structure, one can measure its reflectivity. The reflec-

ted light is detected with a silicon bolometer (IR-Labs XXX), which is equipped with a Winston cone to

suppress any stray light from outside of its acceptance solid angle.

Alternatively, a sample cryostat (IR-Labs YYY) can be inserted into the optical path between the

FTS cryostat and the detector cryostat. A wheel with several positions allows one to perform transmission

measurements of several samples, in one cool-down, relative to an open position.

By the time of the start of this thesis, the entire optical train only contained one element with optical

power, an offset parabolic mirror, which acted as a collimator for the light coming from the source and

entering into the MPI. Given the total length of the optical path of >1m, it seemed obvious that for
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Figure E.1: Top view of the opened FTS cryostat with the LN2 tank in the lower right of the picture. The collimated
light from the lamp enters through the baffle tube at the top, which also contains the wire grid polarizer, and is then
distributed into the two interferometer arms by the polarizing beam splitter, where also the light reflected by the
roof-top mirrors is recombined on the return path. Two flat mirrors then direct the light to the cryostat exit port,
where the analyzer grid completes the scheme of a Martin-Puplett interferometer.

measurements of, e.g., very narrow-band filters, with a correspondingly small amount of total transmitted

power, some relay optics would be needed to increase the end-to-end étendue (AΩ) of the optical system.

E.2 Upgrade of the optics design

Starting from the cryostat construction drawings and with some dimensions directly taken off the as-

built hardware we could reconstruct the 3D positions of all optical surfaces in the FTS. Simple raytracing of

the system (Figure E.2) then revealed an étendue of AΩ ∼ 3×10−8m2, compared to the AΩ ∼ 5×10−6m2

of the Winston cone. We then investigated how one could implement the necessary relay optics with a mini-

mum amount of modifications to the existing setup, but substantial improvements in étendue. One further

constraint was to introduce no extra complications in the optical alignment ; in particular, the alignment

should still be possible with visible light. This requirement dictated the use of a combination of (optical

quality) mirrors and of lenses made from a material with the same refractive index in the FIR/submm as

in the visible. The resulting, new optical scheme is presented in Figure E.3.
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Figure E.2: Top : “unfolded” optical schematic of the FTS from source to detector in the configuration of Martin-
Puplett interferometer plus detector cryostat. The sample position inside the detector cryostat is occupied either
by a reference mirror or by the test item measured in reflection. Marked as “aperture” is the position of the cold
stop at the entrance to the detector cryostat. Middle : assessment of the étendue (AΩ), which the Martin-Puplett
interferometer – in principle – could provide. Bottom : limited by the cold stop at the detector cryostat and the
Winston cone on the detector, only a very small fraction of the available light is used in the original setup.

The improvement in étendue is quite substantial : instead of AΩ ∼ 3 × 10−8m2 we can now have

AΩ = 5.5× 10−6m2, if the cold stop at the detector cryostat entrance is increased to a diameter of 10mm.

With the original 8mm diameter aperture one still can achieve AΩ > 3 × 10−6m2, up by two orders of

magnitude from the original configuration.

The extra étendue is, however, bought at the expense of some loss in transmission, as the TPX material

shows noticeable absorption already in the submm, which increases toward the FIR (Figure E.4). On the

other hand, since the spectrum of the lamp is roughly that of a rather warm blackbody, the modulated

power reaching the detector is still increasing down to 100 µm and only decreasing slightly between 100

µm and 50 µm, such that the gain in étendue is leading to a substantially increased measuring efficiency

over the wavelength band of interest.
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Figure E.3: Gold-coloured elements represent curved mirrors, transparent elements are lenses.
Top : “unfolded” new optical schematic of the FTS from source to detector in the configuration of Martin-Puplett
interferometer plus detector cryostat. Two additional, off-axis parabolic mirrors are used to form an intermediate
focus, where a field stop can be placed, and to re-collimate the light to a suitable beam diameter, with the bonus
of introducing a proper pupil stop. A relay lens attached to the cold “snout” inside the exit vacuum flange of the
FTS cryostat re-focuses the light in the cold entrance aperture of the detector cryostat. A second lens is used to
re-collimated the light, with a pupil image at the position of the sample/reference mirror. Finally, the light is adapted
to the geometry of the Winston cone by an off-axis parabolic mirror.
Middle : with two additional relay lenses, it is possible to insert the sample cryostat for transmission measurements
without changing the beam path as seen by the detector cryostat.
Bottom : simplified configuration actually used for the Fabry-Pérot transmission measurements.

E.3 Implementation of the FTS optics upgrade

A photo of the upgraded FTS is shown in Figure E.5. The two parabolic mirrors were diamond-machined

from aluminium 6061 to our specified dimensions at LT-Ultra and mounted on a small optical bench, which

is bolted onto the LN2 work surface using already existing, tapped holes. The TPX for the lenses was pur-

chased as a solid cylinder from Goodfellow and machined and polished by a local optics shop according to
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Figure E.4: Left : refractive index and absorption coefficient of TPX at 295K. Right : transmission of three lenses
in series, as used for the Fabry-Pérot transmission measurements.

our optical prescription. The focal lengths of the lenses have been verified with a collimated light source

at our lab.

The new optics – initiated originally to improve the coupling of the light from the MPI into the detector

cryostat – already required one lens with a “promising” focal length (f=103mm), and to save manufacturing

overhead and time we considered to re-use the same prescription also for the extra relay optics needed to

insert the sample cryostat for transmission measurements into the optical path. As it turned out, this could

be achieved by simply adding the right distance between the FTS cryostat and the sample cryostat, realized

with a custom-length vacuum extension tube (Figure E.6). With this configuration we create a ∼ 12mm

diameter pupil image in a collimated beam on the sample wheel, which is well matched to the dimensions

of typical structures we investigate, including the new Fabry-Perot interferometers.
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Figure E.5: Top view of the opened FTS cryostat after the optics modification. Compared to the original configu-
ration, the two flat mirrors have been replace with off-axis parabolas (PM1 and PM2), and a lens has been added on
the cold “snout” in the exit flange (not visible in this photo). To reduce stray light we have also added a field stop
(FS) and a pupil stop (PS). Otherwise, the polarizer (P1), beam splitter (BS), roof-top mirrors (RM) and analyzer
(P2) have not been touched. The simulated illumination of the optical path is only approximate.
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Figure E.6: Schematic view of the sample cryostat inserted in the path between the FTS cryostat and the detector
cryostat. The two relay lenses are mounted inside the entrance and exit vacuum flanges of the cryostat, respectively.
The extension tube is necessary to replicate the focus and pupil distances as seen by the detector cryostat without
the sample cryostat and its relay optics.
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Titre : Instrumentation compacte pour l’astronomie: intégrer la spectroscopie et la polarisation au niveau du
détecteur

Mots clés : détecteurs, polarisation, spectroscopie

Résumé : Cette thèse étudie la possibilité d’intégrer
plusieurs fonctions instrumentales au sein de la matrice
de bolomètres pour les observations dans le domaine
du sub-millimétrique. Ceci est désormais envisageable
grâce aux progrès des micro-technologies.

Dans un premier temps, nous avons optimisé le design
des pixels polarimétriques inventés pour l’instrument
B-BOP du futur observatoire spatial SPICA. Ce travail
a notamment permis de quantifier la cross-polarisation
(1/1000) et de repenser la géométrie des pixels afin
d’obtenir des détecteurs mieux adaptés au rayonne-
ment incident.

Cette thèse a également été l’occasion, et ce de
manière indépendante à la polarimétrie, de réfléchir
à l’intégration de la spectroscopie au sein du plan fo-
cal. Pour cela, nous nous sommes orientés vers de l’in-
terférométrie de type Fabry Perot (FP). Un FP dans
un faisceau collimaté présente l’avantage d’être très fa-
cilement compatible avec l’imagerie. Toutefois, nous
avons choisi d’intégrer le spectromètre au plus près
du détecteur (et donc dans le faisceau convergent).
Nous avons également initié le développement de FP

tout silicium (Si) à haute résistivité afin de réduire
les pertes dûes aux miroirs métalliques, conventionnel-
lement utilisés dans nos gammes de longueurs d’onde.
Afin d’améliorer les performances spectrales du FP, les
miroirs sont fabriqués via un empilement de couches de
silicium interposés de vide tels des miroirs de Bragg.
Cela permet d’augmenter rapidement le coefficient de
réflexion des miroirs sans toutefois en augmenter trop
la complexité: une finesse de 215 est, par exemple,
attendue à 320 µm pour un FP utilisant des mi-
roirs Si/vide/Si. Ensuite, nous avons étudié le couplage
détecteur/FP qui se voit renforcé par la résonance des
deux cavités optiques formées par le système complet.
Enfin, des calculs ont montré qu’un FP avec une finesse
raisonnable (∼ 150) mis dans le plan focal ne dégrade
que très peu l’imagerie et la spectroscopie.

A la fin de cette thèse, plusieurs étalons FP ont
été réalisés et ont déjà démontré des propriétés
intéressantes: une résolution spectrale de 180 a no-
tamment été obtenue. En plus de cela, les mesures ont
montré que le silicium avait une absorption négligeable
à 77 K.

Title : “On-chip” astronomical instrumentation: bringing polarimetric and spectroscopic capabilities to the
detector level

Keywords : detectors, polarization, spectroscopy

Abstract : This thesis assesses the potential of gathe-
ring several instrumental functions into a bolometer ar-
ray for sub-millimetric astronomical observations. This
possibility is now conceivable thanks to the recent pro-
gress made in micro-technologies.

First, we optimized the design of polarimetric pixels in-
vented for the B-BOP instrument of the future space
observatory SPICA. This work enabled the quantifica-
tion of the cross-polarization (1/1000) and to rethink
the geometry of the pixels in order to obtain detectors
better matched to incident radiation.

This thesis has also been an opportunity to deal with
the integration of spectroscopy within the focal plane,
independently from the polarimetry aspect. We accor-
dingly focused on Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometry, as
an FP in a collimated beam can be well-suited for ima-
ging. Nonetheless, we chose to integrate the spectrome-
ter closer to the detector (and thus in the convergent
beam). We also initiated the development of an FP

made from high-resistivity silicon (Si) in order to lower
the losses due to metallic mirrors, generally used in this
range of wavelengths. With the objective to enhance
the spectral capabilities of the FP, mirrors are built as
a stack of silicon layers, separated by vacuum (Bragg
mirrors). This increases the reflectivity of the mirrors
while keeping the complexity to a reasonable level : a
finesse of 215, for instance, is expected at 320 µm for
a FP using Si/vacuum/Si mirrors. As a next step, we
studied the detector/FP coupling which is enhanced
by the resonance of two optical cavities formed by the
whole system. Eventually, calculations showed that an
FP with a moderate finesse (∼ 150) put in the focal
plane barely deteriorates imaging or spectroscopy.

By the end of this thesis, several FP etalons have been
built and have already demonstrated favorable proper-
ties: we obtained a spectral resolution of 180. Moreo-
ver, measurements showed that silicon has a negligible
absorption at a temperature of 77 K.
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